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SCRAP BOOK
FOOTBALL......................... 1934
All News Items in this Book 
are from the __
Providence JOURNAL-BULLETIN
Unless indicated otherwise
Providence College
Front Row (left to right) : Joseph Lefebvre, Providence, halfback; Alfred Hagstrom, Gloucester, 
Mass., end; Paul Healy, New Bedford, halfback; Omer Landry, Central Falls, quarterback; Thomas 
Hammond, Fall River, halfback; Joseph Balzanelli, Barre, Vt., halfback.
•Second Row: Joseph McHenry, Providence, guard; William Sullivan, Providence, tackle; Edward 
Gill, Providence, end; Carlo Angelica, Enfield, Conn., halfback; Captain William Kutneski, Olneyville, 
guard, Carlo Lepre, Providence, guard; Patrick Morrison, Staten Island, center; Edward Banahan, New 
aven> end; Brandt Nelson, Cranston, end.
^hird Row: Line Coach, Phil Couhig; Leo Bouzan, Newton, Mass., tackle; George Cusack, West- 
Sm'th aSS ' taC^e’ Peter Gobis, Providence, end; Joseph Adamick, Southbridge, Mass., tackle; John 
A H ’ Brockton, Mass., tackle; William Lawler, Springfield, Mass., end; Leo Davin, New Haven, tackle;
enry Soar, Pawtucket, halfback; Richard Vitullo, Warren, fullback; Oliver Roberge, Bristol, Conn., 
coach; Head Coach, Joseph McGee.
R°w: Backfield Coach, Tom Bride, Cranston; Raymond Belliveau, Fitchburg, Mass,, quarter- 
’ Ben Abrams, Providence, center; Abe Feit, Paterson, N. J., center; Charles Verde, Providence, 
end ger’ J£SSe ®reau^’ Harrisville, center; Adolph Janulis, Dorchester, manager; Bert Skipp, New Haven, 
- Edward Sokolowski, Cranston, fullback; James Boboras, Providence, guard; Peter Lekakos, Cam- 
bri<Jge, guard.
Joe McGee Appointed Head 
Football Coach for Friars
“Junie” Bride to Direct
Backs; Phil Couhig of
B. C. to Handle Line
BY EDWARD S. DOHERTY, JR.
Joe McGee, great all-around Provi­
dence College athlete of a decade ago 
and captain of the first football team at 
the Dominican institution, today was 
named head football coach to succeed 
Archie Golembeskl, who resigned sev­
eral weeks ago.
McGee, successful coach of the Fresh­
man team last fall, line coach under Go­
lembeski for two years and the first Do­
minican alumnus to' step into head 
coaching ranks, signed a two-year con­
tract after a secret conference with Rev. 
Lorenzo C. McCarthy, O. P., president 
of the college, and Graduate Manager 
John E. Farrell in Dr. McCarthy’s office 
last night.
Assisting Coach McGee next fall will 
be two former football stars, one from 
Providence College, and the other from 
Boston College. They are:
Thomas H. “Junie” Bride, Jr., star 
halfback at Providence College from 1923 
to 1926, as backfield coach.
Phil Coullig, captain of the 1931 Bos­
ton College football team and one of the 
outstanding Eagle gridiron and- track 
stars of the past 10 years, as line coach.
It was learned this morning that a 
local alumnus of Providence College, 
who made his name on the football field, 
will be chosen within the next few days 
by Head Coach McGee as Freshman 
coach.
Early this afternoon, Mr. Farrell con­
firmed the exclusive announcement by 
the. Bulletin of the football appoint­
ments.
“We feel very confident that Joe Mc­
Gee will prove a capable and aggressive 
coach,” Mr. Farrell said, “and he will 
have our fullest co-operation. Tom Bride 
has done great work with the backfield 
men during the past two years and both 
Mr. McGee and this office are elated 
that he will continue in that capacity.
"Mr. Couhig comes highly recom­
mended by Coach McKenney and other 
Boston College coaches and. having 
played guard, centre and tackle, will 
handle, the centre-of-the-line assign­
ments. I am also hopeful that Mr. Couhig 
will also be able, to devote some time to 
Continued on Page 30, Col. 1.
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BY EDWARD S. DOHERTY, JR. 
organization of a track team, one of my 
Rims since taking over the post of grad­
uate manager of athletics.”
The selection of Joe McGee is expected 
•to meet with whole-hearted approval of 
! the Friar alumni. One of the pioneers at 
I . the college, captain of the 1921 and 1922 
i ^football teams and an outstanding base- 
I ball star as well, McGee has received
■ much favorable support for the post 
, =since the resignation of Golembeski. His
=.work with the Freshman team last fall 
.-won him not only the praise of the 
school’s alumni but recognition from 
fellow coaches in this section. That 
Freshman team lost only one game in a 
tough six-game schedule and that de­
feat was by only a one-point margin.
The acquisition of Couhig as line coach 
Is regarded as a ten-strike by McGee, the 
. youthful head coach. Selected by every 
I Boston newspaper as all-New England 
; tackle in his Senior year at Boston 
College, Couhig was the recipient of 
Several coaching offers from high schools
■ In the Boston area after his graduation.
At that time,, however, Couhig had de- 
cided to enter the Boston College Grad- 
i uate School to seek a master’s degree 
I and turned down several attractive of- 
i fers. Realization of that desire will 
come this spring when he receives his 
Master of Arts degree from the Jesuit 
•institution.
Line Coach at Beverly
Despite his graduate studies, Couhig ’ 
has had time to help out as line coach i 
-at Beverly high school, where he shone 
on the gridiron and track before enter- i 
4ng Boston College. As the result of I 
his instruction last fall, Beverly high 
enjoyed one of its finest football sea- ; 
Rons in recent years.
* The selection of Couhig was made on 
.the recommendation of Coach McKen- 
| hey, of Boston College, with whom Mc- 
| pee has conferred several times this 
spring. McKenney, known as one of the 
I best defensive mentors in the East, told 
McGee that Couhig would fill’ the bill 
, and a conference here yesterday resulted i 
- In Couhig’s being put under contract.
Couhig’s signing will provide an in­
teresting angle for the Providence-Bos­
ton College game next fail. One Cou­
hig will be coaching the Dominican line; 
1 'another will be playing on the Eagles 
. forward wall. The |edond Couhig is
tain of 1931 Boston/College /
. ven—Also Track Star
He’ll Teach the Boys 
to “Hold That Line”
Phil Conl.ig, captain of 1931 Boston Col-., 
lege football team, who will assist 
Head Coach Joe McGee of Providence I 
College as line Instructor next-fell.
—-— ----- ..  ----------- ---- .  
Dave, brother of Phil and Captain-elect 
of the 1934 Eagles.
McGee and Bride need no introduc­
tion to followers of the Dominican 
teams. 'Both served as assistants to 
Golembeski during Archie's regime at 
Providence College, Bride as backfield 
coach and McGee as line coach until he 
took over the Freshmen last season.
Both Football Immortals
McGee, a product of Woonsocket high 
school where he won all-Interscholastic 
honors, was a member of the first foot­
ball team at Providence College and was 
•elected Its Captain in 1921 and again in 
1922. Despite the lack of reserve 
strength, that team held Boston College 
to the lowest score that any Providence 
team has been able to boast since that 
time.
Bride was a football, baseball and 
hockey star at Cranston high school 
and played both football and hockey 
at the Dominican institution. An accu­
rate forward passer, a good kicker and 
a smart blocker, Bride won a place 
among Friar football immortals despite 
the fact that his school and college foot­
ball scoring record totalled only two 
touchdowns.
The signing of Couhig may also lead ■
■ to the formation of Providence College’s 
first track team. Graduate Manager Far- I 
rell, who, since his appointment in the 
fall of 1926, has added varsity teams in 1 
golf, tennis and basketball to baseball 
and football which were already under­
way when he took over the job, is said 
to be enthusiastic over the prospects of 
track next year, both indoor and out­
door.
Competed in Brown, Meet
I Couhig, a powerful fellow, starred in ' 
.the weight events while a member of 
Jack Ryder’s Boston College track squad.
i Providence fans may remember him in 
the Intercollegiates at Brown a couple 
of years ago when he captured second 
places in both the shot-put and the dis­
cus throw at Brown Field.
I He competed in the I. C. A. A. A. A. 
meet at Los Angeles two years ago, plac,- - 
tag in the discus. Couhig made the 
trip to the coast with Joe Buonannp and 
Tom Gllbane, who represented Brown in 
the tournament. . ,,
Couhig learned his college football 
under Warren McGuirk, one of B. c.’s 
greatest tackles and a former member of 
the Providence Steam Roller, and John 
McManimon, one of 'the “Seven Mules” 
that cleared the way for Notre pame’s 
Four Horsemen of 1926. He played on 
the All-North team of 1930 at Baltimore, 
starting at a tackle post.
Probably one of the highest recom­
mendations that) could be given a foot­
ball player was accorded Couhig by Bill 
Ormsby over the telephone from .Boston 
last night. Ormsby, once a great Brown 
football and baseball star, end coach of 
the undefeated 1926 Brown eleven and 
now end coach of the Boston College 
team under McKenney, said:
“Go ahead and rave about Couhig 
and you won’t be saying too. much. He’s 
a lineman in the class with Orland Smith 
of the “iron Men” and this ,'fcharley 
Harvey of Holy Cross. He knows foot- 
i ball and the. best part of it is. that he 
i can Impart his knowledge to others. He 
is greatly responsible for the brilliance 
i of his brother, Dave, who will captain 
the Eagles next year, and he should de- 
l velop a fine forward line at Providence.”,
Boston HERALD
TO-«“ms[“
■WkW&W-*■;i® rfTrF Line coach M *
Ncw he2d footbanj^±----------------- —
THE ' BOSTON HERALD, ?
Couhig Providence Coach
McGee’s record as Freshman coach 
last year follows: Providence Freshmen 
7. Yale Junior Varsity 0; Providence 
Freshmen 7, .JJ.o.ston College Freshmen 
0; Providence Freshmen 6, Bridgeton 
Academy 0; Providence Freshmen 6, 
Dean Academy 0: Providence Freshmen 
6, Harvard Seconds 6; St. John’s Prep 13, 
Providence Freshmen 12.
While this list may not seem impres­
sive to some followers of football, It may 
be pointed out that Bridgeton Academy 
was champion prep school team of Maine 
and had not tasted defeat before stack­
ing up. against McGee’s eleven. The vic­
tory over the Yale Junior Varsity and 
the Boston College Freshmen also were 
regarded as big features in McGee's 
cap.
Bride Great Developer
Bride has been credited with develop­
ing two of the best broken field runners 
in recent Friar history. Jackie Brady, 
quarterback from Pawtucket, and An­
thony Barbarito, halfback from New 
Haven, were prize pupils of Bride. It is 
MeGee's intention, to give Bride a free 
hand with the backs this year and Black 
and White alumni are looking forward 
to a greater assortment of plays than 
lias been the custom in past Friar his­
tory.
Bride will have some fine prospects 
from McGee’s Freshman team to work 
with this year. Included among these 
are Hank Soar, former Pawtucket high 
star; Belliveau, a quarterback from 
Fitchburg, Mass.; Garbeckil one-time 
Tech luminary; Angelica, a fine-looking 
back from Thompson, Conn., and VI- 
tullo, a former star fullback at Warren 
high school.
While it is not expected that Coach 
McGee will hold any spring practice, it 
is reported that the new head coach 
will meet with Assistant Coaches Bride 
and Couhig and Capt. Bill Kutneski sev­
eral times this spring to lay the foun­
dation for his campaign next fall. It 
may be that McGee will start getting 
his squad in shape before the reopening 
of the fall term Inasmuch as the team 
will step right into big competition with 
little chance to try out plays on weaker 
opponents.
To Point For R. I. State
While neither McGee nor Bride could 
be reached this morning, it is known 
that both are. going to point for the 
initial game in the new series with 
Rhode Island State. When word of the 
renewal of relations between these two 
colleges was released two weeks ago, both 
Providence coaches were among the first 
to voice immediate approval.
is a possibility that the date 
01 the first game between the Friars and 
Hams, although tentatively set for Nov. 
rn,A be shifted to give Brown and 
H?,LN°SS Iree us® that day for their 
» enc°unter at the Brown Stadium, 
m P°rtc<1 that Graduate Manager 
Farrell would be willing to move the
, game back a week to the 24th, the Sat- 
! Ur mt ,,ore Thanksgiving when Brown 
is idle, if both coaches are willing to 
! keep their squads in training for that 
extra week.
M’GEEMENTOR
AT PROVIDENCE;
College Names Him Head) 
Football Coach—Couhig 
To Handle Line
tSpccIal Dispatch to The Herald] 
PROVIDENCE, March 27—Joe McGee 
L ..ls City’ on® of Providence College’s 
ng all-round athletes of a decade 
go oday became the first graduate 
<> be appointed head coa-ch of football 
I*' “e local Dominican institution. He 
[signed a, two-year contract as successor 
. lc^i® Golembeski of Worcester, who 
Onn>Cli a few WfiEks ago.
“JUNIE” BRIDE
assistants
the iLF'SW of Beverly, captain of 
and mJ Baston College football team, 
PrnviL11015135 “Junie” . Bride, another 
BointnJ11*^ College alumnus, were . ap- 
dlc MoGqe’s two assistants to han- 
The-SuJ n® and backfield, respectively, 
retained the berth he held 
veai-Ji, Golembeski for the past two 
Withmrt CouMg acepted his asignment 
troviri1 any- Previous association with 
IWidence College athletics. ■ 
feoachhma?e'up cf the Friars’ new 
Iter m r',£taff ^as announced today af- 
UrenJ conferred with the Rev. 
fef thf° T McCarthy, O. P.. president 
&ohr> w°ilege> and Graduate Manager. 
f FasJm ?re11 last night.
Cofihu said that he was hopeful that 
B c trO01?ex0f the best weight men on 
jbe ahu + team in recent years, would 
ganiM?;}0 Pcvotc some time to the or- 
igradunw1 of a track team, one of the ' 
over th? manager’s aims since taking 
8 Post six years ago.
>tEt^rred
event as a track man 1 
but he Heights was the shotput,
the dL,,. y’as the team’s best bet in 
Berkeley r, ,In the *• 4A games at,. 
'Placed in th’ h15 iunior .year> 
inte'rcoii“ \he discus. In the mdoor 
be won T?t New York, las.t year, 
Jack Rvdw? T ifhe sb°t- •:«v
'the New ? track. team which won 
last sm-mD. Stand intercollegiate title 
the eflrvrt? 'Jas largely dependent on 
idual m of, Couhig. In the Eagles’ 
■weight eSo h be would score .in every 
[for the inli? and more than made up 
IPrarcon -wi of field event men on the 
- CouhL nti3old squad.
:from ]9% tackle at Boston College 
[Dominican 1931' was named on the 
.Won nf iL , 9 °n the recommenda- 
"epach, McKenney, present B. C. 
confident, j .told McGee that he was 
.handle th- ,s former captain would 
...brotlmi.,.„ie. alignment. Phil is the 
tain-elect1 Dave Couhig, B. C.’s cap- 
a-adust theu^X wlu lead his Eagles 
briars nextjall.;
Head Coach Joe McGee, left, and ”e wov^nce College eleven
FRIAR FOOTBALL ^OACllES ■
Herb Trept Will Help in Friar
Football Coaching Work
~ 1,1 lirtf............... . .............................JeL-.-ii.---------_ ",___ _
Famed Tiger ( 
Tackle Will ;
Join Staff]
Princeton All-American Will'
Act in Semi-Official 
Capacity
Herb Treat, all-American tackle ■ 
from Princeton in 1922, has been ad­
ded to the Providence College foot­
ball coaching staff in a semi-official 
capacity, according to an announce­
ment today by Joe McGee, recently’, 
appointed head Friar coach.
■ Treat, who is residing in Edgewood 
as contact man for a nationally fa­
mous brewing company, is a person­
al friend of Coach McGee’s and of­
fered his services to the coach in help­
ing mould the Friar machine next fall. 
Although his business will prevent 
Treat from making the Providence 
College assignment a full-time affair,' 
he will, he believes, be able to do 
some scouting this fall for the Friars ’ 
and also help Coach McGee and his 
assistants, Tom Bride and Phil Cou- 
hig, at a goodly number of the Friar 
practice sessions.
The friendship between Treat and 
McGee dates back to 1920 when Treat 
was playing for Boston College and 
McGee was playing for Holy Cross. 
At Boston College Treat was a tackle 
on Maj. Frank Cavanaugh’s team that 
went through a season undefeated, 
numbering then mighty Yale among 
its victims.
ON 2 UNBEATEN TEAMS
Transferring to Princeton, he played 
tackle for the Tigers in 1922 and this 
team also was undefeated. He was 
a member and one of the main cogs 
on the Princeton team that went out. 
to Chicago to play University of Chi­
cago in a game that will live long 
in the annals of football. Princeton, 
in that game, trailed 18-7, with only 
seven minutes left to play, and then 
staged a great-hearted rally finally to 
win out 21-18.
After leaving college Treat played 
some professional football. He start­
ed the first professional team ever 
put together in Boston, the Boston 
Bulldogs. He also served a. term on 
the Princeton coaching staff, as line 
coach and Freshman coach under Bin 
Roper. During his career since leav­
ing college he has written newspaper 
articles and given talks over the ra- i
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McCormick, O’Keefe and R0- 
berge Named Coaches at 
_ 7 Providence College._ _
Head Coach Joseph. P. McGee of 
Providence College plans "inter­
changeable coaching” for his charges 
as he inaugurates his first season as 
full-fledged Varsity mentor today at 
10 am. With five assistants under 
his direction Coach MeGee will 
sign duties to each and, as the points 
of the McG-ee system are assimilated 
under-coaches, they will be 
?hifted in order to use to the fullest 
extent the experience they hate gained as players and as mentor^ 
Three additions were made to the 
Chari Stafl yesterday Wi en
I es McCormick of this city 
' OhterST°n Of Fa]1 River> and I 
Olive! J. Roberge of Bristol, Conn 
McC7PiT!rife''to assist Head Coach 
McGee. The new under-coaches will 
-b- primarily in charge of the Fresh 
man squad but under the McGee sys- 
the ’Var -J6 callcd uP°n t0 work with ^ Varsity squad. Until the Fresh­
men are called out on Sept. 18 the 
new assistants will aid Coach Mr : 
Gee with his ’Varsity group Mc' 
The entire Providence cwi.
football coaching staff will be^fn 
hand for the start of drills today 
an informal meeting yesterday final 
Plans for handling the Varsity™*®1 
were made. In attendance a^the 
gathering were Thomas H. Bride £ 
and Philip Couhig, 'Varsity J’ 
ants in addition to the neww4 ' 
P°^ted coaches and Head Coach Mc-
All the assistants added yestera-. I 
are former Providence CollX , 7 
mmaries on the gridiron. Oliver ' 
berge is one of three 10-lattermf Ro' 
the athletic history of ProvTri 111 i
tendance also maintained a high 
: scholastic standing. Charles O’Keefe I 
.starred on the 1931 and 1932 Friar ' 
..ekwens winning a reputation for be- ! 
I mg one of the most aggressive vai 
l'Ms°rtw^anIike first'strinSers> during 
in Ji °n the «r,d squad '
i Charles McCormick is already versed 
m the McGee style of play as he was 
j «n assistant to Coach McGee, when 
[ ing lUT WS Freshman mentor dur-
Appointed Grid Couches
Ollie Roberge, Charlie McCormick and Charlie °’Kedav"Vnes^^Tmen X h^dy players 
were added to Coach Joe McGee’s staff of mentors today^ Tneseyoung &
while at college and should be of much assistance to then head coach m u p
Cormick was a freshman line mentor last year for th
A sample of the activity which 
will pervade the Friar football camp 
begmmng with today’s initial tuX 
\ f°U,nd yfsterd^- at the.1 
athletic office where several players', 
reported, seeking to draw eauin 
ment for a head-start today. 
Bill Kutneski drew his equinmrni 
y^erday-. Bill has worked out whh 
a local high school squad to iron 
out the kinks and be able to swip" 
into regular drills more easily S
Frank “Abe” Feit sent word yes. 
terday that he will be delayed a day or two but is anxious to Jart 
tice. Feit is a centre candidate who 
was a mainstay of the 1933 ’Varsity 
elev®’ J,Oe Baizanelli, backfield 
candidate from Barre, Vt„ was a 
Visitor at the Dominican athletic of­
fice yesterday. Balzanelli has 
gained weight and now tips the 
scales at 180. He will join the backs 
when they report today. A heavier 
backfield is expected this year as 
many of the candidates report add 
ed weight.
Hank Soar, former Pawtucket 
High star and an outstanding back on 
the Friar Freshman team last year 
reported a gain in weight to 185. Soar 
has played amateur baseball during 
the summer and is in fine shape for 
the exacting campaign ahead.
FRIffl FRESHMEN
Varsity Squad To Hold Final 
Doubh Practice Session 
Today.
Hendricken Field, scene of Provi-' 
.dence College football activities, will 
hum with the noise of another foot­
ball squad this week when the Fresh­
man candidates report for their first 
drill tomorrow afternoon. The Friar 
’Varsity squad reported last Wed­
nesday. , ,, .
Plans for the ’Varsity squad this, 
week include work on new plays, 
more contact work, work on a for­
ward pass defence, and new passing 
formations, besides the regular pro­
gram of conditioning drills. If die 
’Varsity squad has advanced far 
enough in assignments, the new 
Friar mentor, Joe McGee, will hold a 
[scrimmage during the latter part of 
!the week. The last double practice 
session will be held today.
Three weeks practice lie ahead ci 
the ’Varsity squad before it stacks 
up against Holy Cross at Worcester 
on Oct. 6. No serious injuries have 
been reported in the preliminary 
work and the squad goes into its first 
full week of drilling in fine condi­
tion. ,
Coach McGee is still pretty much 
in doubt about his backfield but Omer 
Landry, diminutive quarterback 
from Central Falls, will command 
notice when the final decision is 
made. Pressing the tiny Friar flash 
for the post is Ray Belliveau, Fitch­
burg high product, who handled the 
Freshman team with skill last year. 
Ed Kirby of Derby, Conn., is an­
other Sophomore who may be heard 
from in the signal-caller’s berth.
At halfback the Friars will miss 
the services of Joe Wright, captain 
of the ’33 eleven, and Tony Barbarito, 
.speed merchant from New Haven, 
both of whom were graduated m 
June. To replace these men Coach. 
McGee has Paul Healy, stocky re­
serve back with the ’33 ’Varsity; Joe 
I Balzanelli, Carl Angelica, Tom Hazell 
I and Joe Lefebvre.
Banzanelli has come to the front 
this year as one of the leading con­
tenders for a halfback post. During 
the ’33 campaign he hovered in the 
background, but under the tutelage 
of Coach McGee has improved con­
siderably. During last Saturday s 
morning session Balzanelli came in 
if or an equal share of the punting 
along with Omer Landry.
Angelica and Hazell saw regular; 
duty with the Freshman eleven last 
season. Lefebvre showed much prom­
ise as a yearling player last year but 
due to an operation was .inactive dur­
ing most of the season. He is one of 
the leading Sophomore; claimants for
■Bil1 Kutnie-wslcj 1 " ™ " i,d
gad coach of the p*^5 ^arge of the Friar football warriors in the first practice • <
------ ---- ( vtdence College grid squad, greeted the candidates and was well satisfied 34 ,Campagin' Joe McGee 
was well satisfied with condition of the boys.
^angWay’ Baseball Gives Us Some of That Spotlight
---- —  — ---------- ——     __ S  --------------- ------------------------------------------------------- -------_ 
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE FOOTBALL PLAYERS WORKING OUT AT HENDRICKEN FIELD
Upper left, Ed Sokolowski, Kay Beliveau, Joe Balzonelli,' Paul 
Healy and Omer Landry, Upper right, Head Coach Joe ’McGee 
giving squad a blackboard drill. Lower photograph shows sqiiad 
in contact work.
Friars* Board of Strategy in Full Session
---------------- .;
Joe McGee; new head football coach at Providence College, calls his assistants together to map out the plan of campaign as the Dominicans 
start grid rehearsals. Left to right: Charlie McCormick, who’ll help in training the freshmen; .Ollie Roberge, ’Varsity end coach; Charlid 
O’Keefe, McCormick’s'co-tutor with the freshmen; Coach McGee, looking ovei' the new shape the ball has taken under this year s rule 
"change; Phil Couhig, ’Varsity Hnejcoach, and Tom “Junie” Bride^’Var sity backfield coach. . .'■/ ... >
FRIAR’VARSITY 7 
ffllMAKSl® 
Four Touchdowns Scored on
Yearlings; Sokolowski on 
Injured List
In a long informal s'crimmaSe 
7lth Freshmen’ Head Coach 
rJoe McGees Providence College 
Varsity football squad put ovf! 
four touchdowns on Hendricken field> 
yesterday afternoon. While the Var ; 
sity outclassed the yearlings the laf 
ter put up a rugged battle against' 
the heavier veterans.
The backfield problem became: 
more serious yesterday when Prt 
Sokolowski, fullback, was put on thT 
injured list. Sokolowski received a 
■ groin injury during Tuesday’s scrim­
mage and will be out of practice in 
definitely. Dick Vitullo, chunky 
Sophomore, remains as the Ione can 
khdate for -the fullback berth at ■present. dr-i
' .Yesterdays,Starting lineups were- 
Varsity-Felt, centre; Kutneski and 
•pepre, guards; Lawler and Davin 
tackles; Gobis and Hagstrom, ends’ 
Landry, quarterback; Angelica and 
Soar halfbacks; Vitullo. fullback j 
Freshman—Mullaney, centre; Arlia ! 
gnd Gorman, guards; Snyder I 
Shaw, tackles; Jordan and Ryark 
ends; Minicucci, quarterback; piTT 
and Polak, halfbacks; Moge, fullback
After the Varsity had reeled of* 
two touchdowns against a fighting 
yearling eleven Coach McGee called 
for subs for both teams. The VarsitT 
lined up with Skipp and Gill at the 
ends m place of Gobis and Hagstrom 
and Bobora went in at guard for 
Lepre. Hammond and Healy toot- 
over the halfback posts and'Belli 
iveau called the signals.
The Varsity showed flashes of 
power in the early stages of thp 
■scrimmage with Hank Soar and Dick 
: Vitullo toting the ball for consistent 
gains. After Vitullo had crashed 
over for the-first, points a pass 
Soar to Gus Hagstrom netted the sec 
ond touchdown. ’
Tom Hammond made several Ion? 
gains _ for the Varsity and his baui 
carrying yesterday marked him as a ! 
valuable man on. the halfhick squad 
Paul Healy took over Dick Vitullo’s 
fullback berth after the husky War- 
renite had earned a deserved rest 
Joe Balzanelli took Healy’s halfback 
post and Abrams went in at centre 
for Feit. The Varsity put across 
two-more touchdowns with Hank I 
Soar carrying the ball both times 
from about the 10-yard line.-
30E McGEE
j# :-----------------------7-' ........ - -............................................................■;...., _____ '............  /
Friars Practice for Holy Cross
r f ---- ----------------------------------------?------------------- ------------------------- ..................................................................................................................................................................
! Game With Enth usiasm
k Friars May Depend on 
J| Aerial Attack as Biggest 
S Ground Gaining Weapon 
J? at Worcester Saturday
BY JOE NUTTER
The business of football is very 
much to the fore at Providence Col-; 
lege. While white and black jersied 
players block, tackle, rip and roar’ 
about Hendricken Field, dozens of 
spectators march up and down the 
sidelines. A smattering of town-folk, 
undergraduates, alumni and occa­
sionally a faculty member clad in 
the white habit of the Dominican 
Order follow every move as Coach 
Joe McGee hammers home the les­
sons of the football warfare.
Old-timers, who have watched 
Providence College, for years, say 
that never liasthe spirit been so good, 
the enthusiasm so high, the hopes so 
I solidly grounded as now. One might 
suspect that there would be a defeat­
ist psychology right now as those 
Black and White players prepare for 
their meeting with Holy Cross in the 
opener, but it isn’t there. In a long 
scrimmage session yesterday, I failed 
to see any indication of a, let-down, 
any sign that anyone even suspected 
that the Crusader might prove more 
than a mere match Saturday.
! VARSITY TEAM t'
IMPRESSIVE IN DRILL
Joe McGee had a first team that ran 
through its plays with remarkable 
smoothness. The timing was good, 
the blocking was creditable, and the: 
backs ran with speed and determina­
tion. Two runs that could have been 
counted for touchdowns were reeled^ 
off on the initial two plays, rmd 
“Hank” Soar ahd Dick Vitullo were 
past th last defender on at leas two 
othei’ occasions before the va --ity 
scrimnfage was called off and the 
shock troops went up against the 
(freshmen..... .. .. . . _...... .
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE KICK ERg JUMP INTO ACTI ON
st /“sh™*‘”
L»a.y S“-
While Holy Cross ffiay~Kave' size 
and wealth ,of reserve talent, the 
prophecy may be fairly made that 
the first eleven from Providence Cob 
leeg will come close to holding its 
own against any one eleven from Mt 
St. James heights. Holy Cross may 
send m an array of reserves, and 
may even pull away from the Do_ 
mm/cans, but if she does, it will 
be because the P. C. reserves do not 
run as big and powerful as that of 
the Worcester college.
“Holy Cross isn’t nearly as awe­
some to us here as some might have 
yTT?pe2leve’’’ Joe. McGee declared.
They are big, fast and powerful 
and to all reports Holy Cross really 
has a team that will go far this 
year. But I still think that they will 
know they’ve been in a bailgame 
Saturday night, I think we have 
® caPable FOUP men, and I think that we will score, per­
haps score more than once. And I’m 
hoping that we can keep that score 
right down where it belongs. If 
things go well and we don’t suffer 
injuries, I’ll take a chance on mv 
men,1 ,Ylsb we had one game under 
our belt, but we haven’t. We have 
tried to make up for lack by concern, 
tration on our reportoire of plavs 
and we are ready.” h
FRIARS HAVE STAR
PASSER IN JiAlvK SOAR
It seems logical to suppose that the ! 
Friars will depend not a little oA 
their aerial attack, for they have as 
fine a passer as adorns New Ei^land 
college ranks in Hank Soar. He was 
tossing them with rare abandon yes-' 
terday, and they were connecting de 
spite the Hurculean efforts of the 
hard-pressed defence backs. The 
kicking thus far has been spotty and 
not too effective, and not a little of 
the time that remains will be spent 
on further building up the punting 
department. s
* • *
Ed Sokolowski, the big Crans­
ton fullback, is on the injured 
list and there is still some doubt 
as to how much he will be able 
to add to the game. If he recov­
ers enough to alternate with Vi- 
tullo, the backfield will be ma­
terially strengthened. But it is 
the lack of real man-eating line 
reserves that is keeping Joe Mc­
Gee awake nights and adding 
years to the youthful Phil Cou- 
hig. If there were seven for­
wards as good as the first seven, 
and another end or two for spare 
change, Joe McGee, Junie Bride 
and Couhig- would be ready to 
bet you that their men had a 
rather good chance.
* * *
As it is they say in unison, “Yes, 
we ve got a chance, but we wish that 
it was a bit more of a chance. The 
bigger.they are the harder they fall,’ 
and we are hoping to take a big fall! 
out of them Saturday.” ___ -—-J
Friar Backs on the Ran
I . " I ■ ' " " 1
Here are the four backfield men who will start for Providence ■ 
College against Holy Cross at Worcester Saturday. Left to right, J 
'Omer Landry, Boy Belliveau, Dick Vitullo and Hank Soar.
________________ ___ _________________ ~---------------------—---------
p. C. ALUMNI HONOR
COACH JOE McGEE
The Providence College Alumni 
honored Head Coach Joe McGee and 
his. football staff last night at a rally 
in Harkins Hall. The gathering was ; 
the first of several to be held during : 
the colege year by the Friar alumni 
association.
Very Rev. Lorenzo C. McCarthy, 
O. P. delivered a short address of 
welcome to the alumni body. Coach 
McGee spoke on behalf of the coach­
ing staff and William Kutneski, cap­
tain of the Providence College foot­
ball team, spoke for the team.
Fred McDermott, president of the 
Providence College Alumni Associa­
tion, Fred Reardon of Pawtucket and 
Phil Couhig, ’varsity line coach, were 
also speakers on the program.
George F. Treanor, chairman of 
the program committee, was toast­
master of the evening. A musical 
program was given by the Provi­
dence College philharmonic orches- 
' tra under the direction of Rev. I. A.
Georges, O. P. Soloists were George 
Sharin, ’35, and Farley, ’38. George 
Clark, ’36, was the accompanist. >
A buffet luncheon was served after 
program of entertainment had been 
completed.. ..
Hank Soar, above, Pawtucket youth who should play an impor­
tant part in the Providence College gridiron wars thjs season. 
He is the forward-passing ace of the P. C. scheme o . •
The ' open up next week against Holy Cross atcrce
— ■—   ' -■ i
He’ll IPots^ for the Friars
| Worcester GAZETTE
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
IS HERE TOMORROW
Friars Hope to Make Good Showing Against- 
Highly Touted Holy Cross Gridsters— 
Anderson’s Team Should Triumph-- _
A'confident Providence College eleven, plentifiully sprinkled 
with promising sophomores, arrives in Worcester tomorrow for 
its annual struggle with the Holy Cross Crusaders on Fitton Field 
at 2 o’clock and the little band of Dominican Friars are bent o 
upsetting the powerful Purple apple cart and returning to the 
Rhode Island capital with their first victory over Holy Cross ‘ 
the history of the series between the two teams.
Joe McGee, the new head coach,*’ 
will cs-riy on from where Archie 
Golembeski left off after nine years 
; of fruitless attempt to annex a : 
Purple scalp, and will field a club i 
i well able to uphold the tradition 
that all . Providence teams are ag­
gressive foes. Since many of last 
’ear’s team have been lost by 
graduation, the main reliance is on 
the sophomores who have shapetd 
up well so far.
At left end will be Pete Go­
bis, a good pass receiver and 
deadly blocker; Lawler' will 
take care of left tackle; Bill 
Lepre will be-at left guard, and 
Feit at the pivot post. On the 
other side of the line will be 
Bill Kutneski, captain of the 
visitors, and star lineman of 
the group. Davin performs at 
right tackle and Hagstrom at 
right end.
Omer Landry, 154-pound spark­
plug of the Friars, will call the sig­
nals. He is small but. shifty and 
aggressive, and playing his third
«sd Ray Cni^e^flal^Ff ad- 
halfback, and Hank Soar from Pawtucket win xr’ 18°-husky 
.Kvr vu « ’ Wlil be supported -Dick vitullo. 20-UOnndand former Holv fubbaCK
performer. Y Cross Fre6hman 
anlhbiggestfithlt str<^t 
sented the fIL^8 *Ve" 
plenty of speed
tions the Crusaders ? aV 11ldlca' 
busy afternoon. b are ln for a 
Cr^team"^^ the 
IsMe^ne"^ “uJ-s
Anselm game last °weekd Br® St' 
and Ricardi on the* JTogan
Harvey and Monciewfe ’ 
Morand and Flana.P.,?CZ' tacklesl 
Bill Ryan, big tonh^guards’ and 
Brockton at the nivot10ln05e from 
of the veteran Tony M^ranTo^®®
Bex- Kidd will can the si 
nais, Len Kuziora and Jim Ho- 
at the h««”ack berths, with J0e Yablonskl> 
husky Holden pile-driver, at 
fullback. be
' -------- -----------
Winning Again in the Rain —By Al Banx
Holy Cross 25-0
FIRST - HALF STANDS
Hold fl. C. to One Tally in First
Two Periods—Yablonski, Janiak 
O’Connor, Hanifan Scorers
Battling stubbornly in the rain and mud, a fiereplv 
and deadly tackling Providence College eleven provide/ 
Cross’ ponderous football forces with a man’s sized scrap before 
finally-yielding to an expected and inevitable defeat at Fittm fi 4 
yesterday afternoon. The score was 25 to 0 Fltton fiekl
The more powerful Crusaders, 
their attack hampered for the third 
successive Saturday by treacherous 
'turf and a slimy ball, marched 
through the cold, gray drizzle to 
four touchdowns; but they could 
punch-only one. of these past the 
gallant Friar defenses-in the bit­
terly waged first half. '
Joe Yablonski, the 200-pouhder 
; sophomore fullback from Holden 
who thunders over a gridiron like 
;an express train on the loose, 
;scored that one on a short dash 
through a gaping tackle hole after 
a 20-yard pass.from Jim Hobin to 
Rex Kidd and a similarly long 
sprint by the hard-to-halt Yabloii- 
ski had helped sweep the Crusaders 
half the length of the field in seven 
'plays. ..
G'ame playecll October 6,195^
Wo rc e s|er GAZETTE
Winner Over
■ - - -, y , ... .......“   '
Providence;
FRIARS MAKE GREAT
Harvey Ready to Stop Friar for Loss
AI Soar, Providence’s big and hard-running halfback, is pictured starting around left end in yester- 
i day’s game at Fitton field. Buzz Harvey, giant Crusader captain, is shown ready to tackle him for a los»i 
which he did. Harvey played great game as H. C. defeated the Friars£5-0.  _—,  ____ [
Vorces^e^ GAZETTE
briars FigKfTsara— -
The rang-,-visitors in the mud- 
smeared white shirts got their de- 
fenses organized immediately aft- 
ferwards and promptly put on a 
tackling' display which brought! 
thrills of admiration to the 2500 
drenched and bedraggled specta­
tors. Led by two big, fast and 
hungry-handed ends in Ed Bana- 
han and Bill Lawler, a grand guard 
la-?“apt' Blli Kutneski and a pair 
of bone-cracking halfbacks, Al Soar 
and Ray Belliveau. who tackled' 
with much zest and ...finality, they, 
manhandled every 'Holy' ry,,/',’ 
charge throughout the remai^. .«>' 
the half. 'They took the ban aw8v 
fiom the Crusaders deep fn their 
own territory three tinw= jn (fl,! 
second quarter and finally kZS 
a drive from midfielj’ on their five- 
yard line just befp'r{; the whistle, 
nf ,.Qe.jCrUS?deis trolled. up plenty 
1V ^ditHnnu it exceeding,
Ij difficult to sdpre acairmt tn ■> fighting Friars. And it Xft uitn 
w® 1 aJ°ng in the third period 
when the Providence line was be- 
ginning to crumple from the per- 
vnt^°?ridin’ of the Purp e' 
backs that Holy Cross struck up 
a wild-wheeling 58-yard march an t 
sent Johnny O’Connor plunging!1 
across the line to match the touch* 
down which Yablonski had mo 
duced earlier. p10
Crusaders Cut Loose
'•Cm? RnTw SC°re’ garnished by 
,capt.Buzz Harvey’s perfectly boot­
ed placement point, fired the C J* i 
saders’ attack and they had tW 
mg Priars back on their heel'.' 
throughout the final period a 
fumble halted the first Holy Cross 
charge 20 yards short of a tallv' 
but with the speedy Walter Jan £ 
Providing the thrills, theylmr‘ ii 
right back to cover 48 yards in an 
overland drive that was climaxed 
when Janiak spun through thb 
for a touchdown.
The game safely in hand, Dr Im 
ward L. Anderson rustled out n 
entire substitute team'and two r 
these sophomore replacements t 
Canini and Fred Hanifan elect,06 
fled the water-soaked customers 
they teamed to supply the c as 
saders’ last • and most thrilprU“ 
touchdown. Canini, a blockily vU?g 
175-pound quarterback from.- 
aroneck, N. Y., provided the ej1 ’ 
thrill by grabbing a Providence 
punt on the dead run and reelin'1 
it back 22 yards. Then Hanifan ! 
165-pound speedster from Malden 
shot out around his left end be’ 
hind beautiful interference, quick 
ly twisted and squirmed into the 
clear and then outstripped a flock 
of frantic pursuers to finish his 
dazzling 38-yard gallop in the end 
i zone.
That scintillating sprint lifted 
Hanifan’s name alongside those of 
Yablonski, Johnny O’Connor, Hobin 
and Janiak as the Purple’s out­
standing ball-luggers of the moist 
afternoon. Rex Kidd, the sopho­
more quarterback from Melrose 
who catches punt;s over his shoul­
der with the ease and nonchalance 
Of an. infielder taking«a,.pojt,.gy 
ialso came in for his share of praise 
for his manner in handling these 
kicks, 5.... __ ___ __________............. ....
I
~ ~ ~ '— ■■■■ 1 —————————.—-----------
Breaking Through the Friars9 Defence
Johnny O’Connor, Holy Cross back, is shown plowing through 
Providence Cohege’s line for a 15-yard gain in the third quar­
ter of the game played at Fitton Field, Worcester, yesterday. 
The Crusaders defeated the Dominicans 25-0.
Harvey Stars in Line 
, '• Big Buzz Harvey, once again the 
. dominating, far-roving and gggr/> 
sive tackle he was last season, t® 1 
outstanding' in a Purple fronts;* i 
which blanketed Providence’s'ever J 
attacking thrust, but which at times’! 
lacked offensive drive in the'mud 
and frequently was slow to sustain 
..its initial charge. Harvey was a 
gallant defensive figure during the 
three quarters he played, while 
,^Paul Brogan and Andy Riccardi, , 
i the wings, wreaked havoc with the I 
' Friars’ sweep plays just as the 
I guards, Phil Flanagan and Jim Mo­
ran, stopped every inside charge.
Providence, gallant enough on the . 
defense, failed to muster a single 
menacing offensive gesture. Only 
once were the visitors in possession 
of the water-logged leather on the 
sunny side of midfield, securing it 
then on a fumble; and they jiever 
were able to push up to the Purple’s, 
. 4Q-yard streamer. Their attack! 
which operated from a single wing” 
formation behind an unbalanced, 
line always was blanketed by the 
burly Crusader forwards.
Holy Cross, although it again re­
stricted its attack to a few simple 
running plays with an occasional 
pass — only six forwards were at­
tempted—rattled off a total of 18 
first downs and gained 336 yards by [ 
rushing. Providence could make’ 
but three first downs and only a net 
yardage of 26 . by rushing while J 
both of its two pass attempts were j 
easily checked.
The Crusaders opened with their 
characteristic bang, getting the ball 
at midfield early after Providence 
had been^staced to punt following 
| Harvey’s..kWbff. Hobin, the triple­
threatening veteran from Framing- 
haaily swung out around his right 
end on a reverse play and swerved 
And dodged 28 yards up to the 
Friar 18. But here the H. C. attack 
ffyas overpowered by the visitors’ 
. defense and when three line 
thrusts and a pass failed, the 
Friars took the ball.
Hobin Pass Starts March
They were forced to punti 
promptly with the sensational Kidd 
lugging Soar’s high boot back 12 
yards to Providence’s 40. Ba.na.-' 
han, a hard-tackling wingman, 
broke through to toss Hobin for 
an eight-yard loss on a sweep play, 
but Framingham Jim drifted back 
on the next play and rifled a long 
pass down the middle to Kidd, who 
■ caught the' oozy leather on the 30 
and went up two more before he 
i was tackled. Two plays later Yab- 
'lonski lowered his head and cracked 
through left tackle for a run to the 
13-yard line. Kuziora made five of 
those yards on one shbt and Yab- 
lonski completed the distance- 
as he raced through a big hole 
which Harvey and Flanagan; had! 
opened, crossing the line with ail, 
nitcrfcrer in front of him arid1 no 
nostil® hand on him. Harvey’s 
placement try was just wide of 
the. uprights,, „ ...
A long punting duel followed the 
kickoff with the Crusaders finally; 
starting from their own 43'. With ! 
Kuziora and Yablonski doing the 
bulk of the' carrying, they sloshed 
steadily ahead to the mud to reach 
Providence's 22 as the quarter 
ended. Yablonski then made it first 1 
down on the 20 .and next went up, 
to the 15. But Banahan again, 
tossed Hobin for a big loss on a 
sweep play and a mixed signal 
caused the Crusaders more grief, 
forcing them to surrender on ' the 
26. After an exchange of punts, 
Kuziora and H<“bin led a 40-yard 
drive up to the 7-yard line where 
H. ,C. again ga,ve up the ball on 
downs. The Friars were plenty 
formidable on the defense when 
, their goal was • threatened. 
' Cross hustled right back and with 
Johnny O’Connor, the veteran full­
back from Malden who was play­
ing his first game of the year, lead- 
ting the way they went 45 yards to 
Providence's five. Time was nearly 
,-p and H. C. hurried its plays with 
she result all four of them failed 
“and the Friars took the ball as 
Hobin’s pass plunked to earth in 
the end zone.
O’Connor, Hobin and Kuziora 
hammered the ball 25 yards and 
across midfield after the second 
half kickoff only to lose it on 
O’Connor’s fumble. Providence 
made its first first down here, Soar 
and Vitullo combining in line plays 
I to take it up to the Purple’s 42. But 
I the Friars couldn’t move an meh 
, further and soon H. C. was headed 
goalward again. Hobin started the 
58-yard drive with two pretty cut­
back runs and Johnny O’Connor 
kept it going with long dashes off 
right tackle on reverse plays, the 
Friar defense again tightened up 
t'pn its own 15-yard streamer, but 
'here Hobin flipped a pass over the 
ind to Kidd, who took it up to 
■Within a yard of pay dirt. O’Con- 
oior plunged it across on the first 
/’iipt.
Janiak Runs Hard
O’Connor ran 20 yards up to 
Providence’s 20 on a beautiful tac­
kle slanter early in the final quar­
ter, but fumbled the slippery melon 
as he went down and Providence 
staved off the Crusader charge. 
Holy Cross came out of a punting 
exchange in possession just across 
midfield and Janiak and Hobin 
took it up to the 30 in two plays. 
Next Janiak streaked around left 
end in a dazzling run that carried 
him 15 yards. The going became 
tougher, but O’Connor and Hobin 
ground out a first down on the five 
and then Janiak took it across on 
the first play.
Pete Lingua, giant Holy Cross 
tackle who had just replaced. Hip 
J Moncewicz, and Soar, the visitors’ 
backfield ace, became a bit too en­
thusiastic in their play during the 
closing moments of this drive and 
both were quickly banished from 
| the field by Referee Jim Keegan. 
■ There was some more punting fol­
lowing the kickoff and then Canini 
j and Hanjfan strutted their scin- 
t tillating stuff for the Purple's final 
score ..........
--------------wa,BSSW I.kick. j, ‘1 '^7 F 
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the Pro’videnceP8-yard Fine Z ° a JIrSt down on ,the 7-yard line. Placemeirt was good. Two more recruits have been
Yablonsky on a straitrht k, i -Abrams stopped Kidd in his tracks . Score Holy Cross 13, Providence SI8ned by the St. Louis Cardinal-
through the center of 1 tn? m//,2 a and Kuziora was thrown for a 2- «• . °wned Greensburg Redwings of the'
his way through the mrd 6d yard loss as the visitors' line tight- TTI?urlng aH exchange of punts Pe““sylvama State Association;
touchdown. Harvev’s t ened- A long pass- Hobin to Kidd, Hobln Put the visitors on the defen- and th® Pair will report to Grgens-
went wide as the period * was knocked down by the second- ®lve when he booted offside on the burg aext spring. They are Bar-!
Score—Holv Cross fi- v/’ • ary> and the cross attack faded out Pr°Yldence 5-yard line. Soar kicked y ™!a?saddle of Columbus, O„
denre, 0 " ’ ’ Frovi- as the half ended. to his own 35 yard line as the third and Fred Heischman of New Al-
HobinSEC°2D PERI°D S0°re~^y Er°SS 6-Pr^“ 0- P Scorc-H^y Cross 13, Providence ^etdon^i^'
vard for a sev'en THIRD PERIOD 0. chain gave youngsters in the Ohio’
Providence37 righfendhas’th5/ P0U"a J’ °’Conner received the kick-off FOURTH PERIOD CapltaI
opened. Banahan again broke h'S 0Wn 15 to i replaced the battered Cap- 7j.mnai.Jl: Wi™
through and smeared Kidd for a bls be7ore being tossed out of ‘ain Harvey at left tackle for Holy 6111 VV1HS
5 Fard ,!oss' Providence College bounds. On a well-executed criss- Cr°ss. After a beautiful 15-yard • 1 z-tz, -«-»
g'otJ?.e.ban ?n downs. Soar punted cross Hobin slashed awav tn the rU” ° C°naer fumbled and Landry VaiUDriUffe *1’ JHhlll 
to Kidd on the Crusaders’ 20 yard Providence 45-vard Hne w recovered for Providence. . - „ » *lUU
^thrown out of bounds by Sana- recovered^ for the Friars. JsSutf material.^ drive rfed 2e
Again the famed Yablonsky was (tain Harve?6! 1Dt° CaP-| 46 yards in length with Kidd ° t y?rds ahead of Bill Simons,—w A u: IXss X SSfexsx” ~
I
Crusaders Beaffridr^S-0 
^j^ophamore Backs Starj
^Dominicans Make Stirring Goal
Line Stands in First
Half of Game.
i'itton Field, Worcester, Mass., Oct ’ 
6.—The Crusaders of Holy Cross’ con­
tinued to march towards their goal 
of .an undefeated season by conquer­
ing a fighting group of football play­
ers from Providence College 25 to O' 
here today, but the rain and mud1 
were not their only barriers as the 
Friars provided them with a sterner 
battle than the score might indi­
cate.
During the first half of the con­
flict, the scrappy Dominicans, husky 
enough, but who appeared as light­
weights before their giant foes, bat­
tled the homesters almost to a stand­
still, the midway score being 6 to 0. 
But thereafter the Crusaders’ super- 
j ior manpower began to assert itself 
before an opponent which was grad­
ually weakening from continual bat-' 
tering.
Tired from their exertions in the 
i first half, the Friars were forced to 
concede three touchdowns during the 
: last part of the conflict to a smooth 
i working machine propelled by three 
Sophomore flashes—Kidd, Kuziora 
and Yablonski.
There was no question of Holy 
Cross’s superiority, and there was 
no danger of the Friars scoring as. 
their offensive was woefully weak, 
netting but 76 yards in rushing 
i against 357 by the Crusaders. But 
I a big part of the game was the ex- 
; cellent Dominician defensive stands 
during the first half. Four times the 
i Crusaders steam rollered inside the 
Providence 20, but only once were 
they able to score, and on one occa­
sion the Friars checked their adver- 
jsaries after conceding a first down 
'On their seven-yard line.
» * »
But the real story of the contest 
' was the manner in which that giant. 
Holy Cross line and the Sophomore 
backs clicked. Led by their giant 
captain, Buzz Harvey, the Crusader 
forwards figuratively tore the Provi­
dence line to shreds and had it not 
been for yeoman defensive work by 
Dick Vitullo in the Friar backfield 
the score would have been higher.
There was a wealth of power in 
the Holy Cross team, and outside of 
lacking a bit of finesse, it flashed 
brilliantly against the Friars.
Three of the Holy Cross touch­
downs came on long marches of 40, 
% and 60 yards and the other was 
the result of a remakable 37-yard 
run by Frederick Hanifan, the other 
member of'that crashing quartet 6f 
sophomore backs,.
Game played: October 6,1954
Hani fan’s’ brilliant run, themosf 
spectacular of the game, came in the, 
dying moments of the contest just 
when the Friar supporters were be­
ginning to cheer the fact that their 
team had held the powerful Cru- 
.saders to a 19 to 0 score This fast, 
stepping sophomore dashed around 
the Friars’ left end to gallop to his. 
team’s fourth touchdown.
Hanifan’s touchdown was the sec­
ond the Crusaders scored in the final 
period, the other being made by Wal­
ter Janiak, who sprinted for a score 
from the six yard line. Joe Jablon­
ski, the 200-pound sophomore full* 
, back, crashed through for the initial 
Holy Cross tally six minutes after 
game started from the eight yard 
line and the other touchdown was 
made by Tom O’Connor, a veteran 
who shared the spotlight with the 
sophomores. O’Connor’s . touch­
down came in the third period from 
' the three yard line.* * ♦ ::
Because of the wet ball and slip-, 
pery turf both teams dyjittlp.pass-'
I
P 4 Thev nunted. continX2 break wbtck 
never came.
Both starting lineups were dotted 
with Sophomores, the FriaTs havt“? 
X and the Crusaders five, byit < 
whereas the Purple second year men , 
had the experience of playing m two 
games the Friar Sophomores were 
making their ^sijr debuts. Wh 
the exception of Vitullo m the pacx 
field and the play of E^^thl 
han and Ben Abrams in the line, in 
Dominican Sophomores play®^ 
SoXmore football. Abrams entered 
exhibited a remarkable detens 
game along with the Banahan and 
, Vitullo. Banahan, the 150-pound 
wildcat, certainly gave a remark­
able performance of crashing 
the heavy Crusaders.
Another Friar who turned in a 
smod performance during his short 
stay in the game was Joe Balzanelli. 
Hc'"ot off some good punts and mad 
So ?me gains. He got his chance to 
'nlay when Hank Soar and Pete 
lfingua nearly ^f/^gamXand:
Friars, giving a good enough pm 
formance which may earn him a reg 
ular berth.
All the Purple sophomores came 
through brilliantly, especially the 
colorful triumvirate of Kidd, 
ora and Jabionski. He in a
backs who will b 1 ovide
S 2.5" « S■»»’>»' Seat tteSir Kuziora the expert at end 
P S and off-tackle thrusts, and
[
 Jim HobinftKe veteran who started 
in the Holy Cross backfield along 
with Kidd, Kuziora and Yablonski, 
also proved that he has not lost any 
of the ability which made him a 
standout with the Crusaders last sea­
son.
It was Hobin’s excellent punting 
which paved the way for the first 
Holy Cross score as after two ex­
changes of kicks he gained 15 yards 
for the Crusaders, giving them a first 
down on the Friar 40. Four rushes 
and an aerial, Yoblinski to Kidd, net­
ted a touchdown, ithe former scoring 
from the eight-yard line after he had 
the bulk of carrying to that mark.
The Crusaders got inside the Friar 
20 three more times during the first 
but could not score, but midway dur­
ing the third quarter, they produced 
their second touchdown, this time, 
staging a 60-yard march. It was 
O'Connor who did most of the gam­
in* on the drive and he finally scored 
from the one-yard line to which 
point it was brought by an aerial, 
Hobin to Kidd.
Midway again in the final qtra.rter, 
the Crusaders marched 45 yards fdr a 
score mainly through the line crash- 
‘ing of Janiak. who went over from 
he five-yard line. Then during the 
final minute of play. Hanifan came 
throtWh with his spectacular 37-yard 
dash for the final bit of scoring.
Th» Friars-had only one real scor- 
ind chance,and that came m the third, 
period when Kutniewski recovered' 
n Holv Cross fumble at midfield but 
the Dominicans could advance no 
further than the Crusaders 40-yarq 
line.
The summary: pottegf
HOLYCROSS (25) PB0V-1C°LBE°ahan 
Riccardi, I. . ................................ , Adamick
Harvey, 1. •..................... . .1. g„ Kiita‘ski
Flanagan. 1- S.............................................. c.. Feit
r-van. . .................................. .... r, g,, Lepre '
Moran, r. g--* *..................... r. t., Devin
^toncewioz, r. . ................... ...r. e.. Lawler
nrr-an. r. . ......................... _ b
Kidh d. b. • ...................;................1. b.. Soar
T.----ora. ................... r b. Bc.nb.pn„
V. f’ b......................... .'.f. b- V'tulloYtHodsM. 1224y bv periods......:. J 7 n~25
llo1v C”n ' •■•:' •; —Yablonski. J.Tobia? nan>r-.n. Points after
0 ■Holy cress—Harvey.to"m4 v - - y Holv C-nss—J. O Connor 
‘ wonsH .iavln for Harvey. Janiak lorfor Yablo sio- Lingl1% for M0n.
Kuziora. Cani.n{OT O.c,nnor Mccann lOT 
.r^tvicz. Ci r u fnr Brogan. Cienkiewicz 
iRic(?Jrrdi'-n°'Rpnz for FUnas-an. Hamfan for 
for O'Donnell, Sullivan for
DS'iabterS. r nef,e—Skipn for Lawler. 
Providence ,c Lawlf,r {or sklpp. Lente
Hob or p.s skiPP for-Lawler. Lawler forj°r it>r®ms for Heit. Gobis for Bana-
Adamick. ADr. ms Mnrrison for Leka-
ban, BeWfOr VW® Oill for Ban. han. 
k7-nI??or Heolv BaWane’li f;r Soar, Sloan 
Vit-ullo "e Morrison for Abrams.Ior BUlrvean. , umphe—J.
I!,eIerXTd iivlge—J- N- Young. Unwnan 
BUTVscanlon Time of periods-15 min-
^<2 0 ----
By Friars’ Defeat in Opener
Abrams and Balzanelli in Line 
for Regular Berths After 
Saturday’s. Showing.
Small college football teams en­
joyed one of their most successful, 
days in years last Saturday when' 
they upset fobs which annually have 
humbled them, but the Providence 
College eleven was not included in 
this list, failing in its quest to topple 
the Giant Crusaders of Holy Cross.
But Coach Joe McGee of the Friars 
was not dismayed by the defeat as 
he expected Holy Cross to win. He 
was disappointed to a certain extent 
fey the 25 to 0 score but he is far 
from discouraged and is looking 
ahead with optimism to games with 
teams in the same class as the Do­
minicans, one of which will come 
Saturday when the College of the 
City of New York invades the Cycle­
drome. , , ... ,,
Reviewing the contest with. the 
Crusaders, McGee said last night! 
“We did as well as could be expected 
for an opening game against the ex­
perienced Holy Cross team which 
had already met two teams previous 
to meeting us. We made the usual 
first game mistakes, but as a whole 
■ ^^e game was satisfactory from our 
viewpoint.”
Joe was highly impressed by the 
play of Ben Abrams, former Hope, 
high centre, and Joe Balzanelli, who, 
replaced Hank Soar at halfback late' 
in the game. Abrams certainly turned, 
'to a remarkable performance while; 
making his varsity debut, exhibiting, 
considerable fight and constantly, 
keeping up the spirit of his mates by, 
his pep talk. >
As a reward for his excellent play 
against the-Crusaders, McGee will 
nrobably find a regular position for! 
Abrams The Friar mentor said last' 
: night that he may shift Abrams to! 
Piiard during this week’s practice, 
nalzanelli, although playing in the 
Xie for a short period, showed 
Znough during that time to be given, 
consideration for a regular position.’ 
He got off some long punts and for j 
the two times he carried the ball he 
Sowed gains of 16 and 11 yards for 
toe best individual effort any Friar 
showed on the offensive. McGee also | 
laid last night that he will start; 
grooming Balzanelli for backfield 
dUBecause of the stonewall defence 
n„t up by the heavy Crusader line, 
too Friars could not do much m an I 
offensive .wav Saturday. They only
Two football “systems” enjoying 
their first season of existence will 
display their respective merits when 
the Providence College Friars clash 
with the City College of New York 
Beavers at the Cycledrome on Satur­
day afternoon.
Coach Joe McGee, in charge of the 
Friar football destinies, has devel­
oped a well-balanced eleven from 
the material at hand this year. His 
plan of action calls for the gradual 
building-up of football strength at 
the local Dominican college during 
the coming years until the Friar foot- 
■' .bailers are on a par with the Friar 
basketball and baseball teams which 
have won a high place in collegiate 
ranks.
Although the Friars were subdued 
by Holy Cross, looked upon as a 
leading contender for Eastern foot­
ball honors this season, they are ex­
pected to show their real power 
against teams of their own class. 
City- College looms as a more formid­
able opponent this year due to a 
marked upturn in enthusiasm among 
the student body for the grid sport.
Under the leadership of Coach 
Benny Freidman, rated as one of the 
best forward passers of all time, the 
Beavers have done an about-face. At 
one time they were tagged with the 
name of “the scoreless wonders” but 
to date they have defeated two op­
ponents, holding them scoreless. For 
a team which won only one game last 
year this is a decidedly favorable 
showing.
One of the important factors in 
the success of the Lavender eleven 
this year is its All-Anierican coach­
ing staff. in addition to the colorful 
Friedman, the City College staff has 
Saul Mielziner, varsity line coach and 
head coach of the Freshman squad; 
Paul Riblett, varsity end coach, and 
Dr. Joe Alexander, varsity centre 
coach and trainer.
Head Coach Freidman was twice 
named All-American quarterback 
while starring for Michigan from 
1923 to 1925. His fame as a college 
player brought him into professional 
ranks where he continued to gain 
wide notice. During his college 
years at Michigan he also played bas­
ketball and baseball.
Saul Mielziner, varsity line coach, 
was an outstanding lineman at Car­
negie Tech for three years and won 
All-American honors in 1928, his 
i Senior year. He played pro football 
with Friedman on the New York 
Giants and Brooklyn Dodgers.
Paul Riblett, who handles the City 
College end squad, was a star end on i 
the University of Pennsylvania - Var-1 
sity for three seasons, winning All- 
American recognition in 1931. Rib-! 
lett is numbered among the greatest 
athletes to be turned out of Penn 
with a record of nine major letters. :
Dr. Joe Alexander is City College’s 
“brain trust.” He is the oldest of 
the coaching staff and has had the1 
widest experience in the game. A 
successful physican, he came out of' 
retirement to help Friedman with 
his coaching problems. Dr. Alexan­
der attained All-American fame as a 
centre at Syracuse in 1919.
In addition to “straight” football 
City College has a “bag of tricks’’- 
this year, including laterals, double 
laterals, reverses, fakes and passes 
of every description, according to 
reports from New York. Against 
Brooklyn College and Baltimore the 
Lavender did not disclose all its de­
ception, but Coach Friedman con­
siders the game with the Friars of 
sufficient importance to have his 
“bag of tricks” for ready use.
Providence College closed a long 
session of practice yesterday with 
the first scrimmage since the Holy 
Cross encounter. Joe Balzanelli and 
John Sloan, who came to the fore' 
by excellent work during the Holy 
Cross game, were started in the ’Var­
sity backfield. The ’Varsity scrim­
maged a ‘Freshman eleven infor­
mally with halts being called to Cor­
rect wrong positional play,___ _
^JORWEM WH MRS
Visitors Have More Victories to Date
Than jn 1933 Season
used thfeejoriour plays throughout 
the conflict, and this week the 
Dominican mentors will put in more 
time ■ on -th,^,offence. McGee will 
have two .bacskfieWs ready for the 
■E. N. iv eleven.
was ihr.ougWhe tackle positions 
lat-.'the Gvusadee-s gained most of 
: their yardage,- the Holy Cross for­
wards ledlhy-their Capt. Buzz Har­
vey openinfe'.'Mwide gaps in the Do- 
minican Ifcfe, tiut that was to be more 
or jess expected as all of the starting 
' P. C. forwards with the exception of 
Capt. Bill Kutniewski at guard and 
Abe Feit at centre were starting 
their first varsity games.
As a whole, the Providence line- 
. men turned in a creditable perform­
ance considering the fact that Coach ; 
Edward Anderson was taking no 
chances after the scare the Friars 
gave his team last season and kept 
his regular linemen in the game un­
til nearly midway in the final period. 
I it was it appeared for a while that 
the Dominicans might get away with 
only a 13 to 0 score against them, 
but the Crusaders added two more !
' scores to their total late in the game, 
the first coming with only six min-| 
utes of play remaining and the sec­
ond during the final minute.
Considerable interest already is 
being manifested in Saturday’s 
«ame with C. C. N. Y., which this 
year is being coached by Benny 
Freidman, former Michigan All- 
American and regarded as the great­
est passer of all time. Interest in 
football at C. C. N. Y. certainly 
jumped as soon as Freidman took 
over the reigns. Whereas in the past 
the students did not show much con­
cern over the progress of their 
eleven, this year the C. C. N. Y. 
games are drawing fairly large 
crowds with a majority of the under­
graduates in attendance.
Prior to last spring’s football prac­
tice 250 of the students signed up 
for football. In past years the squad 
i seldom exceeded 35 in number.
Friedman, who is a close student of 
football, started from the ground up 
at the New York,college.
Usually when a college secures a 
' neW coach there is an accompanying 
hullabaloo about a new system but 
: ^ch was not the case at C. C. N. Y. 
as Freidman is pne mentor who does 
not believe in football system. Here 
L his opinion on the matter:
1S “System? That’s the bunk! We’re 
not going to have a system. We’re 
not going to use the Notre Dame at­
tack or the Warner double wing. 
We’re going to tackle each problem 
- ft comes, but I can tell you this 
i each of my football players is going 
to know three things. He’s going to 
learn how to use his hands, his eyes 
Ind his intelligence. That’s what 
iintball at C. C. N. Y. needs, an ap­
plication of intelligence. That’s 
what it’s going to get. --- ---------
Rival Backs in Action at Cycledrome
Omer Landry, Providence College quarterback, is shown in the 
i upper picture off for a short gain in the second quarter of the, 
^Providence Ccllege-C. C. N. Y. game at the Cycledrome yester~| 
day. The lower photo shows Adolph Cooper, City College’s’! 
scoring ace, being stopped after trying to make a gain through the 
line in the second quarter. The Friars won the game 19-6.
Alfred Soar, known to Rhode Island football fans as plain. Hank, 
is doing a magnificent job in the Providence College backfield. His 
passes find runs have aided the Friars immeasurably. .
Among the East’s Best
THE~NEW ?YORK.. TIMES ?
doors Accurate PassinS_j:nables 
P^oyideneetoTurri Back
C. C. Jtf. Y~. Eleven
PROVIDENCE TOPS' 
CIH COLLEGE, 19-6:
SOAR. STAR, 1 OF—CONTEST 
Brilliant Aerial Attack ’Seiids> 
the Beavers Down to Defeat 
3 : .^.yictorsTfield,
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Oct. 13 (?P). 
^Providence College downed City! 
College of New York by 19-6 today 
funder & barrage of passes tossed! 
'by Hank Soar.
to After scoring in the second period! 
bn a 48-yard march, Providence was 
(held by "the New Yorkers until the 
tinal quarter, when Soar again un­
corked a series of passes that led 
to two touchdowns.
• At the close of the game C. C.!
Y. marched sixty-five yards for 
'a score.
Both teams resorted to defensive 
football on the wet field early in the1 
opening quarter. C. C. N. Y. went 
to the Friars’ 21-yard line on an- 
exchange of punts, but Prov^“c® 
Held and the Beavers lost the ball’ 
there. Late in the quarter the 
Rriars opened an offensive. Vitullo 
„nd Landry made first downs, gain­
ing twenty-one yards, but City Col­
lege held the Friars at midfield.
Passes Net Twenty Yards.
Continuing the offense they start-j 
■ alate in the opening period, the 
scored early in the second ^rter Soar counting from the 
i? -a line Two passes thrown by 
which netted twenty yards; 
|°|e instrumental in this scoring 
Friars had another touch- 
anwn nullified by an offside when 
fenahan caught a long pass from 
§ fr over the C. C. N. Y. goal line. 
S Providence marched deep into the 
uf-vers’ territory early m the third, 
P but was unable to score.
Per„ ’hot a forward to Hagstrom 
twenty yards half way in the, 
Period and the Friars went to City. 
Ke{}.».’« 27 from their 31 in an- 
Ctnergdrive. Landry put the Fiars! 
secoring position as the quarter 
„ded when he ran back Cooper’s, 
ignt for,
aa.me played:
October 13,1934
I °5. TIMES
Abrams Intercepts Toss. ;
The Friars unleashed an aerial 
attack in the final period that net 
ted two touchdowns. The first was 
made when Abrams intercepted a C. C. N Y. pass and Soar thlew; 
,to Hagstrom for a tally.
Bill Kutseski, Procidence can 
tain, blocked a punt and a na«,' 
ifrom Soar to Belliveau netted to 
,score from the 39. Another na,,1 
gave the Friars the extra poinl 
•Ctiy College later- staged its march 
to a touchdown.
The line-up:
“as..........bG...................... -TwS
Kutneski ........... '/.R^G.*. Tolo«
.................Q.B..________  Cooper 
Soar .................... .L.H............ Rockwell
B?,111iyau ....... g.H................. GonzalesVitullo .................. F. B............... „.... Revin
SCORE BY PERIODS.
Povidence .............„.,o s nc. c. n. y. ..............r:::o S o ib1!
Providence Scoring-Touch towns: Soar ' 
Hagstrom (sub for Banahan), Belllveau’i 
.Point after touchdown-Pass (Soar to Ha,-;.. 
Strom). C. c. N. Y. Scoring-Touchdown-' ' Cooper.
Referee—W. J. Volk. Umpire—W. ™ 
LWaughtel,^ Linesman—W. E. Jameson.

FRIARS BEA T BEAVERS 19-6:
friars Spring Aerial Attack
'~Ap_SubAue^£_J_C-,.N^Y.. lS_io &
Hank Soar L'elds MFRafcF 
Defeat is First of Year for ; How Friars Sweated
Friedman’s Eleven
, . ~~~ *”
,., , P.O. C.C.N.Y.First clowns........ .. ............ 12. 7
Yards gained rushing. ., 125 77
Number of penalties........  2 q
Yards lost by penalties. . 10 o
F’rw’rd passes -attempted 14 23
Forward passes completed 8 Jl
Number of punts.............. 12 jj i
Distance of punts........ .. 367 369
'Slashingone of their ifiosf colorful 
,aerial raids in recent years, a group 
of Providence College gridders put, 
a temporary halt to Benny Freid- 
man’s efforts to vitalize the football 
fortunes of the City College of New 
York when ■ they conquered his 
Beavers 19 to 6 at the Cycle.drome. 
-yesterday on wet and slippery turf.i 
' This was the first setback of the 
season for the Beavers who had pre­
viously won two.straight, and ironi­
cally enough, Freidman watched his 
. team mowed down by forward 
passes, a phase of the game in which 
he is a master.
| History repeated itself as the 
Friars skyrocketed to their, initial 
triumph of the campaign as last year, 
they did not register their first vic­
tory until they met the Beavers.
Freidman fielded the classiest C. C. 
N. Y. team that has appeared in this 
territory but it was not the equal of 
the Sophomore-studded Providence 
' eleven which functioned smoothly. ,
The Dominicans rode to victory on 
the right arm of Hank Soar, Sopho- ■ 
more halfback, who. passed the op­
position dizzy. The Beavers also had 
an expert. tosser in Quarterback 
Cooper, but with the exception off 
'his team’s late scoring drive, hej 
could not match his accurate hurl­
ingFriar foe. * , .
The .Dominicans took command of 
the game near the end of the first 
nerio'd 'and there was no doubt of 
their superiority, thereafter as they 
-educed an offensive that has sur­
passed anything shown by a Provi­
dence team in yeais.
I soar’s accurate gunning figured in 
i flCh of the three Friar scores, the 
fi«t which came early in the second 
i neriod as a result of a 48-yard march 
' nnd the other two in the final quar- 
t r The initial Providence touch; 
xBsl was the result of a steady 
dXe down the field but the other 
wo were results of one play aerial?
' thTheSfirst 01 these dramatic Plays 
occurred shortly after the fourth pe- 
I nd opened and it found Soar suc- 
i rl° fuily tossing a 12-yard aerial to 
' Al Hagstroro. his freshman running 
ate of last year. Soar to Hagstrom 
the Friars’ 1933 star passing 
i'^arUng combination and they 
[flashed in brilliant style again yes- 
------ —-——  i -
I ruame played:
. October 13,1934
Ben Abrams, substitute centre, 
paved the way for this score when 
he intercepted an aerial on the C. c. 
N Y. 15-yard line and ran back three 
to the 12. On the first play from 
scrimmage, Soar dropped back and 
rifled ? pass to Hagstrom who re­
ceived the spheroid over the goal 
'line. * * * - -J
: Shortly afterwards, Capt. Bill Kutq 
ineski, who played his usual steady: 
game, blocked a Beaver punt on the| 
-opposing 30-yard line, and again on, 
The first play from scrimmage, Soar- 
hurled another aerial, this time to; 
-right halfback Ray Belliveau, who,-, 
like Hagstrom caught the ball over 
the last line.
The Friars would have had an­
other touchdown to their credit save 
for over-anxiousness on part of one 
of the, linemen who was detected off 
side on a play which found Soar sue- | 
-cessfully completing a 40-yard aerial 
r td’Edward Banahan. The Fnar left 
i end caught the pass while on the run 
j over the C- C. N. Y. goal but the tally 
■ was nullified by the penalty..
The game was purely a punting and 
’- passing duel, which proved that the 
teams were both cautious and reck- 
i less. The yet field called for punt- 
! ing and by this the opponents abided 
as both kicked early on numerous oc- 
' casions, but the slippery field and 
heavy ball did not call for an abund­
ance and here they strayed from cus­
tom. . ...
But it was forward passing which 
played a prominent role in the scoring 
of both as it was by aerials that the 
■ Beavers were able to march 6a yards 
to their lone tally during the final 
minutes. Cooper rifled five aerials 
for a net gain of 42 yards on his 
team’s sustained drive. j _
Statistics show that the1 Friars 
gained 125 yards in rushing, only nine 
more than they made by air; a fur­
ther proof of their effective aerial at- 
tack Soar completed six of the 12 
passes he threw, averaging 20 yards 
for each successful heave.. The in­
dividual yardage of these passes in 
order made was 32, 10, 10, 22, 12 and 
30. V ♦ ♦ ♦
While Soar, the former Pawtucket 
high school all-round athlete, was 
the big gun in the Friar attack, Hick 
Vitullo, Ray Belliveau and Omer 
Landry also turned in good perform­
ances, Vitullo’s line smashing being 
especially outstanding.
The Beavers had the edge during 
the early part of the opening period 
when both teams were playing, pure­
ly defensive football, advancing to
, the Friar 21 on one occasion. Alter 
being checked during the first 1U | 
- minutes of play, the locals s^ted fee 
, scoring offensive which ultimately 
brought them victory late., -IP'. the
■ opening quajW-^
Landry brought back one of 
Cooper’s punts from.his 45-yard line 
to the New Yorkers’ 48 on the last 
play of this-quarter and the .Friars 
continued the offensive into the sec­
ond period, travelling the remaining 
I distance for a score on short'steady 
gains, featured by a 10-yard aerial, 
Soar to Belliveaue. Soar finally 
scored from the one-yard line.
The Dominicans continued to press 
the attack in the period but could 
not score although they once reached 
to within three yards of the Beaver 
' goal., * * >R
Most of the 'scoring, however, was 
crowded in the fourth period. 
Abrams started P. C. off to its second 
score by intercepting a pass and then 
Kutneski blocked a punt which was 
converted into another touchdown. 
The Beavers tried a dangerous stunt 
when they attempted an aerial when 
within their 10-yard line and it 
proved costly when the alert Abrams, 
playing as a roving centre, inter-, 
cepted.
These two touchdowns which 
' came in rapid succession gave the 
Friars a 19 to 0 lead and sure victory 
but there was more action to come. 
^Desperate for a score arid deadline 
nearing, the Beavers filled the air 
with passes and' this timfe they click­
ed. Starting from their 35-yar.d line, 
the Beavers marched 65 yards to 
the much sought touchdown chiefly: 
through Cooper’s yeoman work. He 
slipped off tackle for gains with con­
sistency and then he changed his 
pace and tossed aerials to Levin and 
■Rockwell.
, The Beavers finally worked their 
way to the one-yard line and ap­
propriately enough Cooper took the 
'ball and went over. This score heart­
ened the Beavers and they began 
gunning for another score but the 
time limit was up.
. The summary:
providence' cHVvLI;k?e
COLLEGE (19) OF N. Y. <6|
1 e ................. 1. €•-, Mauer
.......... r- 8- T°lces gut,r„ r' t . ’ ........ r. *■• Berkowitz
Eavn. r ,. ,r. e.. Dwyer
LaWia,' 0’ b .....................q. b.. Cooper
LandU. <L ■ ■.................. i. h__ Rockweil
teimeau. r. h........................ r. h., G°n?ales
t ». s ’fc";
Touchdowns: Providence College—Soar, 
vraastrom. Belliveau City College—Cooper.: 
Ha®. after touchdown: Providence Col- 
& -Hagstrom (Soar).
substitutions:. Providence College—Sloan
Landry, Skipp for Banalian, Gill f0r 
„,ier Hagstrom for Skipp. Lepre for p, 
Abrams for- Feit Morrison for I.ep.e, 
'•KEHf’ for Gill. Adamick for Efouzan. Btl'.r 
Slneih for So*, Healy for Vitullo, Lelmltos- - 
rOr Kutneski.
: z-itv College—Schwartz for Rockwell. Lubo 
Luongo, Sidrer for Gonzales, Rosner 
swartz, Greenwald for Sidrer, Gonzales 
. t rosner. Notanus for Lubo. Bloom lor 
Sauer Goldberg for Tol.ces, Gillis for Levin 
for Greenwald. Mauer for Ilowlt. ’ LRefer“e-W. J. Volk Umpire-s. H 
WaUgMel- Linesman-W. E. Jamieson, ^ime of periods- 15 miniites.
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McGee Has “Offensive” and 
“Defensive” Combinations 
minfor Springfield Game. ■
For the first-time since- the start 
of the season, Coach Joe'McGee of. 
providence College football team: 
will have two complete backfields 
ready for action when the Friars ■ 
meet Springfield at the Cycledrome! 
tomorrow afternoon.
With the return of Ed Sokolowski,; 
fullback, and the improvement: 
-shown by Joe Ba,lzanelli and Johnny' 
Sloan, the Friar .mentor has been 
-able to assemble a “defensive” and. 
an “offensive” backfield. Coach Mc­
Gee has been forced to use both his 
quarterbacks In his starting lineup 
in the first two games.
The Friar “defensive” backfield 
will have Omer Landry, quarter­
back; Joe Balzanelli and Paul Healy,. 
halbacks and Ed Sokolowski, full-' 
back On the offence Coach McGee 
Will use Ray Belliveau at quarter­
back; Hank Soar and Johnny Sloan,; 
halfbacks and Dick Vitullo, fullback. 
■ In the line the only probable 
change will be at left end where Ed 
Gill may Set the starting.post over 
Ed Banahan who has beert hampered 
bv an ankle injury received during 
practice.. - --------
Plunging Over For Friars’ Second Score
Dick Vitullo, Providence College fullback, is shown going over 
for the Dominicans’ second touchdown at the Cycledrome yes er- 
day against Springfield College. Vitullo’s second «ore culminat­
ed a long march by the Providence College team with the fo_- 
mer Warren player making the touchdown from the four-yard 
line. Springfield won the contest 14-13.----
Providence College Loses 
Hard Game to Snrinifield 
rriars Have Ball on Maroon’s 
One-Yard Line as Game
—2.. Ends.
^ame played: October 20,1954
FRIARS DEFEATED 14-13;
PROVIDENCE COtlfeGE SPlilNGiTtLD 
STATISTICS ,
*' ; Spring-
• P. C. field!
Number punts 9 12
Yards on punts ........... 31I 428
Average punts ......... I..... '3a 36
'yards gained rushing •:.... ,21« 193
Yards lost rushing ...........  14 10
Yards gained passing ........ 61 25
Passes attempted ............... 14 2
'Passes completed ............... 5 o 1
First downs .........................13 10
Number fumbles ................. 3 ~
Yards lost fumbles......... . .  •’ 0
Number penalties ............... j J
Yards lost penalties...............TO 5
BY MICHAEL J. THOMAS
The grim, old figure of ceaseless 
time cast its shadow over the Cycle­
drome yesterday and proved the one 
barrier an aroused Providence Col­
lege team could not hurdle in its 
dramatic'last minute bid for victory, 
enabling a faltering Springfield team 
to win 14 to 13 in a stirring battle. 
I When the conflici.ended' the Friars were within sryatet or scoring the 
; touchdown which would have meant 
victory. With defeat staring at them 
they staged a desperate, powerhouse 
attack that carried 74 yards past the; 
Maroons and to within a few feet of; 
their objective; but just as success 
Vgpoeared,certain for them, the time- 
.ikee-pbr’S piece ticked but "finis.”
It was a severe setback for the 
Friars as the end came with dra­
matic swiftness and left the entire 
Dominican congregation dumb­
founded. Midway during the last 
march it was announced that four 
minutes of play remained and it 
! seerned that the Friars had time 
enough to score again but the urn- 
ire sounded “taps.” ’
1 m ♦ *
; The Friar players were stunned. 
. th» sudden turn of events and 
fmnd "bewildered, but the gleeful 
Maroons quickly huddled for their 
coal veil which echoed through the 
fillness of north stand where stood- 
the gloom shrouded Dominican 
{al^neatheS.“deadline" came at a.'
iJXs, tlmMaroons exhibited an ex- j 
deceptive attack wmcn. at 
lumfe completely baffled the Friars , 
and they earned their triumph I 
Hnnerior man power was in favor oi 
’theP Dominicans but it was not used 
+ -c ’i advantage with the result that g“X>> »»«■«,be 
‘outset. .
As it was the Maroons rode to vic-
s. . 
deuce. i
Alertness gave the Maroons Jbe - 
jump towards the en makingperiod when Joe Balzanelli making 
his debut as a starter fo knjfe
fumbled while attempting to knii
W-M'FfxfLuyThe Friars tjed the count s anermMS’at-seven all when they 
marched'®! yards to a score soon 
after the second periodiopened 
that point until near the end of the 
third qtferter. the battle was ‘purely- 
defensive: but the final chapter^was 
■ repletehvith brilliant plays and pulse 
StExtaidingOa 63-yard drive from the 
third quarter into the fourth, 
Maroons took the lead again by scor­
ing their second touchdown. A J, - 
yard pass, Brown to Huston, netted 
this score’. A 67-yard drive by the 
’Dominicans soon after netted them 
another score but this time Belliveau 
was unable to kick the eX^ p°?^ 
from‘placement with the result that 
.the Maroons maintained their ad­
vantage by one point wh,ch‘*Z[^ 
until the finish-despite many anxious 
mWith the count 14 to 13 against them 
and the end near, the Friars start®^ 
a brilliant drive which was good for 
74 yards and only one F^rd short of 
victory. They began on thei? ’ 
yard mark and with the tireless Hank 
JoarKwho did yeoman work,Jead^ 
‘ the attack they waded thro g 
crumbling Springfield forwards
^Yard by yard they rushed, through 
the Maroons until they reached nea : 
’midfield. Then Soar rifled two we^ 
timed aerials, the first , 
netting 14 yards and theg * 
Banahan, good for 2-. an 
first down on the Mar0° fUIictiond 
Providence attack was now fun 
ing with its full foXatog A^riar, 
|the MaroOns were retreat g- 
[score appeared —^assbut 
, dropped back for another pa ; 
this time he. was rushedbytire 
desperate Springfield lin ed
the receivers' well cov.re
;Thbfe W'as'fei^ohe' rdteimati ve for 
Soar an'd-lhat was td charge. He did 
fend he exhibited softie fancy running, 
flipping by would-be feandon tac­
klers in twos and threes and finally i 
reaching the fqw-yard line where he 
was stopped.
Just before he was tackled Soar 
made a .last desperate leap toward 
towards the last line but he fell four i 
yards short. This was the master run 
df the game and it came near being 
the decisive play of the game.
Soar tried another plunge through 
the centre of the line but was 
stopped on the one-yard line but 
this' was to be his last attempt to 
score the touchdown for which he 
was battling hard to get as there 
was no more time remaining.
If .ever a player deserved to be ofi: 
awinning team, it was Soar. Demot­
ed to the role of a substitute fullback, 
ion the eve of the contest, he came 
back with a vengeance yesterday and 
literally swept everything before him 
while carrying the ball, ahd/jie did 
considerable of that. ’ onoh
Time after time he,,bucked;'the 
Springfield? line with vicious rushes) 
and for consistent, .gains and'every 
now and then he would break 
through for. a sizable advance. He 
shouldered the brunt of the Friar at­
tack, carrying 3 on. an average of 
two out of three■ rushes made by 
Providence. He also was a constant 
threat in his.specialty—passing. Thus 
for the second successive game Soar 
led the Providence offensive. Last 
week he passed C. C. N. Y. dizzy and 
yesterday he ran the Maroons into 
the same state.
But he did not receive much sup­
port from his mates yesterday. The 
other Providence backs could not 
make any headway, as the Friar 
blocking was woefully weak' and the 
attack sluggish and .Soar was forced 
to make considerable of his yardage 
on sheer individual ability.
" * * *
Springfield’s attack, on the other 
hand, was full .of deception and 
twice as varied as that of the op­
position. They employed tricky end 
sweeps and well-timed off-tackle 
bucks along with a number of other 
smart plays effectively and appeared 
the part of an exceptionally well- 
drilled team. The Friars resorted 
mostly to two plays, an off-tackle 
thrust and then a buck at the middle 
of line They used these two plays 
continually when on the offensive 
and the Maroons nearly always 
knew what was coming.
While Soar was the spearhead in 
the Providence offensive, the Ma­
roons were led in victory by Huston, 
« good a punter as the Friars have 
! faced m years, and Bill Brown, flashy 
t II carrier Two of Huston’s punts 
were good for 70 yards and one of 
tn coming during the hectic last 
eriod when the Dominicans were, 
threatening^®®—-..... - -
Omer Landry, star quarterback 
on the Providence College foot- 
ball squad, a fast charging ball 
carrier, a hard man to halt when 
he gets started, is a candidate 
for the Zast’s all-America 
honors.
Friar,on Parade
Providence College Triple TEreat
''----- .
ALFRED (HANK) SOAR, sophomore back, is one of Coach Joe 
McGee’s main scoring threats at Providence college this year. o 
was recently termed “the greatest schoolboy football payer e 
oped in Rhode Island in the past decade.” He stands six feet, o 
inch, and. tips the scales ..at. 1ST pounds.
Eagles Meet briars 
On Grid For First 
Time in Nine Teari
PROVIDENCE, R. I., Oct- 
After a lapse of nine year 
their grid relations, Boston t
lege and Providence college t
at Newton on Saturday in 
promises to be an interes 
tussle. Both tl’jns met rev
' last Saturday, the Eagles a ,
: hands of Western Maryland, 
the Friars by one point 
Springfield. r,
The Friars, with Hank = 
an All-America halfback in {or 
making, will be well equipPe e 
the game. With a soph° il0- 
forward wall which ha 
proved steadily with each g I 
and a great set of ball cat j(j 
headed by triple threat So (j 
is little wonder that ^oac" 
McGee believes that his ch 
will be ready to thorough1”
' the Eaglgs,._____„n—.. i
a
*«■' my-- -------- -:-'.-Tgr .... - »«» _________
cagles Hope tofl|
Stage Comeback
Renew Grid Relations With Friars 
After Nine -Year Lapse—Joe Mc­
Kenney Shakes Up B. C. Team
A" football , rivalry which started 
back m 1921; will be resumed after 
i lapse of nine, years when the grid- j 
iron representatives of Boston Col-.' 
lege and Providence clash at the'' 
Alumni Field.. Stadium, University 
Heights, this afternoon. The Friars, 
which boast the strongest football 
team in their athletic history, hope 
to catch the Eagles in the same form 
they showed last week at Baltimore. 
Whether they do or not, they are de­
termined to .ruffle his feathers no 
.end, and, if it is at all possible, gain 
their first victory over a Heights 
...gridiron team.
CRUCIAL GAME
' Today's contest is the crucial game 
of the'Eagle season. With a record of ,, 
[two games won and two lost, the 
Eagles have not,lived up to early sea­
son promise. The game with Fordham 
in which they completely outplayed the 
uronx eleven but lost out 6 to 0, took 
ko much out of them that they took a 
40 to 0 licking from Dick Harlow’s 
western Maryland team last Saturday. 
Th dash and■spirit which they showed . 
previous to the. clash with the Rams 
began to crop out again the latter part 
if this week and indications are that
»"£«“ a 
keIjl- ■ n'n large scores themselves, 
^“"snlrk which Coach Joe McKenney 
osPwlll enervate his team and bring 
1S“’.S“ w;-1' «»■ »»-
Er0SSed by a 1,iar'
Coaches Old Foes
i x, x.nrccs fave turned to graduate 
the days of their 
1’,eJadrival?y Jos' McKenney and Joe 
olL X providence mentor, played 
McGee, the.f other in the 1923 game, 
against e ,resent Eagle coach ran 
ill which t. w for g6 yards. Phil 
hack a ± roVidence line coach, cap- 
'Couhig, 1 Eagies in 1932, and is con­
tained the th(? best->imemen ever
gidered Maroon and Gold team,
to plpbn Couhig coached line will Op- 
The FhU Couhig captained Bos-
P°seAnc!re eleven. Both brothers will 
ton ColL® j,. viot<mv for their, s'.de. 
be out
Boston POST8*
Boston College Game Football Program
FRIAR FLASHES
After a lapse of nine years Providence Col-, 
lege renews its football, rivalry with Boston 
College when the two teams meet today at 
University Heights.
Football competition between Boston and 
Providence started in 1921, the year when the 
Eagles were riding on the crest of the East 
in "football. That fall, the Friars, starting 
football for the first time, lost at Boston by 
a 25 to 0 score.
In 1923, Boston College defeated Providence 
28 to 0, and in 1924 by a 47 to 0 count, with 
Joe McKenney, present mentor of the Eagles, 
getting away for an 86-yard runback of a kick­
off for one of the longest runs of the year. In 
1925, the last meeting between the colleges in 
football, Providence, with many of its depend; 
ables out with injuries, bowed again to the 
prowess of Major Cavanaugh’s eleven, losing 
51 to 0.
Since 1925, providence and B'oston have 
met in baseball, but the football rivalry has 
been allowed to lapse. A year ago the fresh­
man teams of the two colleges met at Boston, 
with the Providence yearling eleven, coached 
by Joe McGee, present head coach of the Friar 
varsity, coming through with a 7 to 0 victory.
-X- 'X- -X-
Boston College is meeting Providence for 
the fifth time on the gridiron, and will be re­
newing what promises to become one of the 
finest college football rivalries in New Eng­
land.
It is interesting to note that Joe McKenney, 
coach of Boston College, played against Joe 
McGee, head coach, and Tom Bride, backfield 
coach, of the Friars, when they were in college. 
This week-end the competition will be renewed, 
but the strength of Providence is far greater 
than it was nine years ago.
Phil Couhig, former Boston College captain 
and star tackle, will be out for a victory over 
the Eagles, even though his younger brother
JOHN E. FARRELL
Dave lias followed in. liis footsteps at the 
Heights and is how captain of the Eagles. The 
Couhig family will be out in full force for the 
contest, and indications point to many an argu­
ment in advance over the relative merits of!
the rival teams.
Providence lias almost as many Massacliu-j 
setts boys on its varsity roster as it has Bhode 
Islanders. There are 14 Bay State lads with 
the Friars, including such Greater Bost_°n 
products as Peter Lekakos, former Cambridge 
Latin linesman; Tom Hazell, halfback, fro» 
Brighton; Leo Bouzan and Charlie Burke o 
Newton, and Joe Curnane of Everett.
Nine nationalities are represented on tlie 
Providence grid squad.
There are 24 sophomores on the Friar va^ 
sity roster, which would indicate an 
stronger eleven from the Rhode Island capi ‘ 
another season.
Omer Landry, speedy quarterback of 
Providence varsity, is the same youngster 
upset Boston University two years ago 
an 80-yard runback of a punt. He turned of 
a similar feat last fall against City Colleg 
New York.
Landry is but five feet six and weighs 
but he is one of the finest college atllle?ider 
New England. He was regular center e 
on the Friars varsity baseball team last SP 
and led the team in hitting.
joe 
With a new coaching staff, headed pf 
McGee, mentor of the fine freshman tea 
1933, Providence promises to take 011 JJ^gli 
lease of life in football this year. Al 
the squad was depleted by graduation 
losses by scholastic failures,, yet close Q J 
men reported for the early-season dril , 
the outlook is most encouraging.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
1934 VARSITY FOOTBALL ROSTER
Name Class Pos. Hgt. Wgt. Home
10 Healy, Paill..................,35............. H.B..............5'5"................160.......... New Bedford, Mass.
Ben ..............’37..............C................. 5'11"................179...................Providence, R. I.
- Landry, Omer ...........   ’36............. Q-B.............. 5'6".................. 154 Central Falls
/Hzanelli, Jos.............. >36............. 11 1!..............5'11".............. 178................. Barre, Vermont
a Soar, Albert ....... ....’37............. H.B............. 6'2"................. 185.................. .Pawtucket, RT
5 Hammond, Thomas ...’37............H.B..............5'11"................160.......................... Pall
' Belliveau, Ray ............ ’37..............Q.B.............5'9".................170.................... Fitchburg, Mass
. * G°bis’ Peter ............... ’35............. E.................6'1"...............180............................. Providence
m Treit’ Abe...................... ’35..............0.................5 11..................1'13................. Paterson, N. J.
“ .Iaze11,’ Thomas .......... ’37............. QB..............6';;............... 165........................ Everett, Mass,
m Joseph .........’35............. T........................ 186............... Southbridge, Mass.
T U Pyan, William .... ’36........... G.................. 6'..................... 184...................Provider ce, R. I.
■’4 e^ebre, Joseph ........... ’37.............H.B.............. 5 9 ................ 160.....................Providence, R. I
U p°kals’ Peter . . ......... ’37.............«................. 5'8"................. 205....................... Medford, Mass'
06 TTlUllane’ Joseph .........’37.............E................. 61 ,•................180......................... Everett, Mass.
- lagstrom, Al ..............’37............. E................. 5'10 .............. 170......................Gloucester, Mass.
L , 0£l11’John ................. ’36............. H.B...............6'..................... 1<5...................... Cranston, R, j
2 PuHse, Charles ......... ,37............. H.B..............5'10"................160.........................Newton, Mass
30 A Uffy’ Gerald ............. ’37............. E.......................... ”16-.............. West Warwick, R. i.
lorrison Pat ............ ’36............. c.........................................17°.............. Staten Island, N v
g *>“>. John .............. W............. T................ «•................W........................ Brockton,
33 <?“"■  ’3’............. E............... 'L'l-.............. loo........................ Cranston, R. I.
34 Sokolowski, Ed .......... .’36............. F.B............. 511 ..............180....................... . Cranston, R. I.
35 /aWler’ wiUiam........... ’37.............. T-’E............. 3 ’....................... Springfield, Mass,
36 T1’ Edward ............. ...................E................. a „........................ Providence, R. I.
38 EeaW, Harold ..........’36............. G.................^10 ............. 7)0.................... Providence, R. I.
41 p°?zan> Thomas ..........’37..............  150.................. ; Newton, Mass.
L pklpP’ Bart ................. ’35............. E................. ...................... ........................New Haven, Conn.
U M0S°ras’ ................’37............. ?................. 5'10"..............180.................... Providence, R. l
15 J Clieary, Jos............... ’36............. G.......... ................  Providence, R. I.
Eatneski, Bill ............    1qa.................... Providence, R. I,
51 Nuire, John .. ..’36............ .....................V10"..............w!...................... Pittsfield, Mass
52 p*8elica, Carl ............’37............. q 5'9" ............ 160............ Tho“P^ville, Conn
? dB°rny, Renrv ........ ’3L ................ ............... ............. . Providence, R. j
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE FOOTBALL ACE IN ACTION
“Hank” Soar, Providence college back, is shown punting from be­
hind his own goal line in the first period of the Providence-Bos­
ton College game at Alumni Field, Newton, Saturday. The Eagles 
had advanced to the very shadow of the Providence goal when 
the latter field for downs. The Friars won 13 to 6.
friars defeat 
EAGLES,13T0 7, 
RY LATE RALLY
Sophomore Al Soar Passes 
Superior R. !• Team to 
Victory at Heights
Providence B.C 
... 15 13
■SSWSW^7.s__ I
punt art^as<; ’ ‘’' '
B°ston HERALD
By TVlLL CLOXEY
Coming back after a perverse fate ap- 
riarentlv had destined them for a one- 
noint defeat, the Friars of Providence 
College scored the winning touchdown 
three minutes before the end of the. 
game at University Heights -yesterday 
to take a well-earned 13-7 victory from 
a Boston College eleven that showed 
none of its early-season spark and pre- 
Ci Amassing, punting and running soph­
omore from Pawtucket, Al Soar, was 
the leading figure in the afternoon’s' 
Play which progressed through a com- 
monplace first half into a roaring fin­
ish m the darkness. The final winning 
! Gesture of the white-clad band from; 
Rhode Island was engineered by the; 
IvouV giant, whose kicking and general 
around play had kept Boston College, 
worriedI during the previous 57 mm-, 
utes.
looks black
L»nR FRIARS
visitors, superior throughout with h J excepX of three brief moments in 
'the eL5Phaif scored first on a legiti- 
thet A^yard march in the third period, 
m-th Dick Vitullo making the actual 
? Artown on a 10-yard power plunge 
touchdown O ' , int liowever, was
through centerline PBos{on k_
not added’ providence fumble . on the 
c0VHf.d, 14-yard line at the start, of 
visitois i* y and scored seven points 
the final per aaCurran’s touch-, 
as the result ending pIace_
down and Alecgzen £ faltering
-H'e «» *■
feeling running a b visitors would 
almost certain mar ga]lant bi(J
be disaPPernted^ which had n t
against tne western Maryland
recovered lro™week ag0. .
experience o'. arted throwmg passes,
When boai Uook chaBged imme- 
however. tna nce d , its
diately- Proy goaJ. cauti0Usly making 
26-yard une, the center. A nice
four yaldsL A.f’ Hagstrom brought a- 
t0 6 J the 40 and after two run-’ 
Lst down at tn ’ j three yards 
JUffi hhdadgatheir -irst real good^ 
‘the Z S.lhe dav. -..------------------------- -
uame played:
October 2y,193z,
BOSTON HERALD
JOE McGEE 
Head Coach 
Providence College
LANDKTMAKES ' ,.j
falling catch
Soar faded back for a pass and tossed 
down/ the middle to Omer Landry 
flashy halfback. Landry and a. pair of 
B C. secondaries jumped for the balk 
with a TB/C. man touching it first’ 
The ball bounded back toward the cen­
ter of the field, where it was snared 
by Abe Feit, Providence center, for a 
first down on the B. C. 42.
Another running ■ play and Soar 
passed to the. far corner of the fie d 
where Landry received before.be mg 
forced outside at the 16-yard line by-. 
Attilio Ferdenzi. The air looked good, ^o Providence tried three more passes 
but the Eagles finally had coMentiated, 
their defense and stopped them all. Qn] 
fourth down, however, Landiy dnttea 
'over to. the B. C. coffin corner, turned 
his back to Joe Curran, and made a 
falling catch of Soars throw, the ball 
stopping with its nose touching the 
broad goal line. withThose six inches were easy, with 
'substitute line-bucker Ed Sokolowski 
being afforded the honor -i driving oyei 
the piled-up center for the winning 
scoreP Just to make it perfect for the 
Friars, Soar faked a place kick ana 
tossed placidly to Landry, who caught 
the ball on the two-yard line and 
meandered across for the 13th ana 
final point.
EAGLES MISS
TWO CHANCES
All in all, the game was a complete 
disappointment for the Eagles and their 
followers. The Bostons expected to 
make up for that Baltimore affair and 
regain some of their confidence. In- i 
stead, the line failed to show to ad­vantage either_oflensiyely_or defeRsive-T 
fly and the forward ' pass Ee Avas
S“a S&PSflSJjJXf*,wS) 
away to a real start when BobCmrn; 
roared his way 32 yardsi to. the> Pr<m 
dence 16-yard Jme midway thr u|h 
Xa’y'a'S s s.
fourth-down pass went into the end 
Z°Then at the start of the second 
period, they tossed away their second 
chance after getting the ball on d had 
at the Providence 33. Tne wi" 
’waited until ^rth d©wn to balk 
Soar had a l^d trni^th the
.. "* 
a first down at the 16. welllThe running attack was doing w 
tv,® line really was cleaning
Jut paul Flaherty elected to toss a pair 
of passes which were incompleted. Al 
Totolhii made five yards but it was
a penalty for ofiside. i,
VITCLLO CARRIES 
FERDENZI ACROSS ; . ■■ ■
The Friars had been stubborn e-;. 
fensively, but flashed„ for thegrst t mg 
' rtV&Xb4a6k S
from 2Jafnddythroe11 Plunges bydown at the 22 ana ui e 
the hard-running io
another at the iwo e could vards, however, and two passes
When B. C. took the ball at that point ’ 
it started its Third first-half threat that 
did not produce' anything more ma­
terial than thrills.' An off-side penalty 
helped the Eagles to a first, down at the 
23 arid a 30-yard run by Bob Curran I 
made another "just three yards beyond 
mid-field. After Moynihan and Bren­
nan had made seven yards in three 
; rushes, Bobby cut through right tackle 
[for 11 yards to the 26, but the Eagles' 
then lost the ball on downs when the 
passes wouldn’t click.
The first- Providence score and the 
first score of the gaihe was impressive­
ly executed. Starting from his own 41- 
yard line, Vitullo spun around left end 
for 16 yards and a first down at the 
Boston 47. Soar made another at the 
29, and after three rushes. Soar passed 
to Hagstrom at the 14. Vitullo tested ' 
the center of the line for four yards 
and then drove right up the middle for 
the score, meeting Ferdenzi at the two-; 
yard line and carrying him right across 
the line with a great lunge.
PSZENNY WOULD
HAVE BEEN HERO
Ray Belliveau, the Fitchburg boy, 
went back to kick, but the pass was bad 
and he was smothered when he at­
tempted to run.
The Boston College score was bitterly 
disputed, or, rather, the play that led 
up to the touchdown was thoroughly 
protested. Soar fumbled at the start of 
the fourth period and a .pile-up resulted, 
with the referee awarding the ball to 
Boston College, declaring Oscoa Gil­
man to have possession., Bobby Curran 
gained five yards in three rushes and 
then flashed through his own right 
guard for the score, twirling like a 
merry-go-round as Landry, Vitullo and 
Soar made dives and missed. Pszenny 
came running., in to kick the point and 
Alex was almost the hero of a 7-6 win.
But Alex wasn’t the hero, for the 
visitors, still playing ball, kept at it 
until they pushed across the winning 
points. Then, when Boston College did 
get the ball, on the next kickoff, Belli­
veau intercepted a first-down pass and 
I Providence held until the final whistle 
i even making a first down to keep 
1 possession.
SOARING
I Boston College gained 233 yards by 
rushing to 126 for the visitors, but the 
Eagles made only eight on passes as 
against 138 for the Friars. B. C. threw 
one pass in the second half, and that 
j was intercepted.
In the middle oh (the Providence I 
third-period scoring^Rarch, B. O. putt in an almost, new team and shifted 
the defense to a 6-3-2 formation. That 
didn’t help, though.
The Friars made a real march at the 
start of the third period, advancing for 
50 yards and three first downs before 
Ferdenzi intercepted a pass. The com­
pletions were being made right in the 
middle of Boston College secondaries.
Bob Curran was- a little shaken up 
after the B. C. touchdown. He came 
over to the sidelines and talked to Mc­
Kenney for a minute or so before he1 
.left the game. _____
The weather was perfect and the 
crowd, about 5000, was very comfort­
able. Strangely enough, the Friars had 
the sympathy_____ ,
JOHN E. FARREIjL 
Graduate Manager of Athletics 
Providence College
Soar Making Ginn for Providence College
*<Hank Soar, Friar back, is shown making a 15-yard gain through the scattered Boston College team at Alumni Field, Newton, yesterday. 
The run came in the second period. The_DpminicankJriumphed by a 13-7 score.
I Brennan had some luck on two kicks 
in a row in the opening period. First 
| Dave Couhig stopped the bail with its 
nose at the goal line and then Tom 
booted one which hit at the three-yard 
line on the fly and bounded outside 
absolutely parallel with the goal-line, 
j Soar’s return to midfield from the edge 
of the end zone after the first kick was 
'one of the early features.
Capt. Bill Kutneski, Leo Davjn and' 
Soar, all of Providence, played the en­
tire game. They really should divide the 
ball, which they so joyfully claime -i at 
the closing whistle.
’efly re* 'c^'‘.rging Providence College grid warriors who were
».^ ih»jk p0nsible f°r th6 defeat of Boston College. Left to right, 
a»k” c eaw of Fitchburg, Dick Vitullo of Warren, R. I., and 
°ar of Pawtucket, R. I.
tuwxwds;, j.k . .. .r.s.,jr^cnuy vz'ci 
Feit (Abrams). c.
—----- - . -. -___ L •• . c-. Toomey (Donohue. Keou#r» « . ■■■ ‘ — — 1 or Hrnilijr (Owe
^^y^esponsiblefor B, C. Downfall
flying Eagle Almost Breaks Into Open for Score Against Friars at n
DRISCOLL, OF B. C. CARRIES FOR NICE GAIN AGAINST PROVIDENCE. BELLLVEAU STOPPED DRISCOLL A MOMENT LATER}
BPIMS
OVER EAGLES I
Alumni iFeld, Newton, Oct. 27 
Boston College and Providence ;
College met heer this afternoon for 
the fifth time under perfect play­
ing conditions before a crowd esti- 
i mated at about 5000.
Coach Joe McKenney of the 
Eagles started a new team with 
five ., new men in the line-up. 
Toomey at, center, Pzenney at 
■guard; O’Brien, at right end, Joe 
fCurran at right half and Ben
■ Moynihan at quarter.
!, Providehce scored in the clos-
i mg minutes to win, 13 to 7.
FIRST PERIOD
Pzenney kicked to Soar on the 
t Providence 20 and carried to the 
Providehce Si. In two tackle smash- , 
es, Soar picked up four yards. And i 
on the next play, Coar booted to the
B. -O. 33-:yard line, where it was
downed. ' \
, On the first two B. C. shots at 
the line, Bob Curran could only 
pick up a yard and Tom Brennan 
booted a high, kick to Soar on the 
Providence 31. Soar fumbled the 
tricky kick and Paul Toomey, B.
C. center, recovered for the Eagles 
on the Providence 31.
A long pass by Moynihan was in­
complete. After no gain by Curran 
j in a line smash another Moynihan 
i pass to Brennan went for 4-yards..
■ On the next play, Brennan of B. C. 
| booted into the end zone.
Providence ball on their own 20- 
1 yard line and after no gain the 
J Friars booted to Bob Curran on 
the B. C. 32 and he brought it up 
i to the B. C. 39. On the next play, 
Bob Curran smashed off tackle, 
dodged through the secondary to 
race 38-yards to give the Eagles 
another scoring chance with a first 
down Providence 16. Joe Curran 
added six yards, but on the next 
play Bob Curran was tossed for no 
gain. <B. C. booted its second 
scoring chance when Moynihan 
Mossed a pass that went untouched 
.into the end zone.
i Once again, the Friars could get 
’nowhere and So'ar kicked to Bob
Curran on the B. C. 43. The Eagle 
. running attack ....stalled and Bren­
nan got off a beautiful boot which 
Captain Dave Couhig; smashed 
through to down on the Friar goal­
line. After a long time out, Soar 
again booted Providence lout of 
danger to midfield. In three plays, 
the Eagles only madfc^ix^ii’ds, and ; 
Brennan booted another^ )^|uty,! 
which bounded ofafidew j! the 1 
Providence 3-yard line. 8&|Magain 
kicked out of danger to* Mig *®wn 
43. Two. B. C. passes and a shot 
at the line were ineff&flye-’ and 
Brennan booted to the end’ zone. 
The Friars were forced to kick j 
and the quarter ended with Provi- j 
dence taking the ball on downs on> 
their ..own, 41. -
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SC0Ie^°D VSlOD6 f 5
Starting thethe Friars, Belliveau hit leHta.^^. 
for one yard but alter - Tot- 
tossed for a ’WO-^-ar tos^byL<u 
tolini, Donahoe downed MOa & n« h.v. «
kick and B. C. 97 varddowns on the Providence 27-yard 
line. Toitolini Take Dris-af lpft tackle and then Ja^e 
coil’s 7-yard rush gXshTom Brennan’s line smasn 
gave the Eagles a first down on 
thei Providence 26. irflf-les
tries at the line netted only six 
^Providence took the ball onj 
downs. Soar. Vitullo on successive i 
through the line, made .»- * 
deuce’s second first-down of the. 
game on their own 25-yard lme. 
S Landry was tossed for a tw°^ c 
loss and Soar booted to the B.
46 where the ball was downed 
Toe Curran carried for two yards, 
but the B C offense bogged down; 
when Capt. ^utneski stopped Fl^ 
hprtv in the line and a planer y 
Bob Curran pass was mwmP on, 
Brennan then booted to Landry 
w^downed bP an avalanche of. 
B-SoarUwasethen tossed for a seven-! 
vard loss On the next play, Soar 
dropped 3 back and tossed a long
s:: w«“Asrs
“th'i
■ V,n TPop-ies who were fighting mao-
Ld Tween He then was thrown end sweep. more yards on a
& taSmplele ««4 £>“• j,
Qnar to Lawler, was good; put B. c. i 
took the ball on downs-on its own 
11BaCd’sbail and Bob Curran made 
three yards to two tries^Brenna^ 
penalty on toe"play gay., t^Eagles 
a OnSttoeWnext play,! Bob Curran 
made a brilliant r«n t0 46-yard line wjiere,Landry Rocked 
him 05®1^M'°ybther first down 
0Bp^fce%ard to. niatoly
Land aCcpupSlePoUf Wfi smashes .failed
Boston AMERICAN
arid1 Providence took theball on 
doAns as the half ended.
Score at End of Half—Boston 
College 0; Providence 0.
THIRD PERIOD
Pzenney kicked off to Soar on; 
the Providence 14-yard line. He 
juggled the ball and was buried 
by the B. C. tacklers. No gain for 
the Friars and Soar kicked to 
Flaherty who brought it back to 
the B. C. 44. The Eagle running, 
attack stalled and Brennan booted 
to L*ndry. The fine running at­
tack was stopped by the Eagles 
and kicks were exchanged.
Providence took the ball on its 
own 39-yard line. Vitullo and Soar 
hit the line for first down. Soar’s 
if ass was incomplete. Soar picked 
up for 3 yards at right tackle as 
jB. C. takes time out.
Soar heaved a pass to Hagstrom 
for another first down, placing the 
ball on the B. C. 38-yard line. Soar 
picked up 3 yards through the line 
fend then dropped back to heave 
another successful pass to Hag-, 
.strom for another first down for 
the Friars on the B. C. 25-yard line. 
The Friar attack was functioning) 
beautifully. Vitullo hit the line! 
for a yard and on the next play 
Ferdenzi, playing left half for ihe 
Eagles, intercepted a Providence* 
pass on his own 15 and carried, to 
the B. C. 31, where he was knocked 
offside.. B. C.’s ball. Ferdenzi 
makes a first down for the Eagles 
on the Providence 49-yard line.
Vitullo hit the line for six yards 
and on the next play, Soar took 
the ball from center passed to 
Landry, who completely fooled the 
B. C. line and secondary when he 
passed again to Vitullo, who smash­
ed through the center of the B. C. 
line for 11 yards and the touch­
down. Landry’s atteihpt for place 
kick’ failed when a bad pass from 
center gave him ho time to make 
the try.
Score end third period—Provi­
dence 6, 15. C. 0.
Flaherty picked up two yards 
but on the next play Ferdenzi 
fumbled and Vitullo recovered for 
the Friars. Starting fast with their 
attack functioning in a sensational 
. manner Vitullo ripped off a first 
I down on B. C.'s 42-yard line, after 
a run from his own 39-yard line. 
Soar ripped through for another 
first down on B. C.’s 29-yard line. 
McKenney rushed in several subs 
in an attempt'-to repulse the Friar 
attack but Providence could not be- 
stopped. Vjtullo hit the line for 
three yards.'S-oar and Vitullo added 
four yardg'and on the-fourth lown 
with four to go Soar passed to 
Hagertrom for a first down on 
B. C.’s 18-yard line. Vitullo hit the.^ 
line for four vardsH ■
ED SOKOLOWSKI
76-Yard Drive in Final Five 
Minutes Enables P. C. 
to Triumph.
By MICHAEL J. THOMAS
Alumni Field, Newton, Mass., Oct 
27.—Striking by air with the sharp 
shooting1 Hank Soar providing the 
passes which wounded the Eagles, 
the Providence College football team 
staged a spectacular 76-yard scoring 
drive during the final five minutes 
of play to conquer the Boston Col­
lege eleven, 13 (o 7, here today in 
one of the major upsets of the East­
ern gridiron sector.
, Facing a one-point deficit with the 
end near, the Friars gambled for 
victory on forward passes and this 
last desperate air raid provided them 
j with a triumph they richly earned, 
and the most important victory they 
have ever scored.
The Eagles scored midway during 
the final period by capitalizing on 
a Providence fumble and then suc­
cessfully converted the extra point 
to take the lead, 7 to 6. It appeared 
that the breaks which had not fa­
vored the Friars in past games would 
again work against them, but this 
/time they were equal to the occa­
sion by staging their remarkable 
comeback to beat a team they had 
. outplayed in many departments. 
: All but 11 of the 76 yards the 
! Friars made in their remarkable 
final period drive came 'w air ..and
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE-BOSTON 
LEGE STATISTICS
P. c Number punts.......................... 9
Average yards Punts’’.**.’*.*.’* 38 
Yards gained rushing .......... r>(>
Yards lost rushing................. ,.20
Passes attempted .*..* **’*’’’ 19 
Passes completed . . . ’ * ’ ’ * ” 9
Yards gained passing
First downs.................... 15
Number penalties ‘ * 2
Yards lost penalties ..... jp
COL-
B. C.
O'
35
233
3
32
8
4
20t
the Eagles were bewildered by this 
attack. .With Soar rifling accurate 
passes to Omer Landry and Edward 
Gill, the Friars advanced from deep 
in their territory to a touchdown.
This was the first time the Friars; 
have defeated the Eagles and it also; 
marked the initial occasion that1 a 
Providence College team has scored' 
against Boston in the . five games 
played between them.
After the Dominicans scored, their 
second touchdown wild acclaim 
broke in the east stands where stood 
a large group of Providence College 
students and alumni. Goal posts re­
mained intact after the game as the 
Friar students turned to an old cus­
tom to celebrate their team’s impres- 
ive victory. They rushed onto the 
field and carried Soar on their shoul­
ders up the hill to within the envi­
rons of the visiting team’s headquar­
ters.
Neither team was able to score in 
the first half but midway during the 
third quarter the Friars made their 
initial touchdown to take a 6 to 0
Continued on Pane PJnL 2.
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\HIARS DEFEAT EAGLES 13-7;
briars Stage Air Raid 
to Conquer Eagles 13-7
-■lead. This score-whs'the result of a 
60-yard march Biade possible when 
Rav Belliveau '.recovered ,a Boston 
College fumble on.the Provi.deace 40- 
yard line. Dick ::Vit.Ullo* did most of 
the carrying on -this strong drive 
and he finally scored from the 10- 
yard line. . |
Belliveau tried to make the extra 
point on a placement but the pass: 
from centre was wide. He then tried 
; to run with the bail but was downed 
i as soon as he got started.
This 6 to 0 lead, however, was not 
enough to provide the Friars with 
victory as many expected for.as soon 
after the final period started the 
, Eagles were provided with the break 
which enabled them to score. ,
Oscoe Gilman, Eagles tackle, re­
covered. a Soar fumble on the Provi­
dence 15-yard line to present Boston 
College with a scoring chance which 
they made good. After three line 
bucks had netted but seven yards, 
Bob Curran made the final eight 
yards through the right side of the 
Providence line on fourth down. It 
appeared that Curran was going to 
be stopped before he crossed the last 
line but he spun his way through 
for a score. A. Pszenny dropped out 
of the line to make the extra line 
from placement and the Eagles went 
ahead 7 to 6.
•The Friars were aroused by the 
sudden turn of events. Last week, 
they lost by a one-point margin and! 
it appeared that this was to be their 
fate again. Nearly 10 minutes of the 
final quarter had been played when 
the Friars started on their final drive.
Starting on their 26-yard line, the 
Friars sent Soar on two line plunges! 
' for six yards. Then Soar hurled a 
pass to Hagstrom for a first down on 
the Providence 40. After a line buck 
netted a yard, Soar threw a pass to‘ 
Gill for another first down on the 
Eagles 46-yard line. Again another1; 
rush was interspersed between for­
wards and again the line buck net­
ted but a yard.
1 Landry made a brilliant catch of 
a pass on the. next play, advancing 
the Friafs to the 17-yard line. Three 
aerials went astray and indications 
were that the Boston cause would 
yet be saved, but on the fourth down 
iLandry made a. remarkable shoe-: 
string catch of d pass and wasj 
downed inches from the goal line.( *. » ♦
Here was one of the outstanding! 
plays of . the game. Landry had to 
:make the catch to save the Friars 
for if the aerial* failed’,it was their', 
last chance. He was surrounded by 
two Eagles when the ball came 
! toward him. The spheroid began to 
drop quickly and it appeared that 
the pass was to,go incompleted but 
Landry made a final, desperate leap 
and caught the ball just before if 
..hit the. ground,...... ......................... .
! VT «°w-had four downs to 
from fhd lhS r3i1 restin<°nlv inches 
from the goal line. Edward Soko- 
lowski scored on one rush and a pass 
poar to Hagstrom, was easily com- 
-jpleted for the extra point.
While this last touchdown march, 
was the outstanding feature of the' 
game and climaxed a stirring fourth 
period, there were a number of other 
highlights to this hard fought battle. 
There was Bob Curran working as 
yeoman to stave off a defeat for the 
Eagles. He was the one ball carrier 
who netted, any real yardage for tfe'i 
Boston team. Attillio. Fercienzi was 
another but he was not used often
There was Soar leading the Provi- 
[dence attack both over land and' 
through air and there was Landry, 
and Al Hagstrom catching passes in, 
spectacular manner during the Friar1 
.scoring drives. Landry started the.' 
- Dominicans towards their first touch­
down by making a brilliant 38-yard 
runback Of a punt.
Soar wals a constant threat to the1 
Eagles. He never carried the. ball 
more effectively during-hls college 
career. He, hit the line with savage 
thrusts and. showed new found abil, 
ity at sweeping the ends and side, 
stepping.
I thVn » • yardage by rushing ? han the friars,, the Providence of- 
i fence whs the strongest shown this 
;. season. The reason for the large 
I Boston edge in this department was 
; the result, of the first half which i 
j round the Friars mostly on the de- ! 
i fensive. ..In the second part of the 
conflict, however, the Dominican of- 
j fensive began to click.
The Eagles lost their chances of 
victory during the first half as they, 
had four scoring opportunities and 
on each occasion their attack petered
- outiwith a touchdow.x in view. 1 » * * * I
Early in the game Soar fumbled 
on his 36-yard line but the Eagles 
weie unable to take advantage of 
this break. Soon afterwards Bob 
Curran made a 34-yard gain to the 
1 Providence 14 but the Eagles could 
make only four yards in four plays 
Again in this quarter the Eagles ad-' 
! vanced to the Dominican 34-yard 
' line blit aerials went astray. 4
With his regulars unable to pro-' 
j duce a sustained offensive drive' 
Coach Joe McKenney of the Eagles 
' sent, in his subs during the second 
period and they could not improve 
on the . work of their predecessors 
Another fumble by Soar gave the 
Eagles a scoring chance earlv. in the 
. second period but with-the ball in 
i their possession on the Providence 
■ 15, the Eagles advanced six yard<. 
, in four downs.
A 30-yar.d run by Spar was the 
first Providence offensive gesture 
midway during this period but after 
j ?-ain,’ng a first down on the Eagles’ 
15, the Friars lost, the ball on th» 
|.downs_pii the_.10-yaid.lipe,
■ ' ;*--J

r It Wat this point that Landry 1 
' entered the .game and he soon made 
h: presence felt by making a 38-
■ yard runback of a Boston punt, ad- 
j vSncing the Briars to their 46, A 
'■ pass, Soar to Landry, was good for ' 
; 31-yards and a first down on the' 
Eagles 24. Vitullo rushed the ball..; 
to the 12-yard line but this was the 
exte of the drive.
T -g possession at that point, the? 
Bag mainly through the efforts of) 
Bob urran, marched nearly 70 yards’ 
to tr..- Providence 20, but passes'went 
astray and also their scoring chance.
» * *
The real action started in the third 
period, and soon after play was res 
sumed, the Friars started a mareli 
( r their 30-yard line to the Eagles'1 
but Ferdenzi intercepted » 
; .inican pass on his five-yard Iifl£ 
ran back to the 31 before he was 
?, . opped. After they had reached the* 
r. . riar 40, the Eagles were stopped 
r- When Ferdenzi fumbled and Bellif 
) J veau recovered on his 40. Two passes! 
1-jSoax. lfl_-HajKsfrom. and short..con­
sistent gains by Vitullo brought the , 
l Friars to the 10-yar.d line. Vitullo ' 
then found a hole in the Boston line I 
' ( and with-'the last white line gleam­
ing before him he ran and hurled his.
I way over the 10 yards for a score.
The Friars maintained this advan­
tage until the fourth period, when. 
Soar fumbled and Gilman recovered 
on the Providence 15, enabling Bob 
i Curran to score from the. eight-yard 
line. This gave the Eagles a point) 
lead as they converted the extra i 
point.
Then came the Providence aerials 
and theJ6-yard drive which turned 
defeat into victory for the deter­
mined Friars.
The summary: ‘
PROVIDENCE t KOSTON
_ COLLEGE (13) COLLEGE -7j
’ • ?'i i ’ I............ *........... .. ■ 1- e-> Fui’busbAdamick, 1. t....................... p t.. Ohrenberger
Lepre, 1. g............................ 1. g., Couhig <o
Kutneski, re), r. g..’.‘J 'r Cg
Davin, r. t.............................. .. r. t® GalSS
Lawler, 1. e. .............................. r. e O’Brien
Belbvcau. cj. b........... ■............... b., Moynahan
Soar, l.h............................... ). b. r. Curran
S*?3,1!- '• h. . ' ’ .....................>'■ >».. J- Curran
Vitullo, f. b. ................... f, b., Bftnnan ■
Score by periods:
Providence College ............. o 0 6 1__ In
Boston College ................... o 0 7 o__  4
Touchdowns—Providence College- Vitul- 
lo, Sokolowski. Boston College: R Curran 
Points after touchdown—Providence Col' 
lege—BelHveau (Soar). Boston College— 
Fzenny. “
Substitutions: Providence College—Haas 
from for Lawler, f.andrv for Trili”p,au »»j 
liveau for Sloan’, Gobis for Gill, Hammond 
for Belliveau. Sloan for Hammond 
for Sloan, Sokolowski for Healvr Bofizan fc$ 
Adamick, Abrams for Feit. Borhoras for Le-
Boston College—Mahoney for Furbush 
Gillman for Ohrenberger. Owens for Co--’ 
I hig, Donahue, for Toomey, Keough for Don? 
hoe, Zaits. for Pzenny. Couhig for GalH 
gan, Anderson for O’Brien. Flaherty for 
Moynahan, Driscoll for R. Ctrffan Feden 
m for Driscoll. Tottilini lor J. Curran Fe” 
denzi for Tottilini. Caroselli for Brennan 
Referee—W. J. Pendergast; umpire w 
H. Shupert; field'judge—J. N. Young- ’ 
man—W. J.. Volk. Time of periods_ -15 min'
. utes. ■ ........ ‘ 1
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^ame played: October 27,1934
By ALFRED J. MONAHAN tl 
An “Abandon All Hope” for- a 
Ward pass, conceived in despera- k 
’tion but completed with accuracy “ 
that coippels admiration, permitted 7 
Providehce College to defeat Bos- 
ton College, 13 to 7, at University z 
Heights-'yesterday afternoon., a
The fourth period was full of a 
thrills for the spectators, who had * 
watched three periods of steady, j 
methodical football before the air x 
became filled with passes.
It was a line plunge that pro- t 
Vided the winning score, but a 3 
'gambling quarterback, Omer Lan- ■ 
dry, called for a pass on fourth ] 
down, 10 to go, with the score 71to * 
6 against him. „ 1
Hank Soar, whose passes bafned < 
the B. C. secondary during the last. j 
half, gunned the ball , to Landry, j 
who was dropped only a foot from ; 
the B. C. goal. Ed Sokolpwski : 
carried it over, and the same pass 1 
that set the stage for a touchdown, 
Soar to Landry, provided the un- , 
necessary extra point after.-------- ■ 1
Friars Drive 50 Yards
Both teams battled hard without 
any apparent advantage until the 
Providence Friars unleashed a touch­
down march of 60 yards in the third 
period. A fumble by Ferdenzi pi 
B. C., recovered by Providence on 
the Friars 40-yard line, was the start­
ing point of the march.
Dick Vitullo, on a reverse play, cut 
through the B. C. right |ackl® 
first- down on the Eagles , 42-yard 
line. Hank Soar, who can pass and 
irun equally well, cut through the 
B. C. left tackle for another first 
down on the 30-yard line.
Joe McKenney sent in reserves to 
stem the tide but it was no use. boa 
bulleted a pass to Al Hagstrom for a | 
first down on the 14. On second 
down, Vitullo hit the center of the 
line and wrigged into the clear for a 
touchdown. Ray Belliveau was smoth- 
prrd bv B C linemen /when he tiiea . 
me conversion The ball didn’t even 
(get into the air. .
Another fumble, this time a m1 - 
hap to Providence, gave the Bag 
their opportunity to score tke =ton 
period. Oscoe Gilman of the Boston 
team recovered the bouncing ball 0 
the Friars’ 12-yard line.
Bob Curran, one of the brother 
halfbacks of the Eagles, was chosen 
to carry ^e mail. He delivered but 
it looked bad for a minute. His first 
three plunges gained five, yards out
the fourth time didn’t fail. Bob did 
a spinner and scored standing up.
Al Pszenny, sophomore point 
kicker, rushed into the game and set 
the B. C. stands wild when he con-, 
verted and gave Boston its temporary1 
to 6 lead. , ( i
Friars Uncorked Air Drive
The Friars had everything to win 
nd nothing to lose. There were only 
a few minutes remaining and they , 
took to the air. After an exchange"; 
of kicks, Providence was on its own 
24-yard line, a rather dismal place, 
when you need two points or more ! 
to win. ■It was a Soar-to-Hagstrom pass' 
that brought the Friars to their 40- j 
yard line; another Soar-to-Hagstrom; 
pass was batted down by Flaherty j 
into the hands of Abe Feit, the 
Friars’ center, and there was another 
first down for Providence on the 
B. C. 42-yard line.
The stage was perfectly set for the i 
“Abandon All Hope.” Soar tossed a 
high one and Landry made a vest 
pocket catch for a first down on 
B. C.’s 15. Shadows were not de­
scending on the gridiron. By this, 
time it was very dark. 1 ,,
Landry certainly is a nighthawk,, 
because he gathered in another high; 
prayer 'pass from Soar right on the . 
B. C. goal line. He was dropped in ‘ 
his tracks, but there was only a foot 
to go. Sokolowski put it over and 1 
the pass converted.
Boston had the sounder running 
game, but Providence deserved the 
victory. Boston’s secondary, _ even 
with the knowledge that Providence 
had to pass to win, was woefully 
weak. Providence threw 16 passes 
in the last half and completed seven 
for a total of 93 yards. The sum­
mary:
PROVIDENCE BOSTON COLLEGE 
Gobis^le ' • • V.’.V.V.V.V.V.V.Vle
; Adamick It. ............................. r‘t
grams'77.7.7,7.7................... c j
I Kutneskirg............ ...................... •••'fgOwrai
> Davin rt.....................................It Ohrenberger j
i r nwlor re ............ ................... .le Furbush ?
• Hagstrom re................................ Ae 1
I . Belliveau nb.......................  ab^Moynahan
I Soar lhb............................. «rhb J Curran 1
Hammend lhb.......... .................
- Hamm JSd rhb..!. ........ lhb Driscol <
; Vitullo fb.......................  lhb Ferdenzi
, Sokolowski fb..............................fb Brennan
t Healy fb........ . ............................... fb Caroselli
1 .Score by periods.. 1 2 3 4 Total
1 Providence 0 0 b 7 lb
Boston College0 0 0 7 7
Touchdowns, Vitullo, Sokolowski, R» 
l Curran. Pointsby goal after touchdown, 
Pazenny (placement). Point by pass after 
1 touchdown, Soar to Landry, Referee, W. 
t J. Pendergast, Colby. Umpire, W. H. Shu- 
t- pert, Brown. Linesnian, W. J. Volk, Tufts. 
1 Field judge, J. N._ Young, Adams, Mass, 
t Time, .fot:^15mjpe£xods,....... _
Boston GLOBE
- OMER LANDRY
Friars Start Second Half 
of Schedule on Sunday
Contest Will Mark Third Meet­
ing Between Dominicans 
and Purple Eagles.
be the third'’between tha PuX 
Eagles and the Friars, with honor! 
Xidel tW° evenly
relations1 with NilXa^rlvelltegfe 
New York State and defeating 
Purple 13-6. Charlie 
is now backfield mentor for tf.eFHa! 
Freshmen, was one of the K.ar st“™ 
m that game. O’Keefe tallied both 
touchdowns for the Friars and 
kicked the extra point to give the 
row and White itS fifth victory in 
The Friars enjoyed their best year 
on the gridiron in 1931 when thev 1 
won seven out of 10 games and com 
piled a winning streak of six straight 
victories after dropping major con 
tests to Rutgers and Holy Cross' 
Under Coach Joe McGee the S 
are building for the future with 
recOTd.°nS t0 6qUal °r better ‘his
Niagara made the trip to Provi 
dence last year for the second game 
between the colleges. At the Cycle, 
tfrome the elevens staged a stirrij fl­
battle with the Purple Eagles emX 
,mg. ^1Ct?rS 7’6’ Charlie Rennick 
hurled a long pass in the third period 
of that game which Dexter Davis 
snared for the Friar score.
Niagara is a strong member of the 
I New York “Little Three,” which in 
eludes Canisius and St. Bonaventure' 
In four starts this year the Purple 
I has .won three and lost one. Opening 
I against Buffalo the Eagles scored f
RAY BELLIVEAU
y h i • 11o i* hd 11/ f 1 b4
FOR NIAGARA SME 
Wllii IfflO DRILL
- McGee Pleased with Team’s 
Performance Against B. C.;ft-
Court Practice Starts.
Although well pleased with the 
(Friars’ victory over Boston C-’1-"-■ 
Head Coach Joe McGee gave ms 
Providence College ’Varsity squad a 
two-hour drill yesterday to fore-.! 
stall any overconfidence for the Ni- ' i 
agara game. A speedy session of sig- , 
nal practice, play assignments and ■ 
dummy scrimmaging comprised the ■ 
. ’Varsity work on the field.
< Prior to the outdoor work Coach 
McGee gave the squad a blackboard 
talk during which he pointed out 
the good and bad features of the 
Friars’ play against the Eagles. He 
was loud in his praise of all the men 
who had a part in the victory over 
Eloston College and particularly the 
“60-minute men.'’ Capt. Bill Kut- 
neski, who has played more full 
, games than any other man on the 
j squad, is not .» new member of the 
; “60-minute men.” Hank Soar, ver- 
jsatile Friar halfback, and Leo Davin, 
; giant tackle, joined the ranks of the’ 
I minutemen on Saturday. 
! Paul Healy, forced to leave the B. 
, C. game by an injury, was not seri- ' 
! ously hurt, and will be back in uni­
form this week. Other casualties 
were Abe Feit, with a, foot injury, 
and Joe Adamick, who suffered a 
shoulder injury. Feit will be absent 
from practice until later in the week.
- * * * * .
Basketball practice began at Provi­
dence College yesterday afternoon 
when Coach Albert McClellan met 15 
candidates. ‘A short drill was mote:! 
out to the group which is expected 
to be greatly enlarged before the end 
of the week, Football drills will keep 
several members of the squad from 
taking part in court practice until 
the close of the grid season late in 
November.
Among the regulars to report were 
Jim Bostick and John Madden. The 
Sophomore candidates on hand for 
the first dnh^wer< Joe Carew, Fred 
Collins and Cpan.e Gallagher.
* * * 'A victory dance to honor theFrigr 
football team will be held in Harkins 
Hall on Wednesday evening at 8:15 
p. m. Members of the Providence 
College Alumni Association, students 
apd friends will tender the ’Varsity 
! squad the dance in appreciation of 
their victory over Boston College on 
Satyr<iay^
CARLO LEPRE
Nitiiim 111 wHir
I DOMINICANS 7-0
Halfback Makes 68-Yard Run
to Score Only Touchdown * 
L _ _ of- Contest.
^ame played:
November 1934
! Niagara Falls, :N. Y„ Nov. 5.— 
(API—Its ...vaunted passing attack? 
stymied b a gale-like wind, the'- 
Providence College football team: 
was defeated 7 to 0 by the Niagara; 
University eleven here yesterday.
Dunn’s 68-yard run early in the 
third quarter gave Niagara its score 
and Korach passed to Dunn for the. 
point after touchdown. The Eagles’ ’ 
back evaded one tackler while Kossa t 
blocked out another as Dunn gal-; 
loped down the side line unmolest­
ed.
The Eagles had taken the ball on 
the 30-yard line and Keegan gained 
two yards on a plunge before Dunn 
broke loose on an off tackle smash 
. through the left side of the line. 
W ‘h punts barely' going over the 
line of scrimmage in the teeth of the 
wind, the Friars saw their kick-off. 
run back 30 yards by Korach as he, 
cut back in after heading for the: 
sidelines. Gill’s tackle at the 20-1 
yard line stopped Korach.
' I * * *
. Keegan picked up five yards on ’ 
two plunges, hit centre for no gain, 
.and the Friars took the ball on 
downs after an incomplete pass. Soar 
fumbled the first pass from centre , 
‘and Niagara recovered with 18 yards - 
to go for a marker. Two line plays I 
failed and Providence gained the■ 
■ball after the Eagles’ pass attack ‘ 
.failed twice.
Penalties began to creep into the 
game ^t this stage after Soar had 
kicked to his own 45 yards. Niagara 
.was set back 15 yards for roughing, 
dropping back to its own 42-yard 
mark. Wright’s kick went out at the 
Providence 33, Vitullo and Soar 
gained eight between them and then 
Soar’s boot crossed the sidelines at 
i the line -of scrimmage. From this 
point on it was all Niagara, the Pur­
ple Eagl.es making three first downs 
in the first quarter despite the fact 
it tried six passes which went in- 
completed. ', i
Penalties cut short the attack of 
both teams several times just as plays 
were apparently beginning to click 
for the ’visitors in the second quar-, 
ter and Niagara rolled up three first 
downs to one for the Friars. Soar 
did most of the ball toting, and only 
once was a pass resorted to as a 
threat, and it was grounded.
Hammond, substituting at fullback,-; 
reeled off kick after kick with the1 
wind, behind him for 50, 60 and-70 
yards. Despite Dunn’s, play..Niagara 
made no first downs in the third 
quarter and managed to mark up 
only one in the last stanza. The' 
final count stood 7 to the Friars’ 3.
Kutneski stopped what would have 
been a Niagara score late in the sec­
ond quarter as. Dunn broke away 
for a 49-yard run.
The ball carrier evaded one Friar.; 
but looked around as Kutneski gal­
loped into view and made a tackle 
from behind, stopping Dunn on the 
Providence six-yard line, 
ar,rtfhn,teams attemPted 11 passes, 
'Niagara7 "I® 311 even in results. 
E°.mpleted two, as did Prov- 
■were in^S^ the NiaSara tossesj 
saw thncomPleted, and Providence* 
"round %sam.e number hit the,' 
t' S°ar intercepted one Purple) Friars hurled Snared one th|
TirrnAeyALAe<'?) EVIDENCE f0)
Lorenzi. 1 c .............................'• J. Adaniick
Reer, c............................................. *■ 8.. Lepj-e,
Petit, r. g..................... r'\”V°T
Shields, r. t  ................r- S-. Kutneski
Phillips, r e.’.'....................... ‘r" : D»vinKorach. q. b....... ......... ,r. e., Hagstrom
Festa, 1. h. b . ............ Q i KBsJlleXeau
iKeegan, r. h. b............. ,'.’.’."rli h b*.Soar
. Score by periods: •• • 0., Vitullo
Niagara ......................  o o „
Touchdown: Niagara—Dunn. Po nt, J77TZKoUfcn: ,Niagara—Dunn (p°asstS 
I Providence substitutions: Ends 
han. Gobis, Lawler, Curnane; tackle Bouzal 
guards, Barboras, Lokavo; Centre Abrams’ 
Morrison: quarterback Landry; ’halfback’ Hammond; fullback, Koslowski Nia<?»C& 
substitutions: End, Kutser; taePe S 
guards, Kinnane, Healy: quarterback 
Brady: halfbacks, Dunn, Kantak ‘
Referee—-Powel! (Syracuse); Umpire— 
f«h®Zffca^a2LH
hank soar
rovidence NEWS-TRIBUNE
Game playedi November 12,1934-
[Friars/ Kin a 
HancLy by 
34-0 Score
Defeat Lowell Textife by j 
a Superb Aerial
I - Attack I
j Lowell, Mass., Nov „ T
.e«.l and the Friars rode through th 
to a 34-0 triumph. The P c t 
™iur».a l„e
“ Th,.
«IX h”‘l“ h?Mw f“- 
>«■•»» ssrsxr
! Provided lua!ke Vrhfead Of th* ' 
•ball nP tlv Tn \ He tossed the 
to Gill and to Beim7 t0 HagEtrcF {ripped off a 70- ard rnnN aIso
/Mown to make 1, a eooj £or ? *°uch- 
. A pass, Lefebvre m nWoA- 
I brought,another tally Belhveau,
. I »33l^- *’’*. **■!».
OlUWwm, T^VTuT1' I 
; Gin ...... T „ to) i
I Bouzan .........J?;; .......... B Grossman '
; Abrams ...AY” pG- ■ ............ CriroJ
i Kutnesk! ......... R.ci.......................Connolly
DavllJ ................. R. T' ................. • Cowan
l Hagrstiom r p ........... Baranowski
Belliveau ............ q.b   Bogacz
£9ar.!'■••.....,-... l.H ..................... Curtin
f Sokolowski ......... pf>................... Athanas *
Score by Periods ' i ‘ -Kopatch
; Providence College 7 1? 3 4
Touchdowns: ProvYdence1 Foil33 3i 
strom, Soar, SokolowXY n ,,’.ese' H»g- 
febvre. Pointe' criYY. ’’ .^elijveau. Le.
• denco College rm ,iouc^<Jo"’ns: Provi- 
Nawier (Soar),’ Lefebv^oar)' Sokol°wskl,
I O'bistitutions-' w‘Y ^bran’«. Gobis fodr6nGni C T!<!Ki;- F«it 
Hagstrom. Angelico rL. b b La-"'ler for kos for Borboras iL,for W>veau, T,eka-1 ’ han for J?1' G<>bls, Bant!
son for Feit. L&te^vri Vnr ^aVln’ Morri- 
for Sokolowski 7?!?S? f°r .Soar, Vitullo 
Sullivan for n’a vi n°rb»°frar? ‘or Kntneski 
kos, Breault in,t M.oHenry for Lekali 
Sloan, Burke for junhlEE’ 4nerelica for ■ tile, Allard for B?Sett ’T7L°"’e11 T“- 
Cowan, Wilkinson r^SeAt’..„IIar'™0<l for
C' Gr°BSi 
linesman. Q. pj^Slt™Wre. W. Crawford - 
I la minutes two 12 nfinTte°f Wriod* s'-«j
FRIARS GET EARL f START
- ■ ’~~—'.'.l,'"_lg'..Jl."i.J.'."..  •'. ..... .J : -- ------- -- —r..    ,-'■
''*r^" ---— —-jp-■**•¥'u*1'
— 7— J,... ...vmr —•  ? t.: ■—• ■_ ,
Textilers Unable to Stop
[ Providence Aerial Attack
Soar Makes 70-Yard Run, 
Leads Team’s Offensive Un­
til Forced Out by Injury.
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Lowell, Mass., Nov. 12—A storm of 
white-clad Providence College foot­
ball players snowed Lowell Textile, 
under a 34-0 score on the Lowell 
High school Alumni field here this) 
^afternoon before a crowd of 5000., 
iThe Textilers were helpless against 
the superior man-power of the in­
vaders and the final outcome was 
never,-in doubt after Providence
scored after three minutes of play in 
[, the first period. The Friars present­
ed a strong aerial attack.
During every period but the last 
the Friars crossed the Textile goal­
line at least once. In the last frame 
wit.i a team composed mainly of 
substitutes Providence was not ’ablc 
to ’ally as the desperate Lowell 
el’« an staged its only serious inva­
sion of Providence territory and 
i kept the Friar subs on the defence.
Lowell flashed a bit of the decep- 
' tive play which has characterized 
“Rusty” Yarnall’s elevens in the past 
1 in the closing period of the contest 
but the rally came too late. “Scud” 
Curtin was the leading man on the 
Lowell team and what color the Tex­
tilers did show came mainly from 
his work. He punted the local eleven 
out of danger on several occasions 
and did most of the ground gaining 
for Lowell. .
Game played: November 12,1954
With Hank Soar, its triple-threat 
backfield ace, in the starting lineup,' 
Providence entered the game witl^ 
confidence and Soar did not fail to do. 
his part in bringing the Friars vic-, 
tory. The first Friar score came from 
the passing combination of Soar tcj 
iHagstrom and had the Lowell team 
bewildered. A pass Soar to Gill 
netted the point.
1 On the opening kickoff Soar made 
one of the most spectacular runback^ 
of his career dashing through the en-j
■ tire Lowell team for h distance of 
70 yards.. Aided by fiiffe' iffterference 
and his own agility SoaHbok the ball 
on his own 12 and was^fihiliy'run. 
out of bounds on the Lowell 18 yard; 
stripe. A fumble spoiled this scor-' 
ing chance for Providfence.
In the closing minute of the first; 
period Soar knifed through tackle 
and reeled off a 35 yard gain as the 
Friars started their drive to a second) 
touchdown. Soar’s last spectacular.; 
contribution to a game which was; 
very interesting in spite of the one-, 
sided score was a 45-y®d runback of, 
the kickoff which started the second 
half. On this play Soar injured his 
wrist and was called out of action 
by Coach. McGee.
The Friars’ second score came in 
! the first few minutes of play, in the 
I second period. Providence started 
from its 10 yard line and with Belli- 
veau and Soar reeling off gains of 
20 and 35 yards respectively and 
■then combining for a 40 yard pass] 
| Providence reached the Lowell 16 j 
! yard stripe. After three bucks at' 
| the line by Soar and Sokolowski, the; 
‘.former spun through tackle for the: 
'Friars’ second marker. Sokolowski' 
dove over centre for the point.
■ Lowell made its first invasion into; 
"Providence territory after receiving;, 
the kickoff after the second Friar 
touchdown. “Scud” Curtm, Lowell 
quarterback, started toWardg his 
bench as a trio of Lowell dribs' came 
on the field. Curtin remained’Bh the, 
field just a foot or so from the side­
line and when play was resumed. Bob' 
Athanas tossed a pass to hipi,'Provi­
dence was alert, however, and, Curtin> 
was stopped on the Friar 42 yard line.' 
Lowell could advance no farther and! 
punted,
Ed Sokolowski intercepted a pass' 
on the Lowell 44 yard line to set the 
; stage for the Friars’ third tally. Soar 
tried two passes to Gobis, left end, 
and the second one was ruled com­
pleted by Referee Duffy on the Low- 
,ell 20 for interference. Soar skirted 
his right end to the Lowell two-yard ■ 
mark where Sokolowski plunged 
• over for the score. Soar’s pass to 
Lawler was ruled complete , and 
Providence. Ied21.-Q._ .
■ At the start of the second half Soar 
Iran back the kickoff to the Lowell 
. 7'5 but was hurt and; Joe Lefebvre, ■ 
1 rmer LaSalle star, replaced him. 
AVith Lefebvre and Vitullo carrying 
•the ball the Friars advanced from the 
Lowell 35 to the 26. Then Lefebvre 
hurled a beautiful 35-yard pass 
which Ray Belliveau took over the 
Lowell goal line for the fourth Friar 
touchdown.
The. final score for the visitors i 
ame in the last minute of the third 1 
period when Davin intercepted a 
Lowell pass on the Lowell 10-yard - 
;ine. Lefebvre carried to the Lowell 
three-yard stripe and then smashed 
over -centre through three Lowell 
players for a touchdown. Lefebvre ’ 
kicked the point on a perfect place­
ment through the uprights.
B Lowell could do nothing with the 
priar aerial attack, while the Friarsi 
intercepted Lowell aerials time and 
again. The hard-charging Friar line 
and the hard-running backs were 
too much for a Lowell team which 
appeared to be the weakest the Tex­
tiles have had in years. The 34-0 I 
'score was the greatest a Dominican ' 
team has ever made against Low­
ell eleven. Providence did not open 
up its full attack, according to 
Coach Joe McGee, and this was prob­
ably due to the presence . in the 
stands of Frank Keaney, Rhode Is- 
land State coach. The KingstonI 
strategishwas present for some first- ! 
hand information about the team 
whicl^will meet his Rhode Island 
Rams Tn Providence on Nov. 24.
I PROVIDENCE LOWELL
. COLLEGE (34) TEXTILE (0)
; Gdl,. 1. e............................. I. e E. Grossman ’
godzan, 1. t....................................1. t„ Welch
Borboras, 1. g............................. i. g„ ..Griffin
Abrams, c....................................... c.. Connolly 1
Kutneski, r. g..............................r. g.. Cowan!
Day.»i, r. t............................r. t., Baranowski
Hagstrom, r e............................. r. e., BogaoJ
jBelttveau. q. b.......... . .................. q. b„ Curtin
■soar, 1. h......................................1. h„ BassettSloana. r. h ............................r. h., AthanN
'Sokolowski, f. b....................... f. b„ Kopatrn?
j Score'by Periods........ 1 2 3 4
, Providence College ..7 14 13 0 34
h 1 Touchdown?: Piovidence College—Hag 
--Strom.. Soar. Sokolowski. Belliveau. Lefebvre I 
Points after touchdowns: Providence CoL 
!ege—Gill (Soar), Sokolowski, Lawler 
(Soar). Lefebvre.
Substitutions: Piovidence College—Felt 
tor Abrams, Gobis for Gill. Lawler-, f0- 
Tagstrom, Angelica -for Belliveai tekkko 
or Borboras. Nelsori foi Gobis,%BfnaSa- 
or Lawler, Smith for Davin, Morr-iSon-i'for 
'eit, Lefebvre for Soa, Vitullo fo Sokolov;, 
kl, Borboras for Kutneski. Sullivan for 
lavin. McHenry for Lekakos, Breault for 
forrison, Angelica for Sloan, Burke for- 
lelliveau: Lowell Textile—Allard , for Bas- 
ett. Harwood for Cowan, Wilkinson for 
Sriffin, Gr.flin for Athanas. Dick for 
Triffin. Paige for Baranowski, Thomas for, 
3ogacz, C. Grossman for E. Grossman.
Referee—J. Dpffy; Umpire—W. Crawford- 
Linesman—G. Pike. Time of Periods—T 
15 minutes; two 12 minutes.
) ABE FEIT'
Ram-napers Busy Again 
a. as State Loses Mascot 
d ---------------------------------- -
jRameses Hustled From Kingston in Dead of 
t Night as Providence College Students 
■ Follow Custom Begun at Storrs
‘ BY CHESTER M. POTTER
Rhode Island had a little ram 
j AtS fleece was not as white as 
i snow.
Where e’er the football team would 
I play
The ram was very sure to show.
’“ Ten days ago it went to Storrs— 
3r" ’Tis said to gain some extra 
!i knowledge—
i J And now the ram has gone again 
To pay a call at Providence Col­
lege.
(Old Switzerland sea chantey.)
* ♦ ♦
Displaying remarkable discern­
ment for boys whose curriculum does 
not include familiarity . with rams, 
.several Providence College students 
stole into a barn at Rhode Island 
j'State College early this morning 
land took the football team’s mascot, 
leaving behind the substitute hired 
when Connecticut Aggie students 
ram-naped the original ten days ago, 
only to return it at the football game 
next day; '
It’s getting so that the warn, Re­
cently ■ christened Eameses with a 
bucket of carrots and a pail of. water, 
won’t know where his home is. And 
Rhode Island State will have to add 
ram hunting to its list of subjectsA- 
making it a compulsory part of the 
college courses.
Asks About Ram Food
Early this morning, a telephone in 
the city room of the Evening Bul­
letin rang, and a voice inquired: 
“What’s the proper food for a ram?”
Questioning revealed that several 
youths—who said they were stu­
dents at Providence College—de­
clared they had gone to Kingston 
and stolen State’s ram-mascot. But 
they were very much worried as to 
what to feed the ram between now 
and next Saturday, when they plan 
to produce it at the football game
Continued on Page 4, Col. 2.
The Rambling Ram from R. I. State
)“ temw,. m^T* M«ae 'w- State. U £X “£»£
:; that fact has got State’s goat. Raineses already . f Raineses was moved from his temporary
...n,<M State ten days ago. This photo was taken just before Barneses wa ......... ...
h ^J^ttniM>tece by his masked abdugtors»_,^a^-; —t—-- • - .......... ... " 1
BY JOE NUTTER 'J
With the preliminary tactical ad-. 
vantage held by Providence College’s' 
embattled undergraduates. Rhode 
Island State College students this 
afternoon were, clamoring for the 
naming of a makcot for the enemy, 
j black and white forces so that they 
' could, retaliate. The whereabouts of 
the Rhode Island mascot, -Ramesesi 
I, were still unknown to the Kingston 
forces, and skirmishes between rival 
j groups, along-a wide front had thus 
j far developed nothing but publicity 
' and a few headaches. But. Rhod.y 
wants a Dominican mascot so that 
' they can retaliate as forays are made 
■ on their defences, and Lacking that, 
Coach Frank W. Keaney and his men 
intend to voice their concern with 
touchdowns.
( Keaney and his cohorts have fan-' 
I ned their enthusiasm to a fever heat, 
■and the luckless freshmen at King-] 
ston had the most topheavy tally of; 
^points piled on their green-jerseyed 
^shoulders ever compiled in a single 
afternoon of scrimmage at Kingston.
' State is up in arms, and intends to 
■ stay that way right through Satur­
day afternoon.
Providence College ha.fi't reached 
the fever pitch that is apparent at 
Kingston, andboach -Joe McGee faces: 
a .real task to transfer mysterious ex- 
, cursions to feed the ram and ward 
off enemy sappers into football 
frenzy. Joe admits that his team is 
in top condition, he has “Hank Soar 
all primed to fill the air with aerials, 
his rush-line is iptact. he has his full­
back dilemma all solved, and he’s 
ready for heavy going.
RAMS have strong 
defensive backs
But he knows, as does every last 
; man on that Friar team that Rhody 
has a group of great football play­
ers. Those Keaneymen tackle with] 
. deadly abandon, they provide the; 
I power ahead of the ball by great tim- , 
ing and blocking, and the speed is 
] there right through the entire team. 
■ The black and white gridmen will 
find their sorties through the Line and 
around the ends lashed by backs who 
will meet the thrust at the line of 
scrimmage. Keaney has defensive 
backs of the first rank, fast, alert, 
keen diagnosticians of plays, accu­
rate in their sizing up of .the locale 
of the ball carrier. rurious in their 
tackles to halt .the f .Jy on the.skir- 
mish line....- , y....y_. ._, ■
Friars Expected to Fill Air
■ "with Passes—Have Edgd
. in Power and Weight but' 
.. Rams Hav©-._More Speed.

of the cleverest-pieces'of'^3etectfve 
work in the annals of B. I. State, is in 
Washington today, and couldn’t be 
called into the case.
The student body, at State is up in 
arms again. The boys , are getting 
up in arms so frequently that there 
‘has been some talk of their going 
to bed with their arms so they won’t 
have to put them on when they go 
°V^rf,hing for ™s m the future.
Well, they can have one consoling 
thought—next Saturday’s game is 
the last of the season, and no doubt 
Rameses will be permitted to munch 
unmolested until next football sea­son.
To express their gratitude to the 
Evening Bulletin for securing the 
ram’s menu for them, the student ,■ 
ram-napers took a reporter and a 
i photographer to the ram’s tempo- ■ 
rary hiding place this morning. ■
Rameses Contented I
The reporter and photographer ' 
were blindfolded and requested to 
sit down in the rear of an automo­
bile. They were driven to a place, ' 
somewhere within the city limits^ 
and there was Rameses, contentedly ! 
eating and acting as if he was still 1 
down in Kingston . i
> Rameses was willing to pose with 
his abductors. He ate out of the hand 
of one of them. He looked up quiz­
zically when the camera snapped 
but returned to his munching. Get­
ting photographed while in captivi­
ty in an old story for Rameses.
The abductors asked the Evening 
Bulletin to relay to the student body 
at Rhode Island State the informa­
tion that Rameses will receive loving 
care and constant—very constant­
attention during his visit.
Meanwhile, two representatives 
from State were at Providence Col­
lege this morning, attempting to 
make a deal, whereby they would 
exchange the substitute ram for 
Rameses, but their offer was met 
with the bland question: “What 
ram?”
I ° SCh001s’ which wi»oe played at Brown stadium 
ichlkedThp0^ CaH t0 Kingston ' 
ment th4 I accuracy of the state­
ment, that Barneses was gone. A i 
campus watchman reported that he 
saw an automobile near the barn
3 ogock and went ioinve™ 
tigate. The car sped away and the 
the mascot was m his shed beside the barn.
Substitute Untouched 
ram^ofhn l),arn> fhe substitute 
ram, otherwise known as Barneses 
havWaTheOnt e^ed?y munching his 
hay. The students from P. c. did 
the wr™?he mistake of ram-naping tne wrong ram. '
r.T,hp watc;bman notified Harold Dodge, who has charge Qf the stableg| | 
Wolf 1*5 TT notified S. Alvah 
Welt, student-in-charge, whose Jot'• 
this year has been a hard one 
makin2 sure that Barneses 
was actually gone, they started for 
inis city to make a search for the 
missing mascot
i Ford Stump, assistant to Mr. ‘ 
; Dodge, told the Evening Bulletin 
I that extreme care should be used in 
feeding Barneses. He gave out the 
following menu, which should be fol­
lowed meticulously:
Breakfast: 1 a, m—Alfalfa hay 
of the best quality and a pail of 
water. Do not feed the ram grain j 
because the old boy is getting some 
, new teeth. I
! Luncheon: 12 noon—Two (2) 
carrots and all the hay he wants 
and all the water, too.
Dinner: One-half pound of cab­
bage, cut up and flavored with 
several pinches of salt; clover hay, 
and more water.
/ Dr. BreSsler Absent
It’s a good thing that the students 
telephoned the Evening Bulletin and 
made known the whereabouts of 
Rameses, for President Raymond G. 
Bressler, whose solution of the ram’s 
disappearance 10. days ago was one
BILL KUTNESKI, Captain
i p/™ Mc.^ee assures me that thb 
Ram W1n be produced at the 
Siune. and that he will be there 
the Kingston forces 
, KiS thc ProPer time comes
> ! PhnrtT h® ftars thc fury of that
& On bn A, lf tlle Ram is”’4 
and thouS* he hasn’t 
' > ram’ had »o Part in its
abduction, or its seclusion, lie’s 
sure thitt the Friar students will t 
p,an not to 8-°ad 1 diode Island students past the 
time hostilities start.
I „™eanwhile, Keaney is letting}
i events take their proper course It 
matters little to him if armed parties. 
fmiM"/ °S °f Kingston on f. 
Smith Hill day and night, he is go­
ing about his knitting with the foot­
ball team with rare zeal. If his men 
can turn back the Smith Hill team. 
hhody will put into permanent stor- 
age a trophy that will rank up with 
anything in the locked s,how.-cases 
in Students’ Gymnasium. And the I
i same is true of Providence College ! 
f for John E. Farrell and Joe McGee t 
took time off yesterday to pick out
■ a choiec spot to store this ball.
i OUTCOME OF GAME '
APPEARS UNCERTAIN
As time draws up for the first 
regularly scheduled ’varsity contest 
.between the two inter-state rivals, it 
becomes more and more a matter of 
conjecture as to just what may trans- 
Pii'e Saturday afternoon.
It s a climactic game, one of those
I affairs where everything goes, and 
no-one can predict what will hap- 1 
pen,’' declares Joe McGee.
“We’ll shoot the works, and then 
we 11 finish with what we have left,” 
avers Coach Frank Heaney.
* '* *P. C. has the power, the weight 
the size and the favor on her side.
i Rhode Island has the speed, the 
deception, the reserves, and per­
haps a psychological buldge on 
her, side. . The field is neutral.
I
 the setting ideal for a game of 
this type, a highly partisan crowd 
will be on hand, and you can 
expect to see both teams get 
everything in' their system right
' into the middle of the play.
i I expect to see the Keaneymen 
pass the Friars from the opening 
moment, and 'I expect to see McGee’s 
pen fill the air with aerial's just as 
-.Soon' as they have tested their power ' 
assaults into the line, I expect to see 
'.'great kicking both ways, and the- 
'Winner of the toss will have a siza­
ble advantage as play opens. , j
■ Some will say that all this talk of; 
. the ram has nothing to do with foot­
ball or with this game, but those who 
say that are unfamiliar with under-' 
; graduate spirit and enthusiasm. The! 
’ whereabouts of this ram is a matter'; 
;.of.vital co, sern to the Kingston stu-j 
.- dents, their pride is stung by the! 
:j manner in. which they were blocked!
out of the preliminary play, in the! 
ram kidnaping, and today P. C. isj 
doing' the laughing. Saturday may 
put the shoe on the other foot.
Rhode Island and Providence Col-' 
lege have met six times on the play-; 
ing fields in 14 years. Back in 1920-1 
-21, Rhody beat the Friars 87 to 25 in! 
basketball, and the following year; 
tacked on a 35 to 19 score in the same 
sport for good measure.
The two met twice in 1922 in base­
ball. Rhody winning both games. 5 
to 3 and 2 to 1. Then in 1931. the two 
varsity football teams met in a post-, 
season game for Sweet Charity’s 
sake, and P. C. turned in a 6 to 0 
verdict in a very ordinary showing. 
Last Saturday, the yearlings of the 
two teams met at Kingston, and 
Providence won, 18 to 6.
Strangely enough Bill Beck, the 
present Rhode Island varsity line! 
‘coach, played football at both insti­
tutions, but took his degree from 
Providence College. He’ll be cheer­
ing for Rhode Island this week, how-j 
-ever.' , < , , ]
Hank Soar, star back of Providence College’s eleven, is shown on 
the left, with Ray Belliveau, Dominican quarterback, in the 
centre. On the right is Bobbie Mudge of R. I. State. This trio is', 
expected to furnish some of the features of the Friar-Ram contest, 
at Brown .FislA.Saturday. ^^
Rival Backs Who Will Clash Saturday
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
THE FRIARS AND RAM^ 
i/^ONFIDENCE prevails in the football camps of Providence College 
; and Rhode Island State. The teams mingle on Brown Field next 
Saturday and a generous turnout of sportsmen is expected to watch a 
[real battle between finely coached squads.
The Friars have been well scouted by Coach Frank Keaney and 
his aids. The P. C. staff knows sufficient about the Rams to build the 
necessary defence. From here it looks like the Friars’ aerial game 
against the deceptive running formations of the Keaney clan.
It will be a close and interesting affair with all the color of a 
championship battle for it will be just that to each aggregation. Past 
performances mean nothing. The schools are renewing athletic rela­
tions after a 12-year lapse and they’re starting off in a big way. 
i _Ja.e.t .VQiirJieket early,_____
R I STATE COLLEGE RAM OFF 
ON NEW RAMBLES
Rameses the Kingston Mascot, Is Shown Being Conducted 
into Sedan by Providence College Students, His Second Ram- 
Into sedan ny by.Connecti-
najbing Experience. Ten Days Ago ne 
cut State Students on a jayM t0 Storrs,
Rl 11 " I*****.'-- —     ■ -.y,.- .  .
'^. /. State Boys 
Capture Two
P» C^Students
Held as Hostages to As­
sure Safe Return of 
'• — Ram
" Held as hostages tor tne sare re­
turn of Rameses, the rambling ram 
from Rhode Island State College, 
two Providence College students 
are under guard today at Kingstc- 
and the Delta Zeta sorority has 
asked the Evening Bulletin to find 
out from their Alma Mater what 
to feed the boys.
Fearing that another sally by 
Providence College students might 
result in the ram-naping of Rame- j 
i sis II, substitute mascot, the boys! 
from Kingston spirited him away 
to a safer hiding place last night. 
If the students lose Ramesis II, 
they’ll have to go to the football 
game Saturday with some mutton' 
chops for a mascot.
In a desperate attempt to rescue
Ramesis from the hands of his ■
■ captors, who stole him early yes-
■ terday from his barn at Kingston,1 
squads of State students appeared 
at Providence College last night, 
and many were un-trousered, 
painted with P. C. colors and re-
! leased.
TWO ARE KIDNAPED
But others, who escaped capture, 
succeeded in kidnaping Bob Lucey, 
whose bugle “call to arms” roused 
the P. C. student body last night, 
and they took back to Kingston 
. with them, Charles M. Gaffney of 
New Haven. The Kingston boys 
want it distinctly understood that 
the Gaffney they kidnaped is not 
the Mr. Gaffney, who plays foot-
■ ball for the Providence boys.
I Lucey was all smiles today when 
produced on the State College 
campus. He had a good night’s 
sleep at the Phi Mu Delta frater­
nity house, and part of his good 
humor was due to the fact that to­
day he is supposed to take some 
quarterly examinations. Gaffney- 
was the guest of the Beta Phi fra­
ternity.
Bill McMullen, another P. C. 
; boy, was captured last night, but 
managed to escape before his ab­
ductors could get him out of the 
4 city, the Kingston students said 
this morning. ..
Providence College Is Ready for State Forces
TLe Friars of Providence are primed for their objective game with Rhode Island at Brown Field, Saturday, confident of victory. The busy '■! 
News-Tribune cameraman caught the team in the midst of- a serious practice session. Upper left, Joe- Lefebvre, a halfback. In centre ' 
Head Coach Joe McGee looking the sguad over. On right, Eddie Gill, fastest runner on the P. C. eleven. Below, Pete Gobis, a senior and 
end, and Joe Adamick. of .Sffiithbridge, a 187-pound tackle; It will take smart football, to win over the Rams of Kingston.
“Brain Truster" Active
Meanwhile, a deep, dark secret 
plan is on' its way to fruition at 
Kingston. At least, S. Alvah Welt, 
the student-in-charge-Of-Rame.ses, 
said this morning. He did not ac­
company the students on their visit 
to Providence last night. He 
averred he had a better plan, which 
would result in the return of 
Rameses. He disdained brute 
force and is attacking the problem 
from the brain trust angle.
Lucey was given a bugle this 
morning and blow the “call to 
arms” for Rhode Island State if 
any would-be rescuers appear on 
the scene. Mr. Lucey was given 
to understand quite plainly that it 
would be to his best interests not 
to double-note the boys and blow i 
“retire.”
As Kingston students swarmed 
to the P. C. campus last night. 
Lucey’s bugle brought scores of 
. defenders, who, knowing the ter- 
hain better than their attackers, 
were able to capture a number of 
them, despite1 the fact that they 
were out-numbered.
Trowers Hung on Campus Pole
The question of where to put the 
captives was solved quickly. They 
were taken into Harkins Hall. The 
question of how to keep them was 
also solved. They took their 
trousers, and it wasn't long before 
a pair of Kingston paints hung.dig-. 
pirytedly from the'campus flagpole.
In the dark. two Providence Col­
lege boys thought the other was 
! from Kingston and a lively fistic 
set-to developed, and it was only 
when one of the boy? made some 
disparaging remarks about his 
“Kingston” opponent that the error 
was discovered.
Someone turned in a false alarm,, 
arid firemen and police arrived.. 
Someone threw a gas bomb and 
there was a quick retreat on both 
sides. 4 .
At jf p"clock all was quiet. Ram­
eses . was nodding in his stall 
“Somewhere in Rhode Island.”. 
Rameses II was also in hiding, and 
two P. C. boys were on an unwill­
ing trip to Kingston.
[Providence College Graduate Manager S
I Has Done Much to Improve Friars’ Shorts s
L b— - ------------ .HMr. ,   - ................... _ ____ 1 J
John E. Farrell is Pleased^ 
j With Part in State
Contest
No one, perhaps, is more pleased 
at the resumption of sports relations 
between Providence College and 
Rhode Island State than John E. Far­
rell, energetic graduate manager of] 
athletics at P.C., who has had at 
least as much to do with the healing, 
of the breach between the two rival] 
institutions as anyone.
A self effacing individual, Mr. Far­
rell prefers to do his work quietly 
and thereby, one might add, more, 
effectively. At any rate he has seen 
Providence College rise to topnotch 
position in the collegiate world of 
baseball, has seen it garner. basket­
ball championships and this yeas', of 
ail years, has seen it make a real bid 
for recognition on the gridiron.
A graduate of Classical High, John­
nie, like many graduate managers, 
had a real taste of sports competition 
through participation in basketball; 
and track events in which be won 
his letters. He graduated from Provi­
dence in 1926 and received the de­
gree of A.B. In December of that 
year he took over the reins as gradu­
ate manager of athletics, beginning 
a task of pioneering for a place the 
Friars have since gained in collegiate 
sports competition.
Served as Newspaper Writer
In his undergraduate years he 
served as baseball maaager, sports 
writer for the Alembic and also found 
time to serve on the varsity debat­
ing team, all of which stood him in 
good stead in later years as he en­
tered newspaper and publicity work, 
serving a.. staff correspondent for 
several papers. He likewise has 
] taught for three years at the college.
In developing the athletic program 
at Providence he has. contributed 
’ much to the enviable position the 
Friars now occupy in college sports 
and lias been instrumental in placing 
Frovidence on the schedules of all of , 
the major eastern colleges in at least 
cne sport.
Last Spring he assumed the coach­
ing of the freshman baseball team 
which enjoyed a successful season 
and in addition to this and many other 
duties he serves as chairman of the 
baseball committee of the New Eng­
land: College Conference. -
Providence College COWL
JOHN E. FARRELL
___ .
strong and vigorous interest which,: 
when properly controlled, is beneficial 
to the undergraduates.
“The inauguration of a football ser- 
les, to start on Nov. 24, with Rhode 
Island is indeed a welcome event to 
the people of this state, and especial­
ly the graduates of the two colleges 
involved. I personally have looked 
forward for some time to the day 
when Providence and Rhode Island 
would engage in athletic contests, and 
I am indeed pleased that I have been 
instrumental in bringing about this 
renewal- which has been dormant 
since 1922.
“Both elevens appear to very 
evenly matched this fall and this 
factor adds further lustre to the start 
of the series. I look forward to a 
well-contested game, and a low score.
O. m' Gar”®
Commenting on the impending P.O-- 
R, I. State grid battle, Mr. Farrell 
said this week:
“Normal and healthy natural rival-; 
lies are always welcome in intercol­
legiate athletic competition, and that 
;is one of the main reasons why we 
at Providence College welcome the ; 
return of Rhode Island State College; 
to. our athletic schedules. Every col- 
ilege looks forward to some outstand- 
ang objective contests, and engage- 
Fnehts between neighboring colleges, 
particularly those in the same city ( 
(.r state, have alwavg .prdyoWi.^
the r.nnvnFj-!jrE catHidat. xovEjwlii’J.i Bssl
•-—$-    -—. ■ ‘ . Y.
RAMS AND FRIARS
Keen Battle Expected to Be 
•Stage® at Brown Field;
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Providence College Eleven j 
is Slight Favorite to IFin
Friar Elev^i Which Faces Rapis yt Brown Fieldj
PROVIDENCE-R.I.STATE FOOTBALL
PROGRAM..Nov.24,1934
Should Old Acquaintance....,
The spirited crnm you are about to witness marks the successful culmination of nearly 
twelve years’ effort on the part of representatives of Rhode Island State and Providence 
College to effect resumption of athletic relations which had been severed in 1922. The 
roads leading to this goal have been hard and tortuous, beset by varied challenging obsta­
cles; the drive over those roads has been difficult and hazardous.
Perhaps the grand share of the credit for providing us with today’s spectacle is due 
the presidents of the two colleges. Their progressive untiring resolves were in no small 
measure instrumental in the realization of a cherished ideal. It will be recalled that in the 
’ fall of 1931 they jointly recommended a post-season game to be played here at Brown 
■ Stadium for the benefit of the 1 _ idence Municipal Milk Fund. That step gave the neces­
sary impetus for a general demand on the part of sport-lovers throughout the vicinity for 
continued recognition of thTlatent natural rivalry between the two institutions.
Communication was established between the athletic offices of Rhode Island State 
and Providence College, m the hope of arranging a meet the following year, but the plan 
failed to materialize. Last year, student publications of both colleges took up the cause. 
Editorials appeared in the Providence College Tie-Up and the Beacon of R. I. State, causing 
considerable revival of interest among the students of both institutions.
•A
Meanwhile, the attitude of friendly rivalry had already found expression in debating 
relations between the two schools. Already the students of each college were beginning to 
recognize each other as natural rivals, and that intangible element known as “collegiate 
hatred’’—which is really the best'natured feeling in the world—was finding place in “bull 
sessions” at Providence and Kingston. The stage was nearly set for the last act in a long 
series of preparations. What had originated as vague suggestion was attaining the propor­
tions of widespread demand.
During last winter the work was carried on—quietly and effectively—between offi­
cials of the respective colleges, and finally, on March 16th of the current year, it was 
formally announced that gridiron relations had bee a officially established. At last a dream 
°f almost a dozen years’ duration was to be realized! It was one of the year’s most popular 
athletic sensations in this locality.
And now—here we are, about to watch two able fighting teams make history. Spirit? 
Listen to that crowd. Gameness? Watch those boys in uniform. Victory? The victory 
Las been^yon b.v both State and Providence. Whose will be the first fruits of that triumnh?
Rival Backs Making Godd iGains at Brown Field
Slick. Vitullo, Providence College’s Plunging Fullback, Is Pic­
tured Above Making a Seven-karA Gain Through the State Line - or Game at Brown TieiA;
ot State Is Stmsvw w AAaxs <yn. <v
v-^i-rY -vk-v-A.V 'SSS.^W^tX. Wr«a Rams -a. <3ea.\w ottSivie 'YavtYs, RxiAVAS’ftev a.-rx<k 
J3«taxixix ’KSkCkwsA.a- Ave StrO^vixSM'pv'tyiMS Wyr ‘SA/aA.^ 53«mSVs. AMyYYy
OOMMANM 
shows rntoi 
L OFFENSIVE GAME 
/Scores in First, Second and
Fourth Periods to Over-
_ whelmRams.
Kingston Team Revives in 
Third Period to Score 
J_ _ _ _ _ _ Touchdown.
A harding-running set of Provi­
dence College backs and a fast 
charging line today gave the Friars 
victory over the State College Rams 
at Brown Field. The Friars scored 
twice in the first half, but State came 
back with a touchdown in the third 
period .The Friars clinched the game 
in the fourth period. The final score: 
Providence College 21, Rhode Is­
land 7.
Prior to the start of the game the 
three Providence, College students 
who had ram-naped Rameses, State 
mascot, paraded him across the field 
and presented him to the rightful 
owners, the State undergraduates. 
Making sure that they would have a 
mascot at the game in case Rameses
I. would not be on hand, the State 
students brought with them Rameses
II. and at half time both rams were 
marched onto the field.
With ideal weather prevailing, a 
crowd estimated at 8000 was on hand 
to watch these two natural foes.
Providence had the edge through­
out the first half, scoring two touch­
downs. The Friars started out with 
the strong wind in their favor and 
they made good use of this advan­
tage. The game was only five min­
utes old when they marched 40 yards 
for their,first touchdown. John Mes­
sina of State fumbled on the Provi­
dence 40-yard line and Hank Soar 
recovered for Providence. Omer Lan- 
dfy, Dick Vitullo and Soar ploughed 
through the State line for short, con- 
/sistent gains, and the march finally 
ended with Vitullo scoring from the 
one-yard line.
Just before the end of the second 
period, Jim Borboras, Friar right 
guard, intercepted a pass and ran 30 
yards for a score. This pass that Bor­
boras intercepted was the first that 
State tried. Mudge dropped back to 
: throw the aerial, but a Providence 
forward crashed through to block the 
attempted pass and Borboras snared 
the free ball and ran unmolested for
Game played:
November 24-,19j4
FRIARS DEFEA T RAMS 21-7
The Providence line was far su­
perior to State’s, crashing through on 
-a number of occasions to stop State 
ball carriers in their tracks. The 
Friars made eight first downs in the 
■first half against two for State and 
; gained 134 yards rushing against 34 
for State.
The Friars tried only three aerials 
during the first part of the game and 
were successful on only one. Expect- 
. ing an aerial attack by Providence, ■ 
jState employed a 6-3-2 defence and 
as a result the Friar aerials did not 
I make much headway.
FIRST PERIOD
-Captain Bill Kutneski of the Friars 
■ won the toss and the east goal, giv­
ing his team the advantage of the 
wind at the outset. The Dominicans 
(were unable to make any real head­
way on their first offensive gesture, 
the Kam line presenting a strong 
front with the result that Soar 
kicked over the goal line on fourth 
down, State taking the ball on its 
20-yard line.
After making a first down on two 
off-side penalties by the opposition, 
the Rams lost the ball when John 
Messina, left halfback, fumbled on 
his 40-yard line and Hank Soar of 
the Dominicans, recovered. With 
Dick Vitullo, heavy Friar fullback, 
hitting the centre of the State line 
for consistent gains, the Dominicans 
.(secured a first down on State’s 29 
yard line.
Continuing to batter through the 
State line, for short and consistent 
sains, the Friars marched to a touch­
down with Vitullo crashing through 
the centre of the’line from the one- 
yard marker for the score.
■ With'the State forwards unable to 
.stop the determined thrusts- of the 
Providence backs,. Omer Landry 
circled left end for a first down on 
the State. 19 and then Soar crashed 
through for another first down on 
the six-yard line. Another rush by 
Soar advanced the Friars to within 
one yard of the.State goal. Then Vi- 
I tullo plunged over for the touch­
down. Belliveau’s placement gave! 
Providence a 7 to 0 edge with the: 
game only five minutes old.
The Friars received another scor­
ing opportunity’ on the ensuing kick­
off when James Wright fumbled 
Davin’s kick on an attempted run-, 
back and Vitullo recovered for the 
Friars on State’s 20-yard line, but 
this time the State line tightened, 
forcing the Friars to relinquish the 
ball on the 18-yard line.
Most of the play thus far in the 
game had been in State’s territory, 
the Friars exhibiting a strong of­
fense and taking advantage of the 
strong wind in their favor. After 
State was unable . to make any head­
way through the heavy Providence 
line, Bobbie Mudge punted for State, 
with the Friars receiving on their 
34-yard line, where the ball went 
..out of bounds-.__
The Friars advanced, as far as 
State’s 14-yard line, but here the j 
: Ram line held and the ball went to 
! State on its 14.. The first period end­
ed with the ball in possession of 
State on its 18 yard line and the 
score, Providence College 7, Rhode 
Island State 0.
SECOND PERIOD
With the strong wind mcivMty its 
. favor, State shoved the Friars back 
to the Providence 37, to which point 
Mudge’s punt travelled. After ad­
vancing as far as their 47-yard line, 
where Vitullo made a first down, the 
Friars were sent back to their 32- 
yard line by a holding penalty. 
Providence, however, regained most 
of this yardage when State was pen­
alized for roughing the kicker while ' 
1 Soar was punting on fourth down for '■ 
the Friars, with the result that the, 
Dominicans secured a first down on 
State’s 49-yard line.
Continuing their tactics of con­
stant line bucking, mostly at guard 
and tackle, the Friars advanced to 
State’s 38-yard line, where Vitullo 
made a first down, but they could 
make only four yards on the subse­
quent three plays, with the result 
that Soar punted to State’s five-yard 
line. Mudge kicked on first down 
with the Dominicans receiving on! 
^State’s 49.
Soar punted for Providence, but 
jthe boot was good for only eight 
yards, as when the ball landed it 
kept rolling toward the Friar goal 
,and it was finally downed by Leo ; 
Davin of the Friars on State’s 40. 
i State tried its first forward pass of , 
the game ©n the second play after re- j 
Iceiving the ball,, but it proved dis­
astrous as a Frikr forward broke 
through and deflected the ball into 
the arms of Jim Borboras, Providence 
right guard, who ran 30 yards un- 
Imolested for the second Dominican, 
touchdown. Belliveau again place- 
kicked the point to give the Friars 
a 14 to 0 margin.
This touchdown came with unex­
pected suddenness and caught the 
Rams napping, and again it was the 
result of superior line play by the 
Friars. At this point Coach Frank 
Keaney of the Rams sent in his ace 
back, Bud Fisher, in place of Mudge, 
and his presence in the lineup imme­
diately made an impression upon the 
State attack, which began to func­
tion for the first time.
Mantenuto ran back Davin’s kick­
off to State’s 36-yard line and then 
bright and Mantenuto combined on 
lateral for a first down on the Prov­
idence 45. After Dolan had slipped 
through the Providence line for eight 
yards, Stuart Reardon then dropped 
back from his end position and threw 
a long pass to Fisher which the latter 
let slip through his fingers over the 
goal line. It appeared that State had 
a sure touchdown on this play, but 
' Fisher was too anxious to make the
■ ■■ •. ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■..... .............  .......—..............     ..........--------------------- .... 
j Front row, left to right: Al Hagstrom, le; Leo Davin, rt; Capt. Bill Kutneski, rg; Abe Feit, c; Jim 
Borboras, lg; Joe Adamick, It; Ed Gill, le. Back row, left to right: Omer Landry, |b; Ray Belli­
veau, rhb; Dick VituiIo,fb;HankSoar, lhb,________ _ ____________ ------------—---j- !
catch, with the result that he missed 
the ball. The half ended with the 
Rams trying another pass which 
went incompleted and the Friars left 
the field midway in the battle hold­
ing a 14 to 0 margin.
THIRD PERIOD
Shortly after the third period 
opened, State received a scoring op­
portunity when Vitullo fumbled on 
his 40-yard line and Fisher recovered 
for State.
After advancing as far as the 
Providence 31-yard line by rushes, 
the Rams tried an aerial, and this 
time it brought them a touchdown. 
Wright dropped back to throw the 
aerial. His toss appeared to be well 
covered by the Friar defence men. 
Vitullo attempted to intercept the 
ball, but instead he deflected it into 
Messina’s arms and the latter ran 
15 yards for a touchdown. Fisher 
rushed over the extra point, making 
the score, Providence 14, R. I. 7. 
. Aroused by State’s score, the 
Providence team started a deter­
mined offensive. Soar made a re­
markable runback of Dolan’s punt 
from his ten-yard line to State’s 49. 
This, was the outstanding run thus 
far in the. game. The Friars con­
tinued to advance as far as State’s 
26, but here they lost 15 yards 
through a penalty for holding. This 
stopped their advance and Soar was 
forced to punt. His boot travelled 
to the five-yard line, where Al Hag- 
.. strom downed the ball.T--------- ...------------
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Friars Out-Butt Rams

HtaS 38 TO 13 UNBEATEN TEMPI
hceton ©even Scores 32 \Yale Humbles Harvard 14r0 I VILLANOVJ 
oints in First Half Be- . f fintiiro Rin Tk T’ll “Dynami,e Oa«” Smukle 
f°re 40,000 Fans. ro capture Big 1 hree Title Team t0
CNCETON-jjARTMOUTH STATISTICS E,'S TWICC .S.tOp CHmSOn BldS I ^'HARVARD STATISTICS. ' 22‘Q VlCtOrV
Dart- Frinoe- _„1 HAK-
isdSd-ruSi>i. . . . . . . . ”T for Touchdowns'Inside .- - - - - - - - - - -
rard passes attempted*** 264 passes tried...........Philadelphia, Nov. 24_______________ -(AP)_ An
i T(wi“Line-
rjoeta. «»? snxxx.s -x .<»xa? j*»**-** -fl: Princeton football Tigers went ™ag?fiGent majority today, conquer- haIf Gvery sur«e of a luckless Crim- “Dvn^Ft’ poJ.nt-s2°rinS parade, was 
hout their usual rations of meat ?! Harvard 14-° on toP <* last fon 'sIeven W gained 14 first downs bSlTX ? SmukI^> Hne-
. Saturday against the Yale Bull- ,^ ks triumph over Princeton—. to tbeir 10’ alm°st equalled the Blue 10 of Th Mlback, who pounded out 
s, but they ate their fill today at 'Y, nG1. of the historic Big Three rushm® yardage, but could get no sonall th TempIe Points and per-_. 
expense of the Dartmouth In- m24mplOnshlp for the fet'time since whel’e just the same, due chiefly to coTane-FT f°r the Wildcat?
as, closing out the 1934 season , a y°U«g end named Barry Kelley FPriF 3S great‘an individual
h a 38 to 13 triumph over the s"nllt but frost-bitten air of I Thi * * * Fn PbFTF1?" as has ever been Seen1*
ant tribesmen from New Hamp iTnYal®,Bowl with 50,000 rattling a wnii! ramPa8mg sophomore from Philadelphia. —
P~ TJle F mammoth enclosure, the the f™tbPn *’ F” the Dizzy Dean of Frty thousand fa^ saw Smukle^ 
’fflSSJ?ffifw rtW»W3 USE.
-hJ&s s “ -£*<•; ?x* s
Power, Alertness Are. Main ' 
Factors in Friar Jriumnh
f
McGee Moulds Strong Team in 
First Year as Provi­
dence Coach.
L.
. , It’s a pretty good ■ football" team ■ 
iS TheCpmbme P°'Ver and alerH 
; ness- -the Providence College Friars 
'onVJt0^ attributes at Brown Field 
|. n. Saturday and combined them to I 
bring a successful conclusion to its I 
Joe McTee. ™der the direct0^hip of !
The Rams of Rhode Island State 
er SB ”y the Wei*ht and Pow-: 
ht = 1-1 f?es and also> we believe 
y a lassitude that seems difficult to ■’ 
explain, were the losers. The set-up
■ iank Keaney, robust veteran of 
many campaigns as head coach of 
the gridiron sport at Kingston, gave 
statement”31 w11 ln a brief P03t"g5ffic ! 
statement. He said that his repre-. I 
s?Hered a let-down. That,!
s^^ouid havec^edits*d j
■ • * » j
iresnolnsly th\° «aS quick with the
. arJ3onse Providence’s weight c
i team^r a fuU share “ bis < 
‘ hitXr! ! ®nd theii he W0Und UP V 
?+ht+dJ®p0Urse with the state- a 
we to,™ V Ivu-as a S°od game and C 
that <)V n° a lbls- You can say, too, that the coach has no alibis.” G
FrfaXMcGee> head coach of the . tc 
S e*pressed himself as not S; 
[?! satlsfied with the play of his 1 F: 
<tha?thcUF Sdded that he was tickled ro 
' ' worth f m •rS -WOn’ 11 was a victory th 
j'martL achieving, for the game! ex 
Slatton?1)! “augurati°n of football ' 
and^ho ibetween the two schools tm
dn +k !riu™ph sent the Friars off att Inromiqo1'1?11^1'001' in a Nvalry that he! 
. eveXT S develop into an annual ! the bXn°Snrftheattention°fiocai the: 
record Vfnrt0^y a4° meant a season’s ‘ou 
triumnhc -be Briars wherein their Prc 
foa- m overshadowed their de- sc2; 
Was 4 tn 3 m "d "umbers the margin a F 
over C r k? vUraPhs were registered r 
ell Tevri ’V” Boston College, Low- . Fr cL?ctlle and State, while Holy ;
Pled f’l Pnn£field and Niagara top- lbe& 
pl®d tl em. The Boston College and 
of tho VICt°nes were the highlights 
1 tho c campaign, marking as they did ; 
Fr,-aJrst fr'umph ever scored by the ' 
of tb-S °Ver the Bagles and the first 
Fi-i= 1S ,new series with State. The 
sea45 ,,beat(.ths Ratns in a post- 
cbgrit^tilt in 1931. _ .
vv -
ve, : .
up tra^k6? task as head coach of a 
111 su^?hal> WfS t0 be faced by two 
?e Boston Cton 68 Ho]y Cross and 
6 easy to ?h gC copldlrt have seemed 
! ahead to ti e sXTof to?" 10°ked 
31. | early this fait * °f the campaign
ffi , .N.e said yesterday that he felt that 
,f; a defence that *ask,tben was to build 
e + i e that wouldn’t crumble Tt 
' “ S°.“r;‘ iff
an offend Work on fashioning
fc” ited to secondary and limt
Si 'Because it ? repertoire of plays.( 
e! 'Rs line an5 SSeSS6d power both in ■! SoSn^fX^ 1^ CaWiers 
plays' ^orte has been power-
' ceSnr?IIy McGee dabbled in de- 
' rourop nl °n/ °r two p!ays’ and’ of: 
ward n? aCCd SOme stress on for-- 
oower/T^ Tbat latter proved 
ollege WSapon against Boston 
tbe defence strengthened Mc- 
to wSr m°+r! and more 01 his time 
c°2!°Jk thG °ffense- so that on 
Saturday against R. I. state the 
Friars were able to offer a WelL 
rounded game, despite the fact that 
their attack was not built around any 
extensive number of plays. 7
. ThIfJfaCt that they registered thrde' 
touchdowns speaks for the Friars’ 
4”d then the fact that they I 
held the Rams m check through ail ' 
t diversities of a Keanev-cnn 
their def ffe”Ce speaks vcIu‘Iles f°r 1 
tourhrtnfenS1Ve strenSth. State’s.lone ; 
t chdown came on a “break” /h/i 
ovidence’s second tally. Each was 
® FHd °Pi a pass Pl3’7 and each time : 
riar player deflected the ball.
* * *the Prudence touchdown a 
Friar caught the ball after it had Ibeen defleeted by one ofhis mates
u
d while in the State touchdown it was! 
J one of the Rams who snared the oval 
i after a Friar had batted it into his' 
i , hands.
Our own criticism of Providence’s 
t -play is that its powerful running 
I . game, especially on off-tackle slants, 
wasn’t exercised as much as 'it might 
have been to develop maximum effi­
ciency in the matter of gained 
ground. Against the lighter Rams 
there seemed little need to divert 
the Friar attack to the air lanes.
But victory condones a lot of faults' 
and the Friars collected more than 
enough touchdowns for a victory and 
if they missed as many more which 
it seemed they might have had the 
best thing to do is to give some credit 
) to a gallant band of lightweight 
Rams who put up a grand fight.
Seven of the . Providence starters 
in Saturday’s game were soph- 
omores. Three were seniors and one 
' a junior. Right now, with the 1934 
season completed, McGee is particu­
larly interested in those sophomores 
and Omer Landry, varsity quarter­
back and lone junior on that start­
ing eleven, because those eight play­
ers will form the nucleus of his 1935 
eleven.
The 'Friar football boss is looking 
forward to next season when he will 
be afforded a better opportunity to 
dress up the'Friar attack. And he 
should be able to do that for he will 
be well supplied with veterans of at. 
least one campaign and then, too, h» 
expects that he’ll have half a dozen' 
or so capable freshmen coming up 
to the varsity squad.
. .....................
! Hank Soar, Providence College halfback, is shown in the above 
picture off for an eight-yard gain in the first quarter against 
>. Rhode Island State at Brown Field Saturday. The run was the 
beginning of the Dominicans’ attack in the opening period and 
Soar is shown being given interference by Dick Vitullo, a team­
mate, who is about to take out Bobby Mudge of the Earns on 
the play. The Friars won the contest 21-7.
Starting the Friars On the Road to Victory
CMCH MEE HAS
SUCCESSFUL FIRST
SEASON AT P. C.
wJjLS?ite °£. the many obstacles' 
which faced him at the start of the 
season Head Coach Joe McGee di­
rected his first Providence College 
Varsity football eleven to a highly 
CfiSS?\ S®aSOn and with most °f
I his first-string combination return-1 
ofSt0Xr year the f00tbaI1 destinies 
uniSic 3rS aPPear t0 be on the!
.The Dominicans registered four! 
victories during the past campaign 
ihctiVri °f <them Were imP°rtant ob­
jective contests which , went a long 
way toward erasing the effects of. 
: be defeats on the other side of 
,<the,.Wball record. Outstanding in, 
1 hri Str gridiron achievements 
this fall was the upset of Boston! 
relatim<sW fi6” theS? eIevens resumed 
relations after a mne-year lapse. 
CmJ in Opei?ing game against Holy 
Cross the Friars gave an indication 
oi the power which was to develop 
, suhse<3uent weeks when they 
held the Crusaders to a single touch-! 
d°wn in the first half and then put up 
,a stiff, losing battle against superior 
jhhan-power in the second half. The 
final score of this encounter'was 
rr%pknlS their flrst home stand the 
“lal® cchctuered the much-heralded 
c-n.y College eleven 19-6. The Friar 
aerial attack functioned superbly 
against the Beavers with Hank Soar 
lulling the first of the many passes 
which were to play an important part 
in x riar triumphs. At home for the 
second week in succession the Friars 
lost a heart-breaking contest to, 
Spnngfield 14-13. With the winning 
tally m sight, the Friars were in. 
possession of the ball within Spring-!
; fields one-yard line when the final; 
I whistle blew.
. Rallying his forces Coach McGee'
t0 Bost°n College’s! Alumni field and saw his players 
stage their best game of the season in, 
rn.nl the Eagles 13"7- Here dgain 
factor w?th\I?r0Vided the winnijlg 
passing and gave the 
fighting Friars a victory which will 
! history maJ°r position in Friar sport!
A long trip and a high wind which 
i played havoc with the Friars’ airi 
weapon aided Niagara to administer 
Lhe.,t.hn'd Friar defeat, 7-0, but the 
omith Hillers came back with a? 
vengeance and downed Lowell Tex-J 
tile 34-0 and then conquered Rhode? 
Island State 21-7, The win over Stats 
was an important one to the Domini 
leans, as it marked the start of a 
keen rivalry between the two col! 
.leges which will also extend’ to other 
■ jsport's.. .. ;ri ..._. .....J
Six players will be lost by gradi; 
iiation this year, but only three rev-' 
ular posts will be vacated. Capri 
Bill Kutneski, outstanding Friar ath-! 
lete; Joe Adamick. veteran, tackle- 
Abe Feit, veteran centre; Peter Go-’ 
bis, reserve end; Paul Healy, reserve 
halfback, and George Cusack, sub 
tackle, are the players who will be 
missing from next year’s squad.
However, the Friars will be well 
fortified next year with material 
which is well grounded in funda­
mentals; and with'a half-dozen or 
more capable players coming up 
from the Freshman squad the pres- 
pects of a successful season in 19,3.^ 
are very good. The Friar backfield 
of Captain-elec't Omer Landry, quart 
terback; Ray Belliveau and Hank; 
Soar, halfbacks, and 'Dick Vitullo, 
fullback, will return intact for tpd 
’35 season. In addition Ed SokolOwi 
ski, fullback, and Johnny Sloan, hali, 
back, will be ready for- duty.
The linemen who will be back.for1 
another season are: Al Hagstromj 
Bill Lawler, Ed Gill, Ed Banahan and 
Brandt Nelson, ends: Leo Davin an| 
Tom Bouzan, tackles; Carl Lepre and, 
Jim Borboras, guards; and Bep 
Abrams, centre. With these capable: 
veterans for a nucleus Coach MCGeri 
will face an easier task in 1935 in; 
moulding a strong eleven.
: Although the Friai’ yearlings scored' 
only one triumph in their six-game! 
schedule they unearthed several 
.gridders who should fit into the Var­
sity combination to advantage next; 
fall. The Freshmen were strong in 
(the backfield, but a light forward 
wall proved unequal to the task of 
checking heavier opposing linemen.' 
The outstanding players in the? 
backfield were Leo Ploski, quarter-' 
back, and Bill Moge, fullback. Until 
forced out of competition by injuries 
Dom Minicucci, quarterback,, and 
Charles Gaffney, halfback, turned in 
;fine performances. Capt. Paul Ryan 
end;' Sam 'ArJia, guard, and Bill' 
■Spinnler, tackle, were among the 
outstanding linemen.
The season’s records of the teams 
follow:
Providence College 0| Hob Cross .... 
Providence College Il)|C. C. N. Y. ...." "if. 
Providence College 13 Springfield ....." A '''• 
Providence College 3 3 Boston College.'** 
Providence College 0 Niagara.......... i
Providence College 34 Lowell............ ’ ‘
Providence College 21) R. I. State
P. C. Freshmen., 121 Holy Cross ’38 , . 
P. C. Freshmen., (>j Boston College *38* J. 
P. C, Freshmen,. G D.an Academy.. ’ 
P. C. Freshmen.. 12-Harvard J. V. ...’ 
P. C. Freshmen.. 0) St. John’s Prep". ’ 
P. C. Freshmen.. 18 R. I. State ’38 "*
CAPTAIN
Academy athlete and quarter- 
even this season, was named 
today;' ■ J.—-
: Omer Landry, former St. Re 
j back on the *■*•«» <dcncc. Coll?
captain of the 1935 football tc
LANFIRY EIBJED
CAPTAIN OF FRIARS
Providence College Quarter­
back Named Leader of 
Team for Next Season.
Omer Landry] clever Providence 
College quarterback, was elected 
captain of the Friar football team 
for the 1935 season at a meeting of 
the lettermen today.' Landry, who 
is a Junior, has starred on the Do­
minican teams for the past three 
years.
He received his early football 
training at St. Raphael Academy in 
Pawtucket. He was the unanimous 
! choice for All- State honors as cap- 
I tain of the team in his Senior year 
and later in the same year was 
I chosen as the Rhode Island Honor 
Student, an award that goes to the 
best competitor with the finest schol­
astic rating. He is also a member 
of the basketball and baseball teams 
at Providence. ________ __
BALL, MAD, SOAK NAMED
ON ALL-OPPONENTS TEAM
Brown, Providence College Players 
Selected by Springfield Gridders
Springfield, Nov. 23.—(AP)—Rut­
gers gained three places on the all­
opponents team ’ picked this after­
noon by the. Springfield College 
'’Varsity football team, which select­
ed Stulgaitis of St. Thomas and Ball 
(of Brown for ends, Fraad of Brown 
.'and Kristes of New Hampshire for! 
(tackles, W. Winika of Rutgers and 
Ohrenberger of Boston College for 
(guards, Twitchell of Rutgers for cen­
tre, Chizmadia of Rutgers for quar­
terback, Soar of Providence and Flu. 
harty of Davis and Elkins for haR. 
backs and Waleski of St. Thomas for 
fullback...........
TfflUjlOSTON ..HERALD?^SATURDAY, "DECEMBER
Boston HERALD
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Eight Colleges Represented on
All-New England Eleven
Ffoehiich, Grinnell, Woodworth of Tufts 
Gain Sampson’s All-New England Team;
Providence Places Soar and Kutneski
, By ARTHUR SAMPSON \
While Tufts"and Trinity .were the only small. college teams in New-
England to enjoy undefeated aind untied seasons this year, there were 
several very formidable elevens in the small college ranks and neafly every q 
' team fielded one or more individuals deserving of all-New England recognl- c 
I tion. j
■NOT HARD TO " ~ ' 1 ‘ ’ 1
fill one flank Arthur Sampson’s 1
Arn'TSW ’S&h.T AU-New England Team i
cide on one eleven and in selecting B. E.—Bob Moses, Amherst a
the players for several positions it was . .„ _st T „w Bowfloin £
pretty much.of a toss-up;and the opin- “• f• , 1
ions of coaches and players had to be h. G.—Elwood Hoxie, Middlebury r
’sought before a cfiOicli Could be made. c.—George Cobb, Maine a
1 While the selected'team would provide R G _Bill Kutneski, Providence 1
.plenty of opposition for any big col- a Jlege team it is true that another eleven R. T.—Roy Moodworth, lufts . 4
could be chosen from the small New R. E.—Johnny Grinnell, Tufts
icollege ranks which would nearly Q. B.—Nick Holmes, Williams
enUal. tC3m 111 ■BeIleral E, H. B.—Warren Huston, Springfield y
E It*1 wasn’tat>w'. tn' fin one Hank. R-H-B.—Hank Soar, Providence
Johnny Grinnell' of : fts was the out- F. B.—Walt Froehlich, Tufts £
standing wingmo.il -of the year among- ——------------ ■—— - — - |r.
the small colleges. A natural athlete,,..... -.... ...............
the Medford boy did everything a good;
i wingman should !do and ran the offense 
1 of the sectional champions in addition.
Smart enough to vary his style with 
lite'-situation, Johnny was a tower of. 
mrength defensively and an unusually 
■fine blocker of the tackle on offense.
■cGOTdhave''""’ "v~................. ;
DONE KICKING I
His basketball experience made him' 
a marvelous receiver of passes and the 
Judgment he' used in directing his i
■ team’s attack was one of the main rea­
sons why the Jumbos were undefeated 
in eight games. Ill addition to all his 
'Other qualities, Grinnell is a splendid 
kicker and had not Tufts had one of 
the best punters in the East in Roger 
Keith, Grinnell’s kicking ability would 
have come in handy.
Bob Moses1'of Amherst won the other 
encl, position in a close race with his ■ 
team-mate Debevoise,' Oliver of Tufts 
! and Kent of Bowcloin. There was little 
, to choose between these three 
i really good ends. Moses had a slight .’ 
’margin on 'general all around ability.. 
(Welles of Williams was another good 
’ end who might have been honored 
Uiad there not been so many good wing­
men ;a”ailable this year..
I Stan Low of Bowcloin and Roy Wood- 
j worth of Tufts get the tackle assign- 
Iments' over Stone of Bates, Lamberton 
pf Williams, English of Amherst, 
Peterson of Mass. State and Fox of 
Tufts.
i Low’s ability was partially hidden 
because he happened to play on a- 
team which failed to Win a game but. 
players who met him sung his' praises. 
’Several of the ends who played against 
him have declared that he was the 
’hardest tackle to box of any they have 
fever met in competition.
‘GUARD CHOICES
(COME EASILY
■ A serious illness prevented Woodworth' 
from starting the season with the other 
members of the Tufts squad and a bad 
injury impared his performances some-’ 
fWhat toward the end of the schedule 
ibut there is little dqubt that he was one 
jof. the smartest And most pov'erful 
.tackles.to play football in this section 
[this season.
His'team-mate Sammy Fox, was a fine 
tackle also and- the play' of these two 
’boys had a lot to do with the fact that 
ithe "Tufts team was unusually hard to I 
"" ore on this year.
Ehe,guard positions were not as hard 
fill as usual this year because Kut-, 
Heski. of Providence and Hoxie of: 
Middlebury had all the necessary quali­
fications,. Both were big and unusually’ 
(fast. They were extremely good on both! 
‘■he offensive and defense.
George Cobb,' the big Maine captain,!
• its the center award on his experience 
' ad:ability to back up a line. Cobb was; 
■ . fine passer with a good offensive] 
charge and his ability to diagnose plays: 
and'tackle with ■'-unusual decisiveness 
'.adejhim an ideal pivot/player.
Ben-yCarlyn of Tufts, Sam Lourie of 
U- and Walter Noehren of Williams 
-veie other good centers and their play 
•hroughout the season warrants hon- 
irable'mention.
acks' ARE
PLENTIFUL
AH-of these linemen , are big, fast,’ 
-id powerful and they would be right 
home on any college isquad in the 
regardless of size or rating.
*' -’»n selecting the backfield, at least a’ 
..dozen men had to be considered. They 
•were McBride of . Maine, Peabody oi 
'Colby, Purington of Bates, Putnam oh 
Bpwdoin, Holmes and Salsich of Wil-’ 
hams, Stewart of Mass. State, Snowball 
tof Amherst, Huston of Springfield 
Spirida of St. Anselm’s, Soar of Provi­
dence, Froehlich and Hingston of Tufts, 
McNamara of B. L;, Hart of North­
eastern, Messina of Rhode' Island, 
Boehm of Middlebury and- Kobroskv 
of Trinity.,, .£_ 1. fey ;_________ Li
any quartet. of the otter *MlL but 
almost as good. h s would'be
Holmes for theSpearhead of the S year was thp 
big,^hard-driving ruS’• wh atUc^ A 
to tomg down when ™>.W110 was hard 
ffblnies was a constan?Cti,UIS1’ way’ 
W of all opnSn w?rnJn the 
and' defensive play VPnt‘ n?S b’ockinS 
Hu±?ie rUrnnin§' abW hi"
^froi%efXV^»Ma^ 
college football, was great Tte Xea? of 
XrdwasaSb%?eal?ri^ tb^tSPnng- 
plfyed-a b?g‘ powerful®Very game be 
wouldn’t come'* down untliT" wh° 
both legs. He nut m, tU Pmned by 
play against.Boston c£ll^Vfi!ous disI
Wets of ’
> ■“»«.
,! the test mSS? d,°’Ubt one ° 
New England college fielri-^mi011 smaI 
captain always could hY* 1 Kbc ■’Tuft;
' for some yardage tWu^4rWted <* 
es a blocker and Se?>,fe anc 
be surpassed. a KJer he could riot 
•MS"£.ra"«
,lme which prevented otherirtM ' Tufb 
(Making much headwayer„tams fron 
.Jumbos. Those agai«st th((stands which Tufts^nS^10 gOal Iin< 
■'and Williams early S^h»agalnst -B- u 
Principally due to JthPK'be ®eas°n wer< 
& this big fuiibSt- deyastatiSg wort 
terrific punch wteiu yJ Packed e defense. whether on offense 01
ball carriers"oT th?® °f tbe cIeveres 
outstanding pa^- Z®^’,>Stewart- $ 
(kicker, and Kobrolkv » as a g0« 
ground backfield performer-’ghea? a} 
power, drive and general blIt W Holmes, Huston qnn^raI ^^tness o 
earned them a slight edgT ^hlicl
Who’s Who-in Rhode Island Sports
(The P. C. yearlings will engage the Purple , of Worcester at . the Cycle drome on Friday afternoon. The Friars are in fine fettle for the'en­
gagement. Front, left to right, Laurence1 Marion, Putnam; Ed Snyder, Paterson, N. j.; Stanley Gorman, Enfield, Conn.; Lionel Lapierre,■ 
Central Falls; Bob Robinson, Pawtucket; Norman Eichner, Torrington, Conn.; Paul'Ryan, Haverhill. Backfield, left to right, Charles Gaff- 
hey, Providence; Ben Polak, Warren; William Moge, Springfield; Horn Minicucci, Naugatuck.
<a> ---■—---------- —------ - ------------------------------- - --------------------------------- ---------- ---------------------- >----------- --------------- ■-------
j rOVldeilCe College. Prosll man eieVen jagf fall, and several of respective ’Varsity, aggregation the and if they acquit themselves as
Play Cross Yearlings the stars of that, team are now win- riSht frame of mind for the all im- they-have in their high school com-: 
j ID Onener ning first string assignments with f^^ay team game the follow petitions, the competition for the,
the ’Varsity. A similar situation & ’ • GOOD SQUAD first string assignments will become
The Providence College yearlings holds forth at the Smith Hill col- The Friars have a good team, quite complicated. Sam Arlia and - 
fill test their wings tomorrow aft- lege, as six of the youngsters who Make .no mistake on that. McCor- Hunk Jordan, Cranston huskies; Bob 
moon at Cycledrome when Fresh- won their spurs with Joe McGee’^s mick and O’Keefe have a likely Robinson of Pawtucket, Lionel La- 
pan Coach. Char lie McCormick sends fine first, year group last fall, are looking group of youngsters under pierre of Central Falls, Walt Stry- 
jhem into action against a strong now. ready • to show their wares in their wing, and if the yearlings can pek of Woonsocket, Manny Borges 
fioiy Cross Freshman, team in the \’Varsity competition against Holy flash some of the form they have and Paul Bruno of Bristol, Cappucil- 
test of the campaign for both \ Cross at Worcester on Saturday. displayed in their scrimmages with li and Polak of Warren, Cinquegrana
v ’ 'Si.8?- \ „ Wcfcree Bin Halloran the ’Varsity, the Holy Cross first of West Warwick, Gaffney, Gorman
w O? the® best all-roura ' ShlXe’sVro'w wil1 be itt fOT a buf,y aft- , and Shaw, all of La Salle and Sip-
Ue at the Worcester ool-\ tans wht be in tor a btSrSTjSoblV B^rat tormer ah
yege. \ of football. Both outfits -would like \ of. this state are listed to see ©outstanding Rhode Island boys
-------- ---  Ttiopel had an undefeated ’Fresh- ‘ to collect'the decision to ei-ve their ' ice - during the game tor the Friars ' Writ? • , cour“.ed upon to aid the 
~V~------------- —---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ - j. __________  ,. ---------------------------------- -------their. quest for a -win.
FRIAR MSfcj
HOLD FIRST DRILL
■_ ■ *.... ............. .  .
30 Candidates- Report to 
I Football Coaches at Provi-
i •' 7 ? 1
dence College.
A squad of 30 candidates'.for the 
I Providence College Freshman foot- 
| ball team reported to Assistant 
Coaches Charles McCormick and 
’Charles O’Keefe yesterday after-, 
noon ori Hendricken field for their 
i first workout. While the turnout 
came up to the coaches’ expectations 
several men are expected to arrive 
today. Before the end of the week 
the full squad will settle into rou­
tine work. The Freshmen open their 
season on Oct. 5 with Holy Cross. 
■Freshmen at the Cycledrome.
The way the men lined up for their 
; first session according to position 
I showed two centres, five guards, nine 
■ tackles, five ends and nine back-; 
field candidates. One of the line 
candidates was Sam Arlia, Cranston 
high football captain last year. In 
ithe/backfield one of the player^ 
showing promise on the first day; 
was Leo Plosky of Albany who fittedj 
right into Assistant Coach Charles’ 
O’Keefe’s passing drill.
Assistant Coach Charles McCor­
mick gave his linemen charging, 
practice and work with the bucking; 
'sled after a period of calisthenics. A| 
'lighter practice schedule is on the- 
slate for today’s drill.
i The list of men who turned outj 
■yesterday follows:
Centres—Lionel Lapierre, Central Falls;.: 
ffillip Blaney, Suflield, Conn. Guards— 
'Stanley Gorman, Enfield, Conn.; Robert 
Robinson, Pawtucket; William Spirinler, 
Paterson, N. J.; Jack Lyons, Fall River; 
’gam Arlia, Cranston.
1 Tackles—Anthony Cappuccilll, Warren; 
Raymond Gulllette, Taunton; Norman Ech- 
ner, Torrington, Conn.; Paul Ryan, Haver­
hill Mass.; Robert Smith, Brockton, Mass.; 
(Brandon Garvey, Chicopee, Mass.; Robert 
Murphy. Providence; Leo Trayers, Boston; 
Harry Gorman, Providence.
Ends—Thomas Devine, Greenwich, Conn.; 
Edward Szpila, Cumberland; Vincent Ahern, 
Derby, Conn.; Israel Sipersteln, East Provi­
dence; Manuel Borges, Bristol.
Backfield—Haig Boudakian, Watertown, 
■Mass.; John Lengyel, New Haven; Dom 
Minicucci, Naugatuck. Conn.; Ben Polak, 
Warren; Paul Bruno, Bristol; Moses Sahadi, 
New Bedlord; Leo Plosky, Albany, N. Y.; 
Donald earner. Providence; James Mul- 
shenock, Providence. .
After Monday’s inactivity, due 
to weather conditions, the Friar ’Var-1 
sity worked mainly on calisthenics,; 
contact work and charging drills. 
Among the new arrivals on the ’Var-! 
^ity squad yesterday were Tofti Ham­
mond, Fall River; Charles Burke, 
Brighton, Mass.; Joseph Lenihanj 
Fall River, and Jack McGuire, Pitts­
field, Mass. Hammond, Burke and; 
Lenihan were members of last year’s 
Freshman eleven. ________  .
Gerald Prior
Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
Dominican 
Frosh Have 
Fine Squad 
i’ ;5 .
But Team Will Have to
Travel for Victory- Over 
/' Purple
By GERALD PRIOR
(News-Tribune Sports Writer)
In a colorful prelude to the' Provi­
dence College-Holy Crass varsity 
football game at Worcester on Sat­
urday; the Friar 
Freshman team 
on Friday after­
noon will play 
host to the 
Purple Freshmen 
at the Cycledrome 
here. It will mark 
the first time first- 
year teams of the 
riva! Catholic col­
leges have clashed 
on the gridiron.
The game 'holds 
an important spot 
on the Friars’ 
gridiron calendar, 
both 'because of
, the prestige , the 
i Dominican yearlings would get from 
a victory over the Cross frosh this 
5 year and the bright prospects .such 
an outcome would reveal for next j 
-.year’s Friar ’varsity.
■ Coaches Charlie McCormick and 
; Charlie O’Keefe have been working , 
i on a sweet array of talent on Hend- 
' ricken Field, but said array will be 
faced with a big task Friday, if the 
k invading Purple yearlings are any- 
| thing like the Cross first-year club 
I we saw smother Brown’s Freshman 
’ team under a mess of touchdowns 
last year.
And the Purple youngsters are 
i likely to be just as strong, forfoot- 
ball talent has been gravitating 
toward Mount St. James in carload 
I lots ever since Dr; Eddie Anderson 
took over the reins as ’varsity coach 
there.
MARK TO SHOOT AT
The Providence ’College Fre.shfnen-, .' 
have a real mark to shoot at inthis.ji. ’ 
game, their first -start of the Sqa.son.l- 
They’re out to follow the brilliant | 
trail blazed by last year's Dominican"’- 
frosh, who battled throw ..’heir eh-j 
tire schedule with on'v s ' 
and.that. by a on( '‘’’I Lm
Against Holy Cross Yearling^
This year’s FriaitoEYeshman team , 
doesn’t seem to stack, up in "back- !
1 field brilliance with last year's great j 
outfit, which ineMcled' such ball-car­
riers as Hank Soar, . Raj- Belliveau I 
;■ and Dick.. Vittullo, n'Ow graduated 
with Coacli Joe McGeej-'-to the ranks ' 
of the ’Varsity, but there are never- 1 
theless some pomising performers in 
the squad from which Coaches Mc­
Cormick and .O’Keefe will choose 
their, starting ■ array, It’s likely that 
the coaches will use as' many ca.n- 
diates as possible in order to get a 
line on their-talent Friday.
Dorn Minicucci appears to have the 
call for the quarterback work, and j 
if the former Naugatuck high star I 
is right the Crusader cubs will be 
in for a busy afternoon trying to 
haul him to earth. At the halves’ 
either Charlie Gaffney, former La 
Salle ace; Leo Ploski, Cathedral 
high star from Albany, or Ben Po- . 
lak, the big Warren husky, will be ■ 
■in line for service, with Bill Moge, J 
rugged Springfield lad handling the 
jfulba’ck work. Moge shapes up as i 
lone of the-best backs the Friars , 
have on their- first year team.
The line offers more of a problem, 
as Coach McCormick has some, very 
likely looking youngsters battling for : 
the regular berts. Every position 
has at least three candidates on the 
roster for the work, and the task 
of selecting a starting array offers 
quite a problem.
There is some some indication that 
the centre work will go to either 
Lionel Lapierre, former Central Falls 
leader, or Walter Strypek, rangy : 
Woonsocket lad. The latter has-been - 
' on the injured list for a week, but ■ 
reported in top condition yesterday 
and went through a stiff scrimmage . 
to the satisfaction of the coaches. 
Then, too, Phil Blaney, former Suf- 
fied Prep performer, stands a fine 
chance of breaking into the array.
The guards appear to narrow- to a 
selection between Bob Robinson, 
former Pawtucket lineman; Jack 
Lyons of Durfee High, in Fall 
River; Bill Spinnler, Paterson Cen­
tral product; Stan Gorman, Enfield 
’(Conn.) husky; Cinquegrana of 
West Warwick, and Sam Arlia of 
Cranston with Gorman and Arlia 
having a’slight edge on the rest of i 
the field. '■
THREE STAR TACKLES 6
Ed Snyder, 200 pound Peddie Prep 
Graduate, Norm Eichner, 185 pound 
Torrington lad, and George Shaw, 
former La Salle ace appear to have 
the edge for the work at the tackles, 
although they face opposition from 
t pn Travers, of Boston Cathedral 
High Ray Guillette of Taunton and 
Canpicilli of Warren.
Paul Rayn, who starred for three j 
years with St. James high of 
Haverhill is slated for left end, with 
T aurence Marion, brother of the 
Friars baseball captain, at the other 
fja-k unless last minute selections 
bv’ he coaches send Manny Borges 
c'f esristol, Hunk Jordan of Cranston 6 
v. jfdm Devine of Suffield into 
at tion. -j
Bill Halloran ■ will referee the •* 
ga, le, with Ned Barry of Holyoke J 
as umpire, >“d Erjed Huggins as 1 
liw ' v- to 1 | .-.off is listed for J 
Itof | ? ------------—
TRIP FRURS13-12
Holy Cross Yearlings Score
Two Touchdowns in Last
i ■ j
Period to Triumph.
■
The Providence College Freshman; 
] football team dropped a 13-12 deci-j
■ sion to the Holy Cross yearling, 
eleven at the Cycledrome yesterday 
afternoon. Both teams flashed their 
best form in the final period when 
three touchdowns were scored to 
make a stirring finale for a game 
which promised little in the way of 
excitement during the first three pe­
riods.
The Friar- Freshmen were away to 
ah early lead in the first period when 
Leo Ploski, triple-threat halfback, 
plunged through centre from,/the 
-Holy Cross two-yard line for, a touch­
down after a drive from midfield. 
This lead seemed sufficient for vic­
tory until the visitors found them­
selves in the fourth period.
Only a minute had elapsed after 
the start of the last period when 
Bartolomeo, Holy Cross yearling 
quarterback, whipped a 15-yard pass 
to Dzierzak, right end, for the first 
Crusader tally. Holy Cross had re­
covered a P. C. fumble as the third 
period ended and had the ball on 
the Dominican 10-yard,line as the 
fourth frame opened. The try for 
the point was'wide. -
Resorting to a forward passing at­
tack the Friars tried to get within
■ scoring distance of the Crusader goal 
but failed when Tassinari, Crusader 
fullback, intercepted a P; C. pass in 
I midfield. Holy Cross advanced to 
the Friars’ eight-yard stripe on 
sweeps off tackle and around end.
On the next play McNulty, sub­
stitute quarterback, faked an end 
run, then turned and shot a pass to 
Villhauer who was all alone behind 
the Friar goal-line. Mautner kicked 
! the point to make the score 13-6 in 
tfavor of the visitors.
■/ Providence then flashed its aerial 
attack in an effort to score. A 
“sleepy-end” play, with Ploski pass­
ing to Lengyel, netted 20 yards and 
on the next play' a pass, Ploski to 
'Gaffney, accounted for another, 20 
yards. The visitors were penalized 
five yards and a third successful 
pass, Ploski to Moge, placed the 
ball on the visitors’ one-yard line.
Unable to gain through the line 
the Friars took to the air again and 
Ploski hurled a pass to Ryan, left 
end, to register the Friars’ second 
touchdown. Ploski was hurried on 
his attempt for the point by a drop­
kick and the home club’s hopes for 
a last-minute tie went beggirig.
f ^ame played: October 5,1959-
Outstanding among Che Jriat 
Freshmen were Leo Ploski and Bill 
Moge the former with his accurate 
passes and the latter with hjs con­
sistently good punts. The ball-car- 
; rving of Bartolomeo and the passing 
of McNulty featured for the win- 
i ners.
1TOLYS'cROSS?> ' PROV- COLLEGE
&MENSfl3) FRESHMEN J12)^ 
Amereau 1. e................. ....Lt., Eichner
Brady, 1. . ............................... 1. g.. Arlia
; Carr, 1. . ............................ c Lapierre
Mautner, . ........................ T .r Gorman
Curran, r. . .................................j.»i .Snyder
Shields, r. . ..................... r e Marion
i Osborne, r. e............................ b.. Minicueci
I Bartolomeo, q . ................ M f h pjoski
Brucato. 1. h.,............................. r h Lengyel
Gautreau, r. ................................ • f;b Moge
Tassinan, I. 0. a 4
Score by Periods... 1 “ Q 13_i3
Holy cross Freshmen ° 0 6—12
p, C. Freshmen..... „ Freshmen—
pST « mvide.ee College 
F"n^rkl'touychdown: Holy Cross 
pTuSS^/ovidence College P^h-
■ man; ®oVLengyel; f « Shaw.
I ?r^;C™Tor B-"' S £ 
’ Villhauer; Celeste for NelsonIor
SrdVSzak for Osborne; McNulty for 
1 Hurley; Mulvey fcMW Ned
er7mesrnan-md Huggins. Time of 
H ieriods-lAJHih^^--
EMETS DIifHI
P.C.IH8EWSH
intercepted Pass Paves Way 
for Visitors’ Victory in 
Columbus Day Game.
Staging a 40-yard drive in the sec­
ond period, the Boston College Bag- 
Jets downed the Providence College 
J reshnoen 6-0 yesterday afternoon at 
i the Cycledrome. The game was the
A Providence College pass which 
!n1terCepted by BrFan> visitor's 
fullback paved the way for the only 
score of the game. The Friar Fresh­
men began a drive from their own 
0-yard line and had advenced into 
a. C. territonty when Lengyel at­
tempted a pass. Bryan cut in front 
t!le ’"tended receiver and taking 
bal1 t.e run raced 60 yards 
Pe,, "d almost perfect interference. 
™ £nalIy pulIed him downon the P. C. 20-yard line.
A 15-yard penalty for pushin 
Slowed the eager B. C. attack and 
the visitors punted to the Friar 6- 
£afd ?m.e; Moge kicked out to mid­
field but from this point the Eaglets 
were-not to be denied.
' The Eaglets advanced to the P C 
stldpe' A pass from Guihea 
;.to Cahill placed the ball three yards i 
I trorn the Friar goalline and from this 
point Guinea plunged over.
Providence threatened in the first 
period when, clever ball-carrying by 
Dorn Mmicucci and1 a pass from Leo 
Floski to Paul Ryan placed the ball 
within the B. C. 10-yard line. The ) 
r riars resorted to their aerial attack 
at this point but were unable to 
make connections.
. The Friars advanced to the B. C. 
3-yard line in the third period after 
a spectacular drive from the Boston 
College35-yard stripe. Taking to the 
| aif again the Friars reached the 4- 
yard stripe on a play from Ploski to 
Lengyel. Here the home eleven was 
unable to make progress through 
the line and a forward pass on the 
last down was grounded, ending the 
threat.
Between the halves city high 
school athletes competed in a 100- 
' yard dash and a one-mile relay race 
The dash was won by Young of Hope 
High m 11 seconds, with Belliotti of 
Central, second, and Holland of Cen­
tral, third._____ _______
In the mile relay the LaSalle Acad­
emy team of Archambault, Casey, 
Warburton, Fanning and Walsh de­
feated teams from Hope High and 
Central. Hope’s team of Gladding, 
Klibanoff, Dolan, Kinderhughes and 
Young was second, with the Central 
quintet of Lerna, Simpson, Belliotti, 
Holland and Weedon finishing third.
BOSTON COLLEGE FROV. COLLEGE
FRESHMEN (6). FRESHMEN <0).
Mahoney, 1. e........................ ). e., Ryan IC.)
Koslowski, 1. t............................1. t.. Eichner
Martin, 1. g....................................1. g„ Arlian
' Blandiorl, c...................... ............. c., Gorman
i Craig, r. g................................ r. g„ Robinson
I Pereault, r. t..............................r. t., Trayer
! Cahill, r. e................r. e„ Jordan
i Farwell, q. b........ ....................... q. b.. pioskl
Guinea, 1. .h........ ....................... 1. h„ Gaffney
Laronde. r. h............. r. h.'. Mlnicucci i
Bryan, f. b......................................i. b„ Moge
Score by Periods................ 1 2 3 4
Boston College Freshmen.... 0 6 o 0—6
Touchdown: Boston College Freshmen— 
' Guinea. Substitutions: Providence College 
Freshmen—Snyder for Trayer, Lengyel for ' 
'Gaffney, Borges for Jordan. Blaney for 
Gorman. Spinnlcr for Robinson. Gaffney for’: 
j Mlnicucci: Boston College—Forestall’ fori 
Farwell. Bonin for Forestall, Farwell for 
Bryan, Donatelll for Guinea, Chairlni for 
Kale. Cohan for Martin. Referee—Ned 
Barry. Umpire—Fred Foley. Linesman_
W. A. Jamieson, Time of Periods—15 min­
utes._______ _____ ___ ... ----
Boston HERALD
B. C. FRESH WIN
ON 85-YARD RUN
Bryan’s Gallop Sets Stage for 
Lone Score in Game 
With Providence
PROVIDENCE, Oct. 12—An 85-yard 
run by Bryan, • Boston College freshman 
fullback, after intercepting a forward 
pass on his own goal line, .gave the 
Eaglets the set-up for a 6 to 0 victory 
over Providence College freshmen here 
this afternoon.
Bryan carried the ball to the 15-yard 
mark and a series of line plunges sent 
Guinea over with the only score of a 
bitterly-fought game.
Providence College was inside the 
Eagles’ 10-yard line on several oc­
casions but was turned back each time. 
B. C.' FRESH P. C. FRESH .
Mahoney, l.e.........r.e., Jordan (Borges) 
Koslows1 1.1........   ...r.t., Travers (Snyder)Martin (Cohan), l.g-.
r.g-.., Robinson (Spiunler) 
Blandiori, c.................. c., Gorman (Blaney)
Craig-, r.g-......................................... l.g-., Arlia.
Pereault. r.t...................  1. f.. Eiehner
f-Qaliill. r.e................ .l.e.. Ryan
{Farwell (Forestall. Bonin), q.b..q.b.. Ploski 
! Guinea (Dbnatelli), l.li.b. 2 
r.h.b.. Minicueci> (‘Gaffney) 
Laronde. r.h.b. .. .l.h.b., Gaffney tuengyel) 
Bryan (Farwell), f.b............  f.'b.v Moge
Periods .................  ] 2 3'.'i,4 :
Boston College Fresh 0 6 O' 0 G
; Touchdown—Boston College. Guinea. Ref- 
leree—Edward Barry. Umpire—Fred Foley.
Linesman—W. E. Jameson. Time—Four 
15-m^-periods..___________ .... . .__
I Game played: October 12,1934
Friar Freshman Captain
Paul Ryan, captain of the Providence College freshman team 
which is preparing for its next game with the Dean Academy 
eleven Saturdayiat Franklin, Mass. Ryan is an end.
Haverhili
i PAUL RYAN LEADER ' f 
I OF PROVIDENCE CUBS I,
. Former St. James Grtdwdn
i pbovsiSci°
i tain Ff th?R tan 0foHaVerhi!I’ as cap- 
tain °f the strong Providence College 
?„eshl?foott)aI1 team was confirmed 
l here today by the college authorities 
Ryan was an almost unanimous choice ■ 
of the yearhngs to lead them through 
their remaining games. L!1™ugii
. _ Byan prepared for Providence at St
“ ?iSh Where he barred Tn foot-' 1 
all, and captained the team in 1932 
He won all Essex county honors for 
I of TT h °F Td was ranked as one 
of the best , schoolboy athletes ever 
“cod at St. James. He is one^l, 
the athletic family who have starred 
atest’ T°e ’ a br.°ther’ is a cO'captain 
i at St. James this season, 
i foTW. fwU- Ryan “ PIaying left end 
mr the Friars and his sparkling ex­
hibition here last week-end when the 
team lost a thrilling 13 to 12 decision 
hhnF R°ly Cfr°S freshmen stamped 
enter the F °f -he best wingmen to 
yeaS the °ommican college'in recent 
yeais. Ryan now weighs >185 and 
stands six feet in heigth 
le.d th^“bnU\Day Ca’p.tain Byan 
I th a r? ^iai cubs into action against
°f Sily’s
rifledTn Ploski> forward Pass aw“ho
Game played: October 20,1959
P. C. YEARLINGS
' LOSE TO DEAN i§-6
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Franklin, Mass., Oct. 20—In a game 
featured by the long runs of the Dean 
Academy backs, Dean defeated 
Providence College Freshmen, 18 to 
6, at Grant Field/ yesterday.
In the second quarter, Dean scored 
two touchdowns on runs by Horton 
and Tuckey for 45 and 15 yards, re­
spectively. Dean crossed the goal 
line one more in the fourth period 
when Horton broke loose for a 20- 
■ yard dash.
Providence managed to score a 
touchdown in the final quarter-on 
a Gaffney to. BaJswki"2'0-yard pass’d 
DEAN PROVIDENCE
- v Academy <io> college frosh (6)
;Shula; 1. e......... .....................   r. e.. Ryan
.Gannotti, 1. t..............................r. t., Goulette
Sheedy, I. g.................................... r. g., 'Arlia
Casey, c........................................c., Bullaney
‘Robertson., r. g......................... 1. g., Gorman
mmS't. t............................... 1. t_, Eichney
Murray, r. e...................,........... 1. e., Polaski
HalLiq. b. ................. q. b., Polo.zsky
Horton. 1, h. b. .. ............. r. h. b., earner
Horsfall, r h. b. .................. 1. h. b.. Langel
Gi'ard?;. f. b......................  . f. b., Moge
- Score by periods:
Dean Academy........... .0 12 0 '6—18
Providence Freshmen .... 0 \0 0. 6— 6
Substitutes: Dean—Bell for Shula, Lane 
for Gannotti, Ricci jfor Sheedy, Casey for 
Maro, Wyorski for Rpbertson, Indrianso 
for Molno. Cleverdon for Murray, Asnes for 
Hall, Ring for Asnes, Catoiie for Horton, 
. Tuckey for Horsfall. Scott for Giardi, Bur­
lingame for Scott.
P. C. Frosh—Borglas for Ryan. Snyder 
for Goulette, Spindler for Arlia, Stripek for 
Bullaney, Ahern for Polozsky, earner for 
Gaffney, Leahy for Langel.
Touchdowns-Y-Horton 2, Tuckey. Polaski 
Referee—Pigeon (Bates); Umpire—Har 
(R. I. State); Linesman—-Estes (Brown) 
Periods—Four 13-minutes periods.
I
I
Game played: October 26,1934
P. C. YEARLINGS
DEFEATED 14-12
(Special to the Providence Journal): 
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 26. The, 
highly educated toe of Duby Brook­
ings, brother of Bob Brookings of 
.varsity repute, place-kicked the ex­
tra points after both touchdowns, en-: 
■abling the Harvard Junior Varsity I 
football team to defeat, the Provi­
dence College Freshman eleven 14-12 
on Soldiers Field yesterday after-i 
i noon; -
. The summary: -
PROVIDENCE !
! HARVARD J. V. <1« FRESHMEN (12) 
Sullivan, Pdffi^ro, Fields, 1. e....r. e., Ryan 
Giles, Prout, Johnson, 1.1........r. t., Guillette
Kidder, Young, Robir.scn, Kernen, I. g..
........................................ r. g., Gorman 
Greeley, Foley, . .............c., Blaney, Strypek
Armstrong, Jones, Blatchford, r. £•••••_ ■, 
.1, g., Arlia-, Robinson 
Carniam BrowA,’ 7 t.. .1. t., Eichner, Travers 
Brassi, Paffa,rd, r. e........1. e-. Snyder, Polak
Pedrick, OivCn, q. b.. .q. b., Minicucci, Ploski 
Hoye, Ploski
nCf Ch."’ .W-.S”.er’. F“n"’.r. Vh.’ i>:,' GaHney 
Brookings, Hardwick, f. b.... .. .f. b., Moge i 
Score by periods... 1 2 3 4
Harvard-..»»/............ 0 14 C 0—14
Providence .. *........... .0 0 6 0 1^
Touchdowns—^Hoye, . Wesner, Minicucci, 
earner.. Point, after touchdowns—Brook- 
mRefeve?—Safey!0’ Umpire—Pike. Lines­
man—lewis. Periods—Three 15 minutes, 
vne 12 minutes.
IHUII! RII.MI ffl
OVERSTATE, 18-6
Lineups at Kingston;
STATE FRESHMEN r. C. FRESHMEN
....................... J- «•’. Pollock'
• '• ?...................... I. g., Robinson
I S"*. «• ............................ ... .......... e„ Stripk
Deuetnllo, r. g............................. r. Gorman
Deluca, r. t............................ r, t„ Goullette
I Pattee, r. e.......................................... e Rva.11
Vabrioant, q, h. ................   a. b.. Spinnler
Robinson, 1. h........................... ], h„ Ahern
Salley r. h. ............................... r. h.. Leahy
Cupello, t. b.............................. t. b.. Lengyel
Referee—J. R. Cooney, Harvard; umpire 
. —-Kearns, Rhode Island; linesman—Reek, 
; Providence. Time of periods—Four 12-min- 
ute periods.
The Providence College Freshman 
i and Rhode Island State Freshman 
football teams meet at Kingston this 
afternoon for their last game of the 
i season.
FIRST PERIOD
The Providence College Freshmen 
reached the State Yearlings’ 29-yard 
line just as the period ended. A pass, 
Plottsky to Lengyel, after a previous 
try had failed, was good for 24 yards 
The teams had battled near mid-field 
most of the quarter. The Ramlets un­
covered two first downs, only to have 
the visitors tie up the count at the 
end of the period. On an attempted 
kick, Mo^*is Fabricant took a poor 
pass for a neat end sweep of 15- 
yards.
| Score end first period: Rhode Is­
land 0, Providence College 0.
SECOND PERIOD
Providence scored on the fifth play 
of the period. The 29-yard march 
included a 15-yard pass from Plott­
sky to Mogue. The latter went over 
on a four-yard plunge through right 
tackle. The Friar Freshmeii resort­
ed to aerials for another score, but all 
three tosses were grounded. After 
reaching the Ramlets’ 24-yard line 
' Plottsky, Providence halfback, faded 
back to his own 45-yard stripe to 
heave the ball to Mogue, just as he 
i reached the end zone. The kick for 
I the extra point again went wide of 
the bars.
Score End Half—Rhode Island 0,
i Providence College 12.
THIRD PERIOD
The Ramlets made their first score 
this season when Frankie Robinson, 
state halfback intercepted a lateral 
from Plottsky and scampered 45 
yards for a touchdown. The kick for 
the extra point was blocked. After 
battling near mid-field, the Friars 
rushed back their first string line, 
r ne Rhode Islanders continued their 
march, ..an off-side penalty giving 
' he6 KSra firSt d°Wn 
-the aO-yard lme and “Chick” Sallev 
» L ^ventoard run to the
I . C. 39-yard line, just as the period 
ended.
i < Score < nd third period: Providence 
College R. I. State. 6^
FRIAR FHESHMEN
WALLOP «TS
Dominican Yearlings Gain 18- 
6 Triumph; Mogue Gets 
Two Touchdowns.
r C. VH-R. I. ‘;’„s STATISTlt'S
1 lr<^r,xdo■« ns . 9 '
Harris from '•rriinma^^ ... Ill fl|
la ds lost from scrimmage .... •.’* 31
Pa sses tried ...................... ...... Il •»
Passes completed ......................... ’ , j.
Yard* gained passing ................. pt n
Fumbles  j j
I'urnbles recovered.....................................1 4
No. Pena II ie; ....................................... h
Ya ds lost on penalties ............ ::<» jo
No. punts .............................................. h 11
Yards of punts ............ ^ ...... . • 3,'s
Avera ;e of punts............................. 4 1 fli> ’
Kunbick of pun'* ........................ . , . '.0 |x
The Providence College freshme-k- 
had too much.weight and finesse t'Jr 
the Rhode Island State lirst year meh 
at Kingston yesterday afternooiji, 
winning handily, 18-6. The affair was 
the first freshman tilt ever played 
between the two colleges. ‘ |
The visitors were held upon cveh 
terms until mid-way inf. the second 
period, when, resorting to aerials, 
they rode easily to victory.
In the first half, the winners reeled 
off 68 yards on passes, which matched 
their gains from scrimmage, in thejit?’ 
two periods. Mogue, Plattsky and 
, Lingyel all stood out in these 
I marches.
I The visitors outplayed the Ramlets 
in all departments, garnering nine
Jirst downs to their opponents’ fouh, 
two of which came from offside pen- 
altiesinflicted upon thie invaders. ;
The only bright spot in the losers’ 
exhibition was a 45-yard run by 
Fiankie Robinson, who, on intef- 
, cepting Plattsky’s lateral, continued 
! unmolested for the only score,the 
i Rhode Islanders made this season, 
i Morris Fabricant. •‘Chick” Salley 
! Harry Pattee and Al Cupello stood 
; out for theslosers.
j The first quarter was played largfj- 
' ? within the 30-yard lines, the twjb 
; teams resorting to kicks in their cm 
I K???r t0 secfre a break. Taking the 
I ball from their own 33-yard line, the 
I Friars marched 67 yards for their 
i first score.
th^pimt T'to OfT a flrst fi°ten. and 
then Plattsky tossed to Lingvo! for '
"e o ,v”' ' 2”‘vr"‘d .rtripc. «w<
Mogue plunged over. k
I Th" second score of ti.r _> 
came minutes later ,.•)> ' n/ ' '>d
j fueled back to his own n\- 'a 
I and tossed to Mog-ue v.i, ' i" */ 
‘'own into the end 2mm raced
this play. Platt-' - 1 CV1OI,S to
■h.Si'g . X",S;
>"‘o their own territory *' P

Boston HERALD
New England College Football Captains in Action
(Continued From Page 1, This Section) veteran left guard and captain of Massachusetts
State, is 169 pounds of dynamite to the opposi-
William Kutneski, captain and star right guard r
'"i“” 188 p”,8s' H" h°“ “ "
Captain William J. Karaban of Brown won Though h’<. m i «n „, '
^otbal! and basketball letters there last season, ■ Cook, giant tackle and captain of the University of >’
pouift$aPndyisd5rf latnil ‘VaIt „He 7elghs 188 Vermont is very fast and aggressive. For two /
; Beacon Fall Conn ' I ’ f tF, "r Vi rV V been ripp“g through the lines of the 
' jC°n/ ’ Conn’’ he was a football, baseball Catamounts’ enemies at will. He nreped at Cush and basketball star at Naugatuck High School and ing Academy. P P
later at Peddie Prep. On both offence and defence, “Lan” Cooper, I
Ace Against Harvard guard and captain of Springfield College, is in- I
*£■**•" kt : ■?» t,en,iv’ •* F 1.Captain Richard K. Mitchell of Northeastern is an Augusta, Me.
expe* pass-receiver, drop kicker and place kicker. Trinity s Golden Bantam Roosters have never
.1 He is ilso a star hockey and baseball player. t 1 3 T?0/6 ca,pable leader and better centre than
Captain “Buzz” Harvey of Holy Cross was the . g^pSty’ is bTockin
ace of the Crusaders in their victory over Har- Philadelphia. g p S' EU 1S a 11 tlve °f
. ; yard last year, and against the Crimson this year Because of an injury sustained in playing base-
again performed brilliantly. Not content to - ball last summer, Captain Jack Hill, of Dartmouth’s
g t. care of his position as tackle he once kicked football team, has been unavailable for the grid'.
Off md then made the tackle. Besides he kicked iron sport all season. A great punter and forward
5 two oals after touchdowns. passer before his injury, he has been greatly
all-round athlete is Francis Clare Curtin, missed. He is studying medicine at Hanover.
Vale' football cajitain. He prepared for college at
Exetc , and has been tackle on the Eli varsity Around Student :
eleven for. two years. He has few peers as a place Captain Paul R. Eyerly, Jr., of Wesleyan, has
kicker and defensive lineman. 'He is 6 feet, 1 inch keen the main pivot man of the Cardinals for three
tall, weighs 215 pounds and/is a native of North years. He is a six-footer and weighs 180 pounds.
/Abington, Mass. _ He prepared for college at Hill School.
It was his spectacular playing in the Boston Severe illness during the summer has prevented
College victory over Holy Cross last year that Captain Laurance E. (Larry) Dow of Belfast, Me.,
made David C. Couhig a great hero at the Heights from performing brilliantly on the gridiron for the
and won him the captaincy of the Eagles, and he White Mules this fall as he did in ’32 and ’33.
has continued to shine this season. He is 6 feet Nevertheless, he has been an inspiring leader. He
tall and weighs 175 pounds. Beverly is his home is also president of the senior class ail'd the student
town and. his older brother Philip captained the council.
Eagle grjdsters in 1931. George Lane Cobb of Lewiston, Me., is the
Captain Herman Gundlach, Jr., of Harvard, is acting captain of the TTniver.ity of Maine this
recognized as the Crimson’s iron man. He started year, it being Ae policy there to appoint such a
every varsity game in ’32 and ’33 except one. leader for the active season. And the Black Bears
This year his performance against Harvard’s have never had a better centre than Cobb has been
strongest foes has been unusually brilliant and for. the past three years.
.may win him AU-America honors. He is six F°r such a- big man, he is 6 feet tall and
<eet tall and WCJ-ghs 202 pounds. weighs 174 pounds, John “Bud” Fisher, quarter-
Heftv Speed , ack ,and sPark-plug of Rhode Island State Col-
z wi, . , rj ege’ ls certa’nly a flash on the gridiron. In 1933, When one of his backfield men needs an open- he was New England’s highest scorer with 55
• go through with the ball, Paul Schaffner, points.
..........  L 1‘- ' '' ' -J-‘- '''• - A- ■■■■■y...—r-r--’-r ; i.,‘ |
(Providence NEWS-TRIBUNE
•... *" *... *...-~V ..... ...........—
. ’want 1”. C. FOR. FOE ' ...<
J
OE McGEE, ybqthful coach of, Providence College, football, is being 
congratulated on ;111 sides on the magnificent manner in which
: he. lias, been steering his Friars to the front. Joe is in the position
of the young man with something to sell and an overdose of buyers. 
Army wants the P. C. squad to pay another visit to West Point.
Pennsylvania would also welcome the Friars but in either case it
would be no “breather” for either team. Dartmouth is also inter­
ested ih having the P. C. squad on its ’35 .schedule.
Hank Soar,.youthful Providence College halfback, is ranked one 
of the East’s. outstanding forward passing aces. The young man’s 
tosseS have ' brought commendation from rival coaches and he is a 
marked, man in every P. C. contest.
The' Friars of 1935 should be one of.the strongest smaller col­
lege teams of the East. The .P. C. eleven, however, must struggle 
through a duel with Frank,ifceaney’s' Rhode Island State team and 
that is difficult, gnough assignment for any young combination right 
now. ......
PURPLE SINKS 
ffllNp-D
Fitton Field, Worcester, Oct.. 6— ’ 
The Holy Cross Crusader, battling ‘ 
along the gridiron highway in quest j 
of eastern honors, ran into a snag 
here today when a vastly under- ; 
rated Providence college eleven 
held the Crusaders for three periods 
only to go down fighting in the 
final period, 25—0.
Rated as only a test battle for 
Holy Cross, the game turned, out 
to be anything else but a setup. 
Providence, under a new coach and 
playing its first game of the sea­
son, held the Cross line to a stand­
still in the first half and tossed 
the well publicised Crusader backs ; 
for several long losses. _ i
The game was played in a driv- j 
ing rain and the playing field re- ] 
sembled a Florida lot six . miles 
south of Key West. The ankle deep 
mud and the general slippery con­
ditions slowed the Crusader run­
ning attack down to a funeral 
walk. .
Two rapid fire touchdowns in the 
final period by substitute Crusader : 
backs paved the way for the Provi­
dence College downfall.
Coach Eddie Anderson discovered 
a new sensation on his team in the 
person of Ed Banahan,/Friar left i 
end. Banahan, a 151-pound midget, 
played a prominent position in the 
Crusader backfield all afternoon. 
His end play was the finest seen 
here all season and his uncanny 
ability to fathom the Crusader plays 
brought grief, in large measure, to 
the highly touted quartet of Yab­
lonsky, Kidd, Hobin and Kuziora.
A brief exchange of fisticuffs be­
tween Hank Soar and Peter Lingua 
enlivened the contest. Both were 
banished from the fray.
FIRST PERIOD
Landry Frio, quarterback, took 
Harvey’s kickoff on his own fiye- 
yard line and returned the ball to 
the 18-yard stripe. Soar was 
thrown for a 10-yard loss on next 
play as Hobin broke through. Soar 
punted to Kidd at midfield. Hobin 
electrified with a. fine ^end sweep
Continued on page 33
‘ t../'. .... ........ J
Here is a Grandstand Seat for You FREE!
AT THE
Providence College vs. City College of N. Y. 
FOOTBALL GAME 
Saturday, Oct. 13,19344 Kicko££ at 2.30 
At the Cycledrome
The purchase of 1 Grandstand Seat Ticket at the regular price of 
$1.10, PLUS THIS COUPON and 10 Cents for Government Tax will 
entitle 2 PERSONS to Grandstand Seats for this football game.
Present this Coupon and Ten Cents at the Grandstand Box Office 
at the Cycledrome when purchasing reserved admission on Oct. 13.
Providence College
Front Row (left to right) : Joseph Lefebvre, Providence, halfback; Alfred Hagstrom, Gloucester, 
Mass., end; Paul Healy, New Bedford, halfback; Omer Landry, Central Falls, quarterback; Thomas 
Hammond, Fall River, halfback; Joseph Balzanelli, Barre, Vt., halfback.
Second Row: Joseph McHenry, Providence, guard; William Sullivan, Providence, tackle; Edward 
Gilf, Providence, end; Carlo Angelica, Enfield, Conn., halfback; Captain William Kutneski, Olneyville, 
guard, Carlo Lepre, Providence, guard; Patrick Morrison, Staten Island, center; Edward Banahan, New 
Haven, end; Brandt Nelson, Cranston, end.
Third Row: Line Coach, Phil Couhig; Leo Bouzan, Newton, Mass., tackle; George Cusack, West­
field, Mass., tackle; Peter Gobis, Providence, end; Joseph Adamick, Southbridge, Mass., tackle; John 
^naith, Brockton, Mass,, tackle; William Lawler, Springfield, Mass., end; Leo Davin, New Haven, tackle;
Henry Soar, Pawtucket, halfback; Richard Vitullo, Warren, fullback: Oliver Roberge, Bristol, Conn., 
nd coach; Head Coach, Joseph McGee.
Back Row: Backfield Coach, Tom Bride, Cranston; Raymond Belliveau, Fitchburg, Mass., quarter- 
ac ’ Ben Abrams, Providence, center; Abe Feit, Paterson, N. J., center; Charles Verde, Providence, 
rnanager; Jesse Breault, Harrisville, center; Adolph Janulis, Dorchester, manager; Bert Skipp, New Haven, 
n ■ Edward Sokolowski, Cranston, fullback; James Boboras, Providence, guard; Peter Lekakos, Cam- 
brid§e. guard.
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